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CHAPTERl 
CORPORATE BRANDING: AN INVESTIGATION INTO HOW LOY AL 
PIETERMARITZBURG & SURROUNDING AREAS' SHOPPERS ARE TO 
THEIR PREFERRED GROCERY STORES 
STUDY CONCEPT & OVERVIEW 
Branding, and in particular corporate branding has become a topic of interest for 
marketers worldwide. In an environment where competition is incredibly tight and 
organizations are striving to gain an advantage over fellow competitors, branding has 
been used as a tool for differentiation. It is a marketing tool that involves the 
organization investing a considerable amount of money in the marketing of the 
brand/s and also focussing on the long-term sustainability of the brand rather than 
short-term economic returns. 
Retailers first competed with manufacturers' brands hy producing their own product 
ranges - these were of a lower quality and were priced considerably lower than the 
manufacturers' products. Next, retailers competed directly by producing products of 
equal standard but still slightly cheaper than the manufacturers products, and lastly 
retailers began competing against manufacturers through branding. Corporate brands 
have been used by both parties as umbrellas, under which their range of products are 
identified. The use of corporate brands has helped organizations to communicate 
their visions and other general aspects, attributes, benefits and values they want 
associated with their products (for example, guarantees of satisfaction, quality, good 
customer care and value). 
The overall objective of this dissertation was to investigate the loyalty of residents in 
the Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas to their preferred grocery stores. It is a 
qualitative study of corporate branding and the role that it plays in detennining the 
loyalty of customers to their pref erred grocery stores. Research is very important to 
organizations in order to detennine the success of their investment in branding on 
gaining loyalty from their customers and potential customers. 
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Loyalty can be measured in several different ways, but to gain the clearest and most
comprehensive picture it is imperative that as many ways as possible are researched.
This particular survey covered actual buying patterns (behavioural measures),
switching cost measures, satisfaction / dissatisfaction measures, overall feelings
measures and commitment measures. Together these five methods of measurement
can detennine whether the management of the grocery stores in question are on the
right track or whether corrective action needs to be undertaken to increase their
customers' level of loyalty.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
• How loyal are existing customers to their pref erred grocery stores?
• What are the reasons for such loyalty? 
( • What are the possibilities of customers switching to a competing gro� store
chain?
• What are the reasons for such switching?
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
• To investigate how brand loyal Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas' residents
are to the grocery stores available.
• To determine the level of loyalty these customers have toward their preferred
grocery store chains.
• To establish why the residents of Pietermaritzburg and surrounding area are loyal
to their preferred grocery stores.
• To find out what are the possibilities (if any) of these customers switching to
competing grocery store chains.
• To discover why the customers would make the switch to the competing grocery
store chains.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
To collect answers to the research question, a survey was conducted to determine 
whether or not Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas' residents are loyal to their 
preferred grocery store and if so, the level of their loyalty and the reasons behind their 
loyalty. The questionnaire of 20 questions (both multiple choice and open-ended 
questions) was designed to assess loyalty from a number of different angles; namely, 
behavioural, switching costs, satisfaction, "lildng" the brand and commitment (see 
Appendix A for copy of final questionnaire), Interviews were conducted at shopping 
centres around Pietermaritzburg, and it was felt that this method was the most 
appropriate as it allows for "extensive explanations" (Lambin, 2000, pp. 153). 
The_ population was subdivided in terms of the grocery chain stores available to 
residents in the Pietermaritzburg and surrounding area (ie: Pick 'n Pay," Shoprite 
Checkers, Spar and Woolworths). As there are several stores located within the 
population area, one of each of the chain stores was selected randomly to determine 
where the interviewing would take place. 
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY REPORT 
Chapters 2, 3 & 4: Literature review 
Chapter 5: 
Chapter 6: 
To introduce the topic of corporate branding in the grocery store 
industry, and overview of the general concepts of branding 
corporate branding followed by explanation of actual research 
relating to the grocery store retail industry. 
Re.search Methodology 
A description of the method used to research the topic of loyalty 
to corporate brands is given. 
Research Findings 
The findings of the empirical survey are described in this chapter. 
These findings are based entirely on knowledge that was gained 
from the questionnaire. 
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Chapter 7: Research Discussion, Conclusions & Recommendations 
It is in this chapter that the findings are contrasted and compared 
to those in the reviewed published research. Conclusions to the 
objectives are drawn and then recommendations are provided to 
give managers an idea of possible solutions to help overcome 
brand loyalty problems. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW: GENERAL BRANDING INFORMATION 
DEFINITION, TYPES AND FUNCTIONS OF BRANDING 
Although it has only been in the latter half of the twenty-first century that branmng 
has become a topic of interest in marketing management circles, many brands were 
long since established. The sudden interest was brought about by the fact that 
manufacturers had to find more convincing ways of differentiating their products 
from fellow competitors. Many companies have done this with great success by 
creating positive images that customers associate. with a company or product. Take 
Nike and BMW. as examples; Nike conjures images of the "Swoosh", l\-1ichael Jordon 
and "Ju.st Do It", and BMW is just "sheer driving pleasure." Brands exist in the 
customers' minds and help lessen the anxiety of the llilknown by providing the 
assurance of an old friend. 
The American Marketing Association defines a brand as "a name, term, sign, symbol 
or design, or a combination of them, intended to identify the goods or services of one 
seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of competitors" (Kotler, 
2000, pp. 404). A brand is basically a promise from the manufacturer to deliver a 
product of consistent features and standards to the consumer. A brand is a powerful 
marketing tool that can be used to convey more than just a guarantee of quality - it 
can also convey (Kotler, 2000, pp. 404): 
• Attributes: certain qualities are brought to mind by the brand.
• Benefits: the identified attributes need to be translated into functional and
ernotional benefits.
• Values: the brand gives customers an idea of what values are important to the
producer, for example, safety or performance.
• Culture: the brand may represent a certain culture.
• Personality: the brand can project certain personality traits, for example, regal or
organized.
• User: the brand portrays the land of customer who buys or uses the product.
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de Chematony and McDonald (1992, pp. 31-41) identify eight different types of 
branding that marketers employ, each with advantages and disadvantages that would 
obviously have to be weighed up, when the branding decision is made. 
• A sign of ownership: brands were used to distinguish the products of
manufacturers from those of the retailers.
• A differentiating device: brands were used to distinguish an organization's
products from its fellow competitors. This distinction must provide added value
to the product in order for the brand to succeed.
• A functional device: brands were used as a communication device to inform
customers of the product's functional capability. Manufacturers used their brands
to guarantee consistent quality, and thereafter to communicate specific functional
benefits.
• A symbolic device: brands on certain products are used because of their ability to
provide the users something with wbich they can express themselves. The brands
enhance their personality, but this must be communicated in the promotions of the
product.
• A risk reducer: buying new products is viewed as risky business and brands are
used to help assuage fears and reduce risks.
• A shorthand device: the promotional strategy for some brands is to provide large
chunks of information, and the brand helps customers recall information from
memo:ry at a later stage, when required.
• A legal device: brands became registered trademarks in order to prevent
manufacturers of inferior products from packaging their products in identical
packages as the competitor's brand.
• A strategic device: brands are being viewed as an organizational asset, and are
being treated as such by being audited, future forces evaluated, and positioning the
brand so as to achieve the desired return on investment.
The classic function of branding is to create a distinction among products that will 
satisfy a customer's need. Branding performs functions for both the buyer and the 
seller). 
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Figllre J: FunL1:lons or a Bra.nd for the Buyer and Seller. 
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For buyers, brands perform the function of reduction by helping to identify specific 
products and thereby reducing search costs and reducing the perceived risks of 
purchasing new products. In using certain brands, the buyers are rewarded with levels 
of status and prestige, thereby reducing the social and psychological risks associated 
with owning and using the wrong brand (Berthon, Hulbert & Pitt, 1999, pp. 54). 
For sel lers. brands perform the function of facilitation by making products easily 
identifiable; some of the seller's tasks are made simpler. Brands can make the 
introduction of new products easier as buyers are more willing to try a new product if 
it carries the same familiar brand name. Marketing efforts are provided with an 
identity on which to focus its advertising, and branded products are often priced at a 
prenuum through the differentiation furnished by the brand name. Brands also 
facilitate market segmentation by enabling the organization to communicate a 
consistent message to a specific target group. and fmalJy branding facilitates brand 
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loyalty, which is particularly important in product categories where repeat purchasing 
is a feature of buying behaviour (Berthon, Hulbert & Pitt, 1999, pp. 54). 
A brand is used to communicate to the customer the origin of the product, and to 
protect both the manufacturer and customer from competing producers who would 
attempt to provide products that appear to be identical With this in mind, it must be 
remembered that as an intangible asset of the firm, a brand neither appears on the 
balance sheet nor is depreciated, and therefore, needs to be maintained from short 
tenn pro.fits - but more often than not gets neglected. The importance of maintaining 
a brand is clearly seen in a study performed in 2000 (Sampson, in de Bono, 2000, pp. 
65) idenlifying some of the world's top brands. Brand value as a percentage of
market capitalization shows that the brand as an intangible asset makes a considerable 
contribution to the total stock-market value; for example the Coca-Cola brand 
accounts for 51% of the total stock-market value and the McDonald's brand 63%. 
Table 1: Top Global BTBnds & their Braud Value as a Percentage of" Market Capitalization (2000). 
BRAND VALUE AS 
MARKET 
YEAR BRAND VALUE BRAND \I ALUE % %MARKET 
CAPl'rALlZATION 
FOUNDED 2000 (5m) 1999 ($m) CHANGE CAPITALIZA 1'ION 
2000 
2000 
LS86 72,537 83,845 -13% 142,163 51% 
Microsoft-Windows 1975 70,197 56,654 24% 420,992 17% 
IBM 
Intel 
Nokia 
GeneJ'lil Electric: 
Ford 
Thsney 
McDonald's 
AT&T 
1911 53,184 43,781 21% 194,236 27% 
1968 39,049 30,021 JO¾ 447,719 9% 
1865 38,528 20,694 86% 239,828 16% 
1913 38,128 33502 14% 524,351 7% 
1903 36,368 33,197 10% 48,781 75% 
1923 33,553 32,275 4% 80,645 42% 
1955 27,859 26,231 6% 44,012 63% 
1885 25,548 24,181 6¾ 118,671 22% 
(Sampson, JD de Bono, 1001, pp. 650), 
Management must acknowledge that branding is a concept that needs to be 
incoq>orated throughout the business and makes little sense unless there is investment 
in its sustainability. Dr Thomas Oosthuizen (in de Bono, 2000, pp. 49) emphasises 
that "the importance of the brand name lies in far more than the name itself. lt 
entails the entire business concept, from the feelings and attitudes associated with the 
name, lo the clarity of identity elements that make up the brand, to the saliency of 
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such elements within a competitive or even global context. It includes the marketing 
mix factors ... It includes business fundamentals ... It lies in creating an unassailable 
competitive advantage in what you do and how you do it, And how eve1J' part of the 
business works towards that goal. But mostly it lies in a management attitude about 
what it is and what it can be." Branding, be it a corporate brand or be it a specific 
product brand, must be managed at a corporate level in order to reflect the core 
commihnent that is necessary to strive for excellence and to ensure consistent brand 
messaging at every point of customer contact. 
Further to branding being a core corporate commitment, there are other conditions 
that are considered favourable to successful branding (McCarthy & Perreault, 1990, 
pp. 236): 
• The product is easy to identify by brand or trademark.
• The product quality is easy to maintain and is best value for money.
• Distribution is widespread and availability is dependable - customers are not
limited to purchasing the brand in one particular place.
• Demand for the general product is high.
• Demand is strong enough for the market pnce to be such that branding is
profitable.
• Economies of scale exist - if the branding is successful, costs should drop and
profits increase.
• Favourable shelflocations or display space in stores will help.
BRANDING STRATEGIES 
The branding strategy is one that needs to be carefully thought about considering the 
costs involved. A number of strategies have been identified providing organization's 
with a wide range of choice, and a fair amount of research is required prior to making 
a final decision on the manner in which the finn is going to brand its products. 
Firstly, the manufacturing organization must decide whether or not it is going to 
produce all its products under its own brand. If the fom decides that it will produce 
every product under its own brand, then it must decide on the method of branding 
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strategy - line or brand extensions, multi-branding, co-branding or establishing an 
entirely new brand (Kotler, 2000, pp. 413-417). 
The first choice involves introducing variations within the same product category 
whilst using the same brand name. This is known as a line extension strategy (Kotler, 
2000, pp. 414), and an example of this would be Simonsberg, who originally 
produced a variety of flavoured cottage cheeses. The first line extension was that of 
Simonsberg cheese squares in the same flavours as the cottage cheeses; and most 
recently the Simonsberg line has been further extended to include Simonsberg creamy 
spread. Line extensions should not be made indefinitely and without consideration 
for the confusion that can be caused by using one name on products within the same 
category. 
A second strategy involves the use of an existing name to launch new product ranges 
(Kotler, 2000, pp. 414-416). A classic example of a firm using its brand name across 
product categories is Caterpillar who produces large earthmoving equipment in one 
category and work boots in another. It is imperative for the organization to ensure 
that consistent standards of quality are retained and brand associations fit across the 
product categories otherwise customer's respect and loyalty will be Jost by the finn. 
Multi-branding, the third strategy, entails introducing different brands within the same 
product category (Kotler, 2000, pp. 416). This strategy is used when a company 
wishes to promote different features or appeal to different groups of customers. 
Unilever, for example, produces several differently branded detergents that compete 
with each other in the same category. This strategy is used to protect major brands by 
taking shelf space from competitor's brands, but rather than protecting a major braJJd, 
the others could cannibalise the market share and result in decreased profits. Building 
brands is a costly business, so an organization must make sure that each brand is as 
profitable as can be without cannibalising the others. 
Sometimes the current brands owned by a company do not appropriately fit the new 
product category. In this instance, the fourth strategy is used, whereby a new brand is 
established (Kotler, 2000, pp. 416). Again� this strategy needs to be carefully 
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researched as the establishment of a new brand and the building thereof is a costly 
process. 
A fifth and rising phenomenon is that of co-branding whereby two or more well­
known brands are combined in an offer (Kotler, 2000, pp. 416-417). Each 
organization is expecting that combination of brands will strengthen the purchase 
intention. In the computer industry, all the top brands - Dell, IBM, Compaq, Mccer -
purchase Intel Pentiwn processor chips for use in their computers. Dual advertising 
has convinced many customers to purchase computers using the Intel processing 
chips. 
If, however, the manufacturing organization decides that the branding of its entire 
product line would be too costly, it can decide instead to brand certain parts that are 
then used within another manufactured product, or a manufacturer can sell all or part 
of its output to a .middleman who then uses his own branding (Etzel, Walker & 
Stanton, 1997, pp. 247). This strategy helps a manufacturer who is looking to reach 
diverse target groups without risking their established brand. But it may lose 
customers for its own brands, ai1d there is loss of control over the manner in which the 
product is marketed which could ultimately affect its revenues. 
It is not only the manufacturers that need to quest1on lhe branding strategy. Further 
down the supply chain are the middlemen (Etzel, Walker & Stanton, 1997, pp. 247-
250). Middlemen have to decide whether to carry only producers' brands, or to cany 
a mixture of both producers' and middlemen's brand or, as a third alternative, to carry 
generic products. Retailers and wholesalers would use the strategy of carrying only 
producers' brands when they did not have the financial resources to promote a brand 
and maintain its quality. If the midcUeman wants to increase its control over their 
target markets, then it may market its own brand in place of or alongside producers' 
brands. Retailers are often able to sell their own brand at a substantially lower price 
than those of the producers' brands, either because the quality is lower than 
competing products or they are able to acquire their brand-carrying merchandise at 
lower costs. A third strategy is for the middleman to carry generic products whereby 
the products are simply labelled according to their contents. These products sell for 
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even less than the retailer's brands making them appealing to the cost-conscious 
shoppers. 
Visbwanath and Mark conducted a study (1997, pp. 122�129) to research the 
profitability of premium brands across forty consumer goods categories, when 
Folgers, a Proctor & Gamble subsidiary, through geographical expansion attained 
market share domination hut did not gain the expected profitability. Their results 
found that market share alone does not drive profitability, but it is also affected by the 
nature of the category in which the product competes. "A brand's relative market 
share (RMS) has a different impact on profitability depending 011 whether the overall 
category is dominated by premium brands or by value brands to begin with. That is, 
if a category composed largely of premium brands, then most of the brands in the 
category are - or should be - quite profitable" (Vishwanath & Mark, 1997, pp. 124). 
From their study, they conclude that when developing a strategy for a premium brand, 
managers must look at two dimensions - whether the product category is dominate by 
premium or value brands and the re1ative market share of the brand. They further 
developed a matrix into which any brand can be positioned, and this position will 
determine the strategy that needs to be used, and the implications of the position on 
the brand's profitability. 
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Figure 2: Two Dimensions, Four Strategies. 
TWO DIMENSIONS, FOUR STRATEGIES 
� 
0 .d 
c., THE HITCffiKER THE WGH-ROAD 
(Average Return on BRAND 
Sales: 15% - 20%) (Return on Sales: greater 
than 20%) 
THE DEAD-END THE LOW-ROAD 
BRAND BRAND 
� 
3 
(Return on Sales: less (Return on Sales: 5% -
than 5%) 10%) 
Low High 
RELATIVE MARKET SHARE {RMS) 
, PP· .. :>) 
• The Hitchhiker (Premium category, low RMS): For these brands gaining share by
lowering prices is a dangerous strategy, it is preferable to follow the pricing
strategies of the market leader. "The common theme is an innovative brand for
which consumers are willing to pay a premium price" (Vishwanath & Mark,
1997, pp. 124). Healthy profits can be maintained for long periods but the brand
is at the mercy of-the market leaders pricing strategies, which can reduce the price
gap and therefore erode profits.
• The High Road (Premium category, high RMS): A brand in this quadrant of the
matrix is a market leader, and the key to its success i6 innovation and a loyal
customer base willing to pay premium prices (but must in return be compensated
with improvements and changes that deliver real value). "When managers of high­
road brands are confronted with a price war or a threat from a private label, it is
critical for them to think through the cmtsequences of their reactions"
(Vishwanath & Mark� 1997, pp. 125-126).
• The Low Road (Value category, high RMS): These brands often do not realize
major profits as a result of their price premiums, so a primary goal should be to
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cut costs and then plough back the savings in order to lower the costs. 'The 
strategy is to encourage consumers who are buying value brands to purchase the 
premium brand by reducing the price gap benveen the two and boosting the 
brand's equity" (Vishwanath & Mark, pp. 127). Costs can be cut through 
reducing stock, rationalizing capacity, consolidating suppliers and standardizing 
components. In the low road quadrant, research and development costs should 
focus on increasing proficiency in the manufacturing process and reducing waste. 
• The Dead End (Value category, low RJv(S): In this quadrant it is really difficult to
fmd a winning strategy, premium brands just do not make money. Tius severely
limits the choice available to management - basically there is a choice between
getting out of the business or committing to a major turnaround project to move
the brand out of the quadrant. To move out of the dead end quadrant, managers
can either slash prices, outsource in areas where economies of scale a.re not
commanded or introducing a super-premium product to shake up the category.
Not only can ,this matrix be used for developing individual product strategies, but it 
can also be used to assist manager to understand the dynamics of a portfolio of 
products. "By plotting their portfolio on the matrix, managers can see which brands 
are perfonning itp to potential and adjust their expectations for individual brands -
and their overall resource allocation - accordingly" (Vishwanath & Mark, 1997, pp. 
129). It must be remembered that a tool like this is not a once-off appliance, but 
should be used to re-examine products and portfolios on a regular basis. By doing 
this, managers can prepare for or initiate category changes, and help their 
organizations maximize profitability. 
BRAND EQUITY 
In the early 1990s, David Aak:er, a reputable marketer stated that, "brand equity is 
one of the hottest topics in management today" (Aaker, 1991, pp. ix), with brand 
name awareness and brand dominance being identified as the key success factors in 
owning the market. In 1998, the Marketing Science Institute defined brand equity as 
"the set of associations and behaviours on the part of the brand 's customers, channel 
members, and parellt corporations that permit the brand to earn greater volume or 
greater margins than it could without the brand name and that gives the brand a 
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strong, sustainable, and differentiated advantage over competitors " 
(http://www.universe.indiana.edu/clp/be/brandl .hbn). Aaker (1991, pp. 16) identified 
five categories of assets and liabilities that underlie brand equity; namely brand 
loyalty, name awareness, perceived quality, brand associations and other proprietary 
brand assets (ie: patents, trademarks etc). 
As well as providing value for the firm in the form of enhanced efficiency and 
effectiveness of marketing programmes, increased brand loyalty, increased prices and 
higher profit margins, greater possibility of brand extensions, increased trade leverage 
and improved competitive advantage (Aaker, 1991, pp. 16- 19); brand equity also 
creates value for customers through assistance of product information interpretation 
and processing, enhanced confidence in making the purchase decision and increased 
user satisfaction through experience (Aaker, 1991, pp.16). 
Of the five identified categories, brand loyalty is seen as the core dimension of brand 
equity (Aaker, 1991, pp. 39)-when customers continue to purchase from a particular 
store or purchase a particular brand even when a competitor offers a product of 
superior features, price and convenience. Brand loyalty, however, is not just a matter 
of repeat purchase behaviour, but rather, also incorporates a process of evaluation and 
a high degree of customer satisfaction. Jakoby and Kyner (1973, Lambin, 2000, pp. 
215) presented six criteria that are considered necessary in defining brand loyalty:
• Nonrandom
• Behavioural response
• Expressed over time
• By some decision-making unit
• With respect to one or more alternative brands out of a set of such brands, and
• Is a function of psychological (decision-making, evaluative) processes.
There are varying degrees of brand loyalty, which present a further challenge to 
manufacturers. David Aaker (1991, Kotler, 2000, pp. 405) distinguishes between 
five levels of brand loyalty: 
• Customers that will change brands, especially for price reasons and convenience.
There is no brand loyalty.
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• Customers are satisfied. These customers are habitual buyers and find no reason
to change brands.
• Customers are satisfied. They have invested time and money to get to know the
brand and that changing brands would incur switching costs.
• Customers value the brand and see the brand as a friend.
• Customers are devoted to the brand. The brand is important to the customer and
their confidence is such that they will recommend it to others.
Brand loyal£l_!L_th�_one dimensicu of..b.:r:and equity that is inextricably linked with the 
experience of the customer - brand loyalty does not exist without the customer having 
purchased the product and being satisfied with it. Several methods bave been 
identified to measure brand loyalty (Aaker, 1991, pp. 43-46) and it is most appropriate 
to use all the approaches in order to gain a deeper insight into why customers are loyal 
and how brand loyalty is linked to the organization's profitability. 
• Behavioural measures: by surveying actual purchase patterns, one will be able to
determine loyalty. Researchers can look at repurchase rates, percentage of
purchases and/or number of brands purchased as patterns of purchase behaviour.
As a stand-alone measure, behavioural pattern research is limited by expense,
inconvenience and in tenns of analysis of future trends.
• Switching costs: depending on the size of the investment made by the customer in
purchasing the brand and the risk involved in switching to another brand,
customer will stick to the brand they know or they will swap between brands at
every opportunity. Analysing switching costs will provide insight into the extent
to whicl.t customers are Joyal to a brand because it would cost too much or it
would be too risky to swap to another.
• Measuring satisfaction: a researcher must not only measure levels of satisfaction
but also dissatisfaction and at the same time, this measure must be current,
representative and sensitive. The customers must be given the opportunity to
express any dissatisfaction; otherwise there is a great possibility that the research
results will be skewed.
• Liking the brand: brand loyalty also involves an overall liking of the brand or
firm. Researchers will want to find out whether or not customers "like" the brand,
llave feelings of "warmth, respect or friendship" towards the brand or firm. These
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overall feelings towards the brand or organization raise the barriers to entry for 
competing brands and also increase the price customers are likely to pay for the 
product or service. Feelings of like can be scaled in various ways in.eluding 
liking, respect, friendship and trust. 
• Commitment: commitment from customers is what every producer wants for their
brand. Commitment can be quite easily detected by the level of interaction and
communication involved with the product or by the extent to which the brand is
important to the customer. Does the customer talk about the brand and
recommend it to others?
Scott Bedbury, the man behind Nike's "Just Do It" logo and Starbucks 
"Frappuccino", believes that no matter the product, there are eight principles that are 
necessary to promote brand building and turn a brand into a GREAT one (1997, 
Bedbury, in Webber), 
1. A great brand is in it for the long haul. When an organization remains focussed
on short-term economic returns, investment into the long-term building of a brand
diminishes. In the current climate of increased product choice and ever--ready
information, a great brand is a necessity and not a luxury.
2. A great brand can be anything. There are some products that are much easier to
brand than others, and this means that it is not impossible to brand anything. A
great brand is able to make an emotional connection with the customer and keeps
them returning for more.
3. A great brand knows itself. An organization has to understand who they are
before brand building occurs. This information must be gathered at various Jevels
from executives through to shop-level employees and also the customers. It is
important to find everyone's likes, dislikes and what they associate with the brand.
To be a long-term success story, the brand must be kept alive and interesting to
the customers.
4. A great brand invents or reinvents an entire category. Established brands become
supporters for their product categories and often become the trendsetters of the
industry.
5. A great brand taps into emotions. A firm that is successful in today's times not
only produces an innovative product, but also uses the product and brand to create
an emotional connection with its customers.
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6. A great brand is a story that is never completely told. A story is another method
of making connections with the customers and a brand is an ever-evolving story
that can provide an emotional context in which the customer experiences the
product and brand. A little bit of mystery keeps the customers interested and
coming back for more.
7. A great brand has design consistency. Whether the brand relates to a specific
product or to the entire organization, the firm stays focussed on consistency and
the image that is portrayed to the public. Any changes in design, communication
and positioning are all handled internally so as to maintain a high level of
integrity.
8. A great brand is relevant. Customers want quality, a brand that meets needs,
performs in a satisfactory manner and is going to be around for a long time. It
may seem preferable in the short-tenn to try and position the brand as being
"cool" but this will not be sustainable as trends change. Reliability and consistent
standards are assets that will stand the test of time.
Stobart (1994, pp. 5) uses the term "Power brand" to describe brands that are able to
continually adapt to the environment in which they operate, survive and flourish. The 
bond between the power brand and the customer is one that cannot be matched by 
their competitors, and it is the unique blend of brand elements (quality, relevance, 
appealing, attractive, distinctiveness and differentiation) that provides the power. 
Power brands have several common features, besides the care and attention, which are 
showered on them by their owners (Stobart, 1994, pp. 11), that appear to be 
fundamental in creating their uniqueness: 
• The brand cannot exist unless it is protected by intellectual property rights,
• The brand must stand out from the crowd, clearly showing that the brand has a
personality. It is important that 1he customer recognizes and accepts the
differences that the brand offers.
• The brand has to so desirable to the customer that it lends itself to being
recommended aJ11d re-purchased.
• The brand must provide consistency for the customer in terms of delivery and not
letting the customer down.
• The brand needs to support promotional strategies in order to retain a constant
level of awareness amongst consumers. There is no point in trying to build a
brand if the promotional activities do not compliment it.
• The brand must be scrupulously managed over an extended period of time - this
includes maintaining quality levels, ensuring distribution and meeting any
competitive challenges.
It has to be noted that owning a power brand does not mean a complete guarantee of 
future volumes or cash t1ow. It entails constant monitoring and reviewing to ensure 
that the brand remains relevant and appealing to its present and potential customers. 
Keller states, "building and properly managing brand equi
t
y has become a priority 
for companies of all sizes, in all types of industries, in all types of markets. . .. from 
strong brand equity flow customer loyalty and profits'' (Keller, 2000, pp. 147), He 
identifies ten characteristics tluit are common amongst the world's strongest brands 
and uses them to create a brand report card to assist managers to identify where their 
brands are strong and where they need improvement. The ten commonalities are: 
• The brand excels at delivering the benefits customers truly desire. Customers not
only buy the product but also the intangible factors like brand image that make up
an attractive package.
• The brand stays relevant. As stated above, customers purchase both the product
and jntangible factors related to the product and organization. These intangibles
include "user imagery" (the type of person who uses the brand), "usage imagery"
(the type of situation in which the brand is used), the type of personality the brand
portrays, the feeling that the brand tries to elicit in customers; and the type of
relationship it seeks to build with its customers (Keller, 2000, pp. 148). Without
compromising their core strengths, the strongest brands remain on the leading
edge in the product arena and fine-tune their intangible factors to fit in with the
current trends and times.
• The pricing strategy is based on customers' perceptions of value. Organizations
need to strive for the right blend of product quality, design, features, costs and
pric;.es; and this blend relates to what Lhe customer thinks of the product. Charging
too little or too much can be detrimental to lhe organization.
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• The brand is properly positioned. Strong brands that are properly positioned
occupy a specific niche in the customers' minds, and are also similar to and
different from competing in certain identifiable ways.
• The b rand is consistent. Strong brands portray an image that does not get
muddled up, lost or confuse customers through vigorous marketing efforts that
often send conflicting messages.
• The brand portfolio and hierarchy make sense. Most organizations establish more
than one brand that cover various market segments. Several branding strategies
are used - from using a corporate brand to further product branding in each
market. Branding at each level of the hierarchy contribute to the overall equity of
the brand portfolio.
• The brand makes use of and coordinates a fuU repertoire of marketing activities to
build equity. A brand is made up of several marketing elements that can be
trademarked (ie: logos, symbols, slogans, packaging and signage). ''Strong
brands mix and match these elements to perform a number or brand�related
functions, such as enhancing or reinforcing consumer awareness of the brand or
its image and helping to protect the brand both competitively or legally" (Keller,
2000,pp. 152).
• The brand's managers understand what the brand means to consumers. Managers
can make decisions regarding the brand with confidence because they understand
the totality of their brand both from the organization's and customers'
perspectives.
• The brand is given proper support, and it is sustained over the long run. Brand
equity- is achieved through thorough and careful research an<l maintenance of the
brand and the associations related to it. Basic branding considerations are often
bypassed in order to concentrate on short-term success instead of long-term
sustainability.
• The company monitors sources of brand equity. On-going research is conducted
to collect information on the products or services being offered and how they are
being marketed and branded; and customer perceptions and beliefs.
Building a strong brand involves maximising all of these characteristics - a 
comprehensive understanding of the brand's meaning and a well-defined position 
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guide the development of a most favourable marketing plan. ''Ultimately, the power 
of a brand lies in the minds of consumers or customers, in what they have experienced . 
and /e{lrned about the brand over time. Consumer knowledge is really at the heart of 
brand equity" (Keller, 2000, pp. 157). 
BRAND EXTENSIONS 
As previously discussed, one strategy managers must decide about is whether or not 
to extend their brand to new products. A strong brand name is an invaluable asset and 
managers must know when to exploit it and when to protect it. Using the established 
brand name is often irresistible, especially when the alternatives and the costs thereof 
are considered; and when the success rate of new products is not very high. David 
Aaker (1990, pp. 47-56) wrote an article discussing "the good, the bad and the ugly" 
in terms of the strategic decision of brand extensions. 
"The good'' is the rationale behind the extension, the contributions that the brand 
name makes to the extension and vice versa. Customers often purchase products 
based on a number of attributes that are considered important. The organization has 
to determine an attribute that is both important to the target groups and di f erentiates 
the product from its competitors. Aaker states that brand associations can provide a 
point of differentiation for the brand exte.nsion. He quotes from a study conducted by 
Tauber, in whicb 276 brand extensions were studied and he concluded that brand 
associations approximately fit into seven approaches; "(i} same product in a different 
form (ie: Simonsberg cottage cheese and Simonsberg creamy spread), (ii) distinctive 
taste, ingredient or component (ie: Philadelphia cream cheese and Philadelphia cream 
cheese salad dressing), (iii) companion product (ie: Colgate toothpaste and Colgate. 
toothbrushes), (iv) customer franchise (ie: American Express credit cards and 
American Express travellers cheques), (v} expertise (ie: Bic razors, company has 
experience in manufacturing inexpensive disposable plastic razors), (vi) benefit, 
attribute, feature (ie: Sunkist orange juice and Sunkist vitamjn c tablets) and (vii) 
designer or ethnic image (ie: Pierre Cardin suits and Pierre Cardin wallets)." (Tauber, 
in Aaker, 1990, pp. 48). 
If brand association as a point of differentiation does not work, the organization needs 
to find something else with which to differentiate the brand extension, for example, 
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by gaining a perception amongst customers of high quality. To gain acceptance for 
the new product, the brand name has to be made aware of and its presence felt. 
Fortunately by using an established hrand name, awareness is more probable and 
marketing communications will be made considerably easier. This in tum enhances 
the likelihood that customers will be 'more willing to try the new product. 
Management must only use the established brand name on the product extension if the 
extension enhances the core brand and the organization's image. 
"The bad" occurs when the brand name fails to assist the extension in any way. The 
brand name should be used if it is able to add value to the product extension. This can 
be determined through research before the product extension reaches the market 
shelves. Unfortunately, using the established brand name could, in fact, create 
negative associations especially if the brand name does not adequately describe or 
elaborate on the attribute associations. This can lead to confusion especially when the 
name implies a very different product from the one being delivered. It is also very 
important that the organization provides appropriate support to the extension and not 
just relies on the power of the brand name. 
"The ugly" is definitely the worst situation a firm can find itself in. This happens 
when the extension fails and proceeds to damage the brand name by creating 
undesirable attribute associations, dan1aging the brand's perceived identity, or altering 
existing associations. A disaster out of the organization's control can also have very 
serious consequences for a strong brand name, f�>.::�ple, the situation Ivory (a 
Proctor and Gamble product) found itself in when it was discovered that the model 
used for their campaigns was a pornography star. Aaker believes that "the worst
potential result of an ext ens ion is a forgone opportunity to create a new brand equity" 
(Aaker, 1990, pp. 54). 
From the possible outcomes that can result when brand extensions are manufactured, 
it is obvious that this is not a strategic decision to be taken lightly, and certain 
conditions must be in place for brand extensions to be the optimal choice. These 
conditions include: 
• The associations provided by the strong brand name provide a point of
differentiation and competitive advantage for the extension.
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• The extension assists the core brand by reinforcing key associations, avoiding
negative associations and enhancing name recognition.
• The category into which the firm is considering extending cannot provide the
resources needed to establish a new brand name, or a new brand name would not
provide meaningful associations or a foundation for future growth.
Management needs to also consider whether there will be future extensions beyond 
the first extension, whether the firm will consider establishing brands within brands 
(also known as nested branding), how closely the developed brand is to be linked to 
the extension especially when vertical extensions to a lower quality product are 
pursued, and how to maximise comparative advantage through extending the life 
cycle and creating awareness in a very cluttered market. The bottom line is to decide 
whether the extension is going to enhance or destroy the established brand narue or 
not, and as one of the organization's most valuable assets, it needs to be nurtured and 
protected. 
BRAND MANAGEMENT 
Brand management, as a management category is said to have emerged in the 1930s 
when Proctor and Gamble decided that each brand that it had established would have 
a manager and assistants dedicated to marketing activities of that brand (from creating 
a brand marketing programme, and then coordinating it with sales and manufacturing) 
(Aaker and Joachlmsthaler, 2000, pp. 3-7). These brand managers competed 
internally for limited corporate resources and externally for a successful positioning in 
the m arket place against competing brands. This was known as the Classic Brand 
Management Model and work well for many years. During the 1990s, however, there 
have been major changes in the area of brands and brand management structures and a 
new Brand Leadership Model emerged (Aaker and Joachimsthaler, 2000, pp. 7), 
which was very different from the Classic Proctor & Gamble Model in that it 
emphasizes strategy as well as tactics, its scope is broader, and it is driven by brand 
identity as well as sales. 
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Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2000, pp. 7-13) summarise the main differences between 
the Classic and Brand Leadership Models. From a management perspective, the 
manager is strategic and visionary; involved in developing a strategy that reflects the 
organization's strategic vision and corporate culture, is responsible for guiding the 
total communication effort, and holds a senior management position. The goal of the 
model is to build brand equity, develop a brand identity and focus on the longer-term 
instead of short-term sales and profit figures. The new brand manager does not focus 
on only one product/ brand but rather covers a broader scope like an entire product 
category, especially with the practice of brand extensions. Global branding is 
pursued, so the brand manager must be able to manage the brand across markets and 
countries. 
Table 2: The Differences between the Classic (Proctor & Gamble) Brand Management Model and the 
Brand Leadership Model. 
'fHE CLASSIC BRk"ID THE BRAND LEADERSIDP 
MANAGF.MENT MODJ:L MODEL 
From Tactical to Strate�c Management 
PERSPF,CTTVE Tactical and reactive Strategic and visionary 
BRAND MANAGER STATUS Less experienced, shorter time horizon 
Higher in the organization, longer tim: 
horizon 
CONCEPTUAL MODJ:L Brand image Dr and equi ly 
POCUS Short-term financials Brand equity measures 
From a Limited to Broad Focus 
PRODUCT-MARKET SCOPE Single products and markets M ultip 1 e products and markets 
BRAND STRUCTURE Simple Complex brand architectures 
NUMBER OF BRANDS Focus on single brands Call:gory focus - multiple brands 
COUNTRY SCOPE Single country Global perspective 
BRAND MANAGER'S Team ]e11der of mullip!e connnunication 
COMMUNICATlON ROLE 
Coordinator of limited options 
options 
COMMUNICATlON FOCUS External/customer Internal as well as external 
From Sales to Brand Identity as Driver of Strategy 
DRIVER OF STRATEGY I Sales and share Brand identity 
(Aaker and Joacbmutbaler, 2000, pp. 8). 
Berthon, Hulbert and Pitt (1999, pp. 55-58) believe pressure to change has been 
exerted by several factors including the influx of information technology, changing 
consumer values, the abundance of brands, the dilution of tbe brand through multiple 
extensions, the influence trade customers and the incentives offered for increasing 
short-term profits. 
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THE FUTURE OF BRAND MANAGEMENT 
Berthon, Hulbert and Pitt (1999, pp. 59-63) propose three scenarios as to future of 
brand management - the evolutionary, the intermediate and the revolutionary: 
• Evolutionary: This scenario continues with current trends. As competition
increases, the number of mimicry brands will peter out. As firms rearrange their
brand systems, it is expected that more emphasis will be focussed on corporate­
level branding and brand architecture will become more prominent. Corporate
branding will be pursued rather than product branding. Brand management teams
will be thinned out leaving senior-level personnel who will increasingly work in
cross -functional work teams. These new brand managers will have to be well­
educated and well-rounded individuals.
• Intermediate: This scenario is partly in place in some organizations. Brand and
organizational structures are simplified and are focussed on trade, or proximal
customers. Manufacturers will develop joint strategies with these trade customers,
in order to improve performance, delivery and efficiency. As customer-focus
increases, changes will be made in human resource management by including
customers in training and development activities.
• Revolutionary: As the name describes, this scenario involves radical rethinldng in
terms of the role of brands and customers. Information technology can be used as
the lever to enable this radical rethinking to take place. This scenario reorganizing
and managing brands on a customer basis instead of the usual product basis.
Managing on a customer basis rather than a brand basis enables the customer to be
viewed holistically. Changes within the organization's management structure
include brand managers becoming brand or product experts that provide a
supportive role to the customer-portfolio managers. Instead of brands being the
pillars of the finn and all other functional activities serving them, the customer­
portfolios become the pillars, which are served by the brands and other functional
activities.
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Table 3: Possible Future Scenarios for Brand Management. 
ORGANIZATIONAL HUMAN RESOURCE 
SCENARIO STRATEGY SYSTEMS 
STRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS 
• Rationalize brands and • Augment traditio1111l • Fewer, better educ3ted
product lines • Weaken brand and financial l!Ild market brand managers
• Manage brand and product emphasize product measures with brand- • Greater scnioriry of 
EVOLUTIONARY 
combinations seplll1ltely • Strengthen corpora.Jr or equity ''health-checks" remaining brand managers 
• Increasingly use cross- umbrella brand • Institute activity-based as numerous minor brl!IldS 
functional teams product costing are dropped
• Implement ways to 
measure customer • Hiring of new employees 
• Shi!t to corporate or 
• Emphasize rrw:le, or 
satisfaction and institute from among customers 
proximal, custo=,
INTERMEDIATE umbrella structures of incentives • Customers involved in 
gn:ater simplicity
and develop 
• Use "hot line" feedback recruiting, training, and
cooperative strategics
system, eg. toll-free development 
telephone numbers
• Use IT to emphasize • Greater empathy toward 
• Focus on enhancing "segment of one" aud customenl 
• &:place product- or brand-
long-term value of even 1'one•to-one" • Use of focus groups or
based structures with 
REVOLUTIONARY customers relation:;hips clinics 
customer- and market-
ba£cd suuctures 
• Use "partnership" • Encourage proactive • Emphasis on iv-'o-way 
contracts at all levels customer relationships 
communication • Focus on similarity 
-
(Berthon, Hulbert and Pitt, 1999, pp. ::,9). 
Berthon, Hulbert and Pitt do not predict whe� or how rapidly these changes will take 
place or which of the above scenarios is more likely, but they recommend that brands 
be viewed from "an evolutionary perspective and be conceptualised as a solution to 
problems or opportunities within the business context" (Berthon, Hulbert and Pitt, 
1999, pp. 63). Brand management will involve being flexible enough to deal with 
continual change, creative enough to provide optimal support to the customer­
portfolios and focussed on the brand functions instead of the brands themselves. 
Crainer (1995, pp. 140) emphasizes that "brands must live in and build from the 
present. They must be organized to make the most of today's environment to meet 
today 's goals. " 
Brand management not only looks at the strategizing and managing of product brands, 
but also involves the decision of whether or not to promote its corporate name within 
the branding strategy. Corporate branding involves promoting all of the 
organization's products under "a single umbrella image that casts one glow over a 
panoply of products" (Hatch & Schultz, 2001, pp. 129). 
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CHAPTER3 
LITERATURE REVI.E\V: CORPORATE .BRANDING 
DEFINITION, FUNCTIONS & BENEFITS 
Branding js not only about giving your product or services a personalit y that makes 
them stand out from the crowd, but "internationally, recognition is increasingly being 
given to the corporate brand. 111ere is a growing awareness that companies have a 
value way above the tangible value of their assets, provided they ha'lle created the 
value added aspect by creating and building brands and projecting their own image" 
(Sampson, 1995, pp. 36-37). Corporate branding is defined as "the process of 
creating and maintaining a famurable reputation of the company and its constituent 
elements by sending signals to its target groups by managing behaviour, 
communication and symbolism" (Einv.rilier & Will, 2001, pp. 2). The corporate 
identity is a result of what the organization consciously decides to portray to the 
public in terms of its mission and philosophy. The corporate image, on the other 
hand, is a collection of perceptions that the public has about the organization 
(Zietsman & Higgs, 1998). It is therefore imperative that the identity the organization 
portrays and the experiences the customers have are aligned and provide the 
organization with a competitive advantage. 
There is strong link between the image of an organization and the image of its 
products and services, and many organizations use this to their advantage by using the 
corporate brand name on each of their products, be they in one product category or 
extended into other product categories. A prime example of a successful corporate 
identity is that of Richard Branson's Virgin brand, which sells products from vodka to 
financial services to airline services. Another huge success story is that of Phil 
Knight's Nike - a company that began producing sports apparel for basketball 
received such acclaim that is was able to expand into further sports ranges. In this 
case, the established Virgin and Nike brands have been used to gain stature for new 
product lines that are introduced. There is a danger involved in brand extensions - if 
the corporate brand is over-extended, there could be lose of credibility and eventually 
the brand could become a label without any distinctive and diflerentiating features. 
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As defined previously, a brand is a label that is used by a company to distinguish 
itself from its rivals. The brand can be used to describe specific products or services 
or the entire organization. When a brand is used to encompass the whole company it 
is known as the corporate brand. John Murphy, founder of Interbrand, had this to say 
regarding corporate branding; "While it is tempting to regard branding as being 
solely the presen1e of packaged goods businesses, an important trend ... is towards a 
much greater recognition of the importance and power of the corporate brand ... Thus 
... enterprises involved in business-to-business sector have all come to recognise that 
their corporate brand and the way in which it is perceived by -various key audiences ... 
can be critical to business success"· (in Sampson, 2000, pp. 63). A customer 
purchases a product in order to fill a need or urge, but it is the brand that determines 
the customer's choice. The more a brand is related to a specific product� the more the 
customer will match the product's characteristics with the brand itself. This added 
value to the product and the emotional attachment the customer gains, helps to 
provide some defence against the competition. When the brand is closely associated 
with a corporate name, it gets credited with a more generalised overall competence. 
The image of a corporate brand is closely identified with the customer's expectations 
of trust, guarantee of quality and intimate knowledge of the product area (Tennant, in 
Stobart, 1994, pp. 36). 
Establishing and maintaining a favourable corporate brand fulfils several important 
functions that have been identified as those of corporate branding. Although 
corporate branding provides a unified identity and image to all stakeholders, the 
functions are different for internal and external parties. "Directed towards the inside, 
corporate branding generates a shared identity and team spirit which enhance 
motivation, facilitate co-ordination and the creation of synergies. This should 
eventually lead to improved performance. Directed towards external target groups, 
corporate branding in a first step raises attention for the corporation, its strategy, 
purpose et.c. which shall enhance acceptance and esteem leading to support and frost.
Corporate branding further creates an impression of unity as well as a sense of power 
and strength" (Einwiller & Will, 2001, pp. 4). 
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Due to the success of multinational brands like Ford, IBM and Sony, corporate 
branding is thus being discussed widely in the boardrooms of the world's most 
powerful companies. Corporate branding can bring about the following substantial 
benefits (Mottram, in Hart & Murphy, 1998, pp. 64): 
• Attracts and inspires employees, stakeholders and business partners. Stronger
relationships can be established and longer-tenn investment secured.
• Connects up all the goodwill produced by the business' operations. Public
support for the organization and in times of crisis, credibility can be provided by
the corporate brand.
• New product launches and brand extensions become cheaper and can be
implemented more speedily.
• Provides a long-term, strategic rather than short-term, tactical focus on a single
brand.
• Financial performance and value creation can be enhanced.
Although, corporate branding can offer all these advantages, it is important to note 
that the sophistication of customers is the factor that can impact on the funire of 
corporate brands (Mottram, in Hart & Murphy, 1998, pp. 64). With the enonnous 
amount of information available, organizations will no longer be able to offer empty 
promises. Customers used to be satisfied when corporate brands added a few higher, 
service-based values to their product offerings but this is no longer the case. 
Corporate branding, however, is useless and worthless unless it reflects the vision and 
purpose of the organization. 
Corporate branding involves the alignment of three essential elements - corporate 
vision, culture and image (Hatch & Schultz, 2001, pp. 129). If these elements are 
aligned, the corporate brand can offer the organization the following: 
• Corporate brands reduce costs: the use of a corporate brand allows the
organization to exploit economies of scale in advertising and marketing.
• Corporate brands give customers a sense of community: custome.rs are willing to
pay a premium for a "badge of identification " (Hatch & Schultz, 2001, pp. 13 3 ).
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• Corporate brands provide a seal of approval: a strong established corporate
brand provides customers with an idea of what to expect from the organization
and also help defend itself from outside assault.
• Corporate brands create common ground: "The most successful corporate
brands are universal and so paradoxically facilitate dijJerences of interpretation
that appeal to different groups. This is particularly tme of corporate brands
whose symbolism is robust enough to allow people across cultures to share
symbols even when they don't share the same meaning" (Hatch & Schultz,
2001, pp. 133).
Using a co.rporate brand can really provide an organization '<\'1th a competitive edge 
over competitors, and is well worth being viewed as a strategic option. 
PlJBLISHED ARTICLES ON CORPORA TE BRANDING 
Harris and de Chematony (2001, pp. 441-456) believe that corporate branding 
requires a management approach that focuses more on internal processes and the role 
of staff in the brand building process. Employees must be regarded as ambassadors 
for the fum, as they are the point of contact between the firm and its external 
environment. Employees can have a powerful impact on the customer's perceptions 
of both the brand and the organization, so top management need to ensure that the 
information the employees provide to customers is compatible with intended 
organizational perceptions. 
In 1999, de Chematony developed a model known as the Identity-Reputation Gap 
Model, which proposes a process for narrowing the gap between the brand's identity 
and its reputation. Brand identity is concerned with how managers and employees 
make the brand unique - what values the organization wishes to portray to its 
customers; and brand reputation is a "collective representation of a brand's past 
actions and results that describes the brand's ability to deliver valued outcomes to 
multiple stakeholders" (Harris & de Chematony, 2001, pp. 441-456). Corporate 
branding will be most successful when the organizational brand identity and 
reputation are aligned. 
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Several other articles have been published in marketing journals discussing the topics 
of corporate identity (Balmer, 1998; Balmer & Wilson, 1998; Olins, 1995; Schmidt, 
1995; Steidl & Emory, 1997; Stuart, 1998a, 1998b, 1999a; van Rekom, 1997, van 
Rie], 1995; and van Riel & Balmer, 1997, in Bahner, 2001, pp. 254), corporate image 
(Brown, 1998; Gray & Balmer, 1998; Grunig, 1993; Kennedy, 1997; van Heerden, & 
Puth, 1995' and van Riel, 1995, in Bahner, 2001, pp. 255) and corporate branding 
(Aaker, 1996; Balmer, 1995, 1999; Ind, 1996; de Chematony, 1999; Gregory, l 997; 
Kapferer, 1992; King, 1991; Macrae, 1999 and Maathius, 1999, in Balmer, 2001, pp. 
253). 
Balmer (2001, pp. 248-291) provides fifteen explanations as to why there is so much 
confusion surrounding the subject of corporate identity, branding and marketing. 
From the use of multiple terminology to the lack of communication between 
researchers to weaknesses jn traditional marketing models of corporate identity / 
image management and formation; the article clearly outlines areas that scholars need 
to be aware of when researching this topic further. 
Abratt and Mofokeng's study (2001, pp. 368-386) gathers empirical evidence on how 
South African organizations manage their corporate image management process. A 
number of the coipOrate image management process models that have been developed 
were described, but a specific objective of their study was to test the model developed 
by Shee and Abratt in 1989. The Shee and Abratt model describes three distinct 
stages - corporate personality (what the company is to do, its heliefs and how it will 
operate), identity (the visual cues through which the public identify the company) and 
image (all the experience, beliefs, feelings, knowledge and impressions the public 
have of the company and their resultant behaviour). Ten organizations that had 
recently undergone major identity changes were interviewed and the results of the 
study showed that corporate image management processes were followed and there 
was agreement that a positive image and reputation is seen favourably by the target 
markets. 
____ ___, 
van Riel and Balmer (1997, pp. 340-355) examined the concept of corporate identity, 
how it can be measured and how it can be managed. The concept of corporate 
identity is a confusing one, as tllere seem to be three separate views, each with their 
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own definitions and paths of development. The first view is that of corporate identity 
being synonymous with the company logos and having a strong visual identification. 
This view has progressed and the role of company symbols has changed providing a 
visual presence to assisting in the communication of the corporate strategy. The 
second view arose from the idea of the importance of there being consistency in the 
visual and marketing communications of the organization - formal corporate 
communications must be consjstent to all stakeholders concerned. The third view 
takes a much broad.er stance in that the corporate identity is viewed as being a 
culmination of behaviour, communications and symbolism to both internal and 
external stakeholders. 
Once a corporate identity is established that is desirable to all stakeholders, there must 
be procedures put in place to manage this identity. Organizations want to keep a 
consistently desirable image that will keep the customers purchasing their products or 
services. Corporate identity management procedures must be in place to monitor 
stakeholder satisfaction and provide for any changes that are necessary, should the 
firm fall out of favour. van Riel and Balmer (1997, pp. 343-348) describe three 
methods, for determining what the organization's corporate identity actually is - the 
laddering technique, Balmer's Affinity Audit and the Rotterdam Organizational 
ldentification Technique. 
The Laddering Technique, which was adapted to measure corporate identity by Van 
Rekom (1993, in van Riel and Balmer, 1997, pp. 343), helps to explain what is 
important to the employees of the firm. Employees are interviewed about their job 
descriptions, work activities, behaviour and why things are important to them. Their 
answers are built up and ultimately provide insights into the employees' values and 
their relation to the organization's identity. 
Balmer's Affinity Audit (I 997, pp. 343-344) explains the underlying factors that 
sustain the organization's corporate identity. Through research, Balmer concluded 
that there is a system of values. and beliefs within the organization and that the 
employees faU into different places within this system. The dominant values and 
beliefs that are identified by the employees are what form the basis of the corporate 
personality and subsequently the corporate identity. Balmer is also of the view that 
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this audit can be modified to research external stakeholders, which will provide 
insight into the branding structure, corporate communications strategies, and possibly 
changes to the corporate mission that need to be adopted. 
The third method described for determining the actual corporate identity is the 
Rotterdam Organizational Identification Test. Due to the idea that employee 
behaviour affects the corporate identity, it is therefore necessary that the employee 
identifies with the organization's goals and vision. A questionnaire containing 5-
point scale questions is to used determine whether the employee identifies with the 
organization. The questions are used to establish whether there is ''feeling of 
belonging, congruency between the organizational goals and values, positive 
organizational membership, organizational support, recognition of distinct 
contributions, a feeling of acceptance and security" (van Riel and Balmer, 1997, pp. 
347) and the level of these aspects helps to determine how strongly the employee
identifies with the organization. Management will be able to reveal where corrective 
action needs to be instituted to change bad attitudes. 
Having identified the desirable corporate identity and determining the actual identity, 
management need to set about aligning these two. A number of authors have 
proposed several ways of setting up a corporate identity programme (Abratt, 1989; 
Balmer, 1995; Cutlip, Center and Broom, 1994; Dowling, 1986, 1994; Grunig and 
Hunt, 1984; Olins, 1978; van Riel, 1995, in van Riel and Balmer, 1997, pp. 348-349). 
Underlying commonalties include a basic process that needs to be followed - problem 
recognition, development of strategies, execution of action plan and implementation. 
This development of an action is only necessary, however, if research reveals that a 
new identity is required, otherwise discrepancies identified through monitoring can be 
rectified through adapting communications or other policies. 
Markwick and Fill (1997, pp. 396-409) provide further insights into the corporate 
identity management process. Their article is split into two parts, the first discussing 
the components associated with corporate identity (namely. corporate image, 
reputation, personality and how these components are linked); and the second 
showing the application of the proposed corporate identity management process 
framework. 
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Markwick and Fill (1997, pp. 397) define corporate identity as "the organization's 
presentation of itself to its various stakeholders and the means by which it 
distinguishes itself from all other organizations." This presentation is projected to the 
stakeholders through visual, behavioural and communicational cues. These cues are 
usually deliberate, organized and aimed at a specific audience but they are often 
negatively impacted on by other unintentional messages that are simultaneously 
transmitted. The corpornte image exists in the minds of the stakeholdeTS and is 
developed from the way in which the corporate identity cues are perceived. The 
corporate image is unmanageable in that the organization cannot physically change 
what is inside the stakeholders' heads, but by ensuring that consistent and positive 
internal identity exists, the organization can reduce the possibility that the corporate 
image formed is a negative one. Corporate reputation is closely linked to the 
corporate image and is based on an accumulation of the experiences and cues that the 
stakeholder has stored in his mind (Markwick & Fill, 1997, pp. 398). A positive 
reputation is obviously what the organization wants to strive for, and must therefore 
ensure that consistency in its service and projected cues. Corporate persona1ity is a 
culmination of all the characteristics projected by the organization and has its roots in 
the organization's ideology and its reason for being. 
The linkages between the corporate identity, ima.ge, reputation and personality are 
explained through Markwick and Fill's proposed corporate identity management 
process. 
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Figure J: Tbe Main Components of the Corporate Identity Management Process (CIMP) and the Linkages 
and Dominant Forms of Corporate Communications within it. 
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The process seeks to clarify the means by which corporate communication is used to 
harness the valuable information generated through image research studies. The 
linkage bet\veen corporate personality and identity is termed self-analysis; an 
organization's values, beliefs, capabilities and desired direction are examined 
(Markwick & Fill, 1997, pp. 401). The linkage between cmporate idenlity and image 
is made through corporate communications, which presents the organization's identity 
to its stakeholders. Markwick and Fill propose that more attention be given to the 
linkage bet\veen corporate image and strategic management processes (1997, pp. 
402). If there are any marked differences between the organization's perceived 
identity and the stakeholders' perceived image of the organization, this information 
needs to be fed back to management in order for corrective action to be pursued. 
This, in tum, will feed changes back into the corporate personality, identity and image 
of the organization. 
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de Chematony and McDonald (1992, pp. 129-132) believe that in order for 
organizations "to present themselves in the most favourable way, firms develop a 
corporate identity programme, ensuring that all forms of external communication are 
coordinated and presented in the same way. " The advantages of adopting a well­
thought out corporate identity programme are numerous; life cycles are getting shorter 
but by having an adaptable brand, this can be overcome, brands are used as a point of 
differentiation and by having a corporate identity, this helps sustain the real point of 
differentiation, with the costs of promotional activities heing high, and a corporate 
identity programme can be a more cost-effective means of revealing the company's 
values to its customers. 
van Rekom (1997, pp. 410-422) provides insight to the study of corporate identity 
(branding) from another perspective. His publication seeks clarity on the concept of 
corporate identity and the criteria underlying this concept that will be useful for 
corporate communications; and how these criteria can be found empirically within the 
organization before communicating with external stakeholders. Corporate identity is 
the desired image that the organization has of itself and corporate communication is 
the method in which this desired image is revealed to the stakeholders (van Rekom, 
1997, pp. 410-412). When there are differences between the desired and actual 
image. management have to decide how they wish to influence the message 
communicated to its target groups. Obviously, these messages can only be 
communicated within the boundaries of what the organization is at that particular 
moment in time. 
van Rekom describes in detail Albert and Whetton's three criteria for corporate 
identity (1985, in van Rekom, 1997, pp. 413-415) - claimed central character 
(features that are the essence of the organization), claimed distinctiveness (features 
that distinguish the organization from others) and claimed temporal continuity 
(features that exhibit sameness over time). From these three criteria, van Rekom sees 
the ultimate criterion of corporate identity being centra1ity.- The method of measuring 
corporate identity within the organization must, therefore, estahlish the criteria that 
constitute centraJity within the organization. van Rekom proposes means-end 
measurement (also known as the Laddering Technique), as the appropriate method to 
determine those activities that are central to the organization and its identity. Further 
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research is required to establish exactly to what degree continuity over time and 
specificity to the organization are encompassed by the criterion of centrality. 
CORPORATE BRANDING STRATEGIES 
Just like product branding requires strategies of how to brand, so too does corporate 
branding require strategizing. "The brand strategy determines the relationship 
between the corporate brand and product as well as subsidiary brands. With regard 
to the signals sent to the target groups. management has to choose between using the 
corporate brand name or symbol to identify all of the company's signals or using 
separate brand names or symbols to identify product- or subsidiary-related signals" 
(Einwiller & Will, 2001, pp. 5). Jeremy Sampson (1995, pp. 36-37) and Simon
Mottram (in Hart & Murphy, 1998, pp. 65-66) discuss three approaches to corporate
branding and Sabine Einwiller and Markus Will (200 l, pp. 5) add a fourth approach: 
• The "Monolithic or monobrand" approach - in which all products or services are
sold under the corporate brand and portray the same identity and values. Most
products or services sold under a single corporate brand are largely homogenous
or where product ranges are wide and a]ways changing. Examples of companies
using this approach would be Nike, Reebok or Adidas, who all produce sports
apparel from sboes to clothing to equipment. Advantages include the transfer of
goodwill, cheaper brand building and instant credibility when launching new
products or extending into new markets, but the brand has to be flexible enough to
cover different products and markets. One has to be cautious in using this strategy
because damage to the corporate brand's reputation in one area will spread to
other parts of the organization.
• The "Sub-brand" approac-h - the indiviclual product or servke brands are used 1n
combination with the corporate brand. There is a close and clear link between the
corporate and product or service brands.
• The "Endorsed'' approach - where the individual products or services each ha:ve
their ov.'n brand but the corporate brand name is used to endorse the product
brand. The corporate brand is used to identify generalised attributes that the
company want portrayed, and add security, trust and credibility to the product or
service and the product brand is used to identify more specific personality
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attributes. Cadbury's is a good example, where the corporate name is used in 
conjunction with more specific product names such as Dairy Milk, Bourneville 
and N utties. 
• The ''Branded or separate brand" approach - where aU products or services are
branded separately and the corporate brand is only used to identify corporate
signals. This approach is used when the range of products or services is so large,
that the brands are individually identifiable and each has their own marketing
budget. This approach was used by large organizations such as Unilever, Nestle
and Proctor and Gamble with multitudes of products. This approach, however, is
being used less because of the expense involved in maintaining brand awareness
and loyalty.
Mottram concludes, " .. , there is no 'right way' to structure b1w1ds in a portfolio. 
What is clear is that the higher up the brand ladtler towards a monolithic structure a 
company goes, the greater the practical challenges of moving from product-based 
brand equi
t
y to a higher-level brand platform. The key challenge is to persuade 
customers to transfer the goodwill that they have for one product or service to 
another of the company's products without blurring the product or corporate brands' 
strength in the process" (Mottram, in Hart & Murphy, 1998, pp. 66). 
When the corporate brand is used as well as a product brand, these products and their 
positioning must be managed in relation to the corporate brand and its area of 
competence. Pagano (in Stobart, 1994, pp. 61) states "The corporate brand is based 
on the tradition of its core products as well as the composite of all its current product 
brand images. " Simply put, the product and corporate brands must complement each 
other, and there must be careful monitoring that this relationship remains stable. The 
corporate brand concept shou]d provide a framework within which the products can 
be fitted profitably. Each and every addition should bring credibility and strength to 
the corporate brand. 
Hatch and Schultz (2001, pp. 128-134) in an article in the Harvard Business Review, 
propose a tool kit that assists companies in getting the most out of a corporate 
branding strategy as long as three essential elements are a1igned - vision, culture and 
image. Companies prefer to save marketing budgets by promoting a corporate brand 
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( defined as "a single umbrella image that casts one glow over a panoply of products" 
Hatch & Schultz, 2001, pp. 129-130). Their research of over ten years and across 
hundreds of companies indicates that a strong corporate brand is a result of the 
alignment of the organization's vision, culture and image. The aligning of these 
elements takes great managerial skill due to the different parties involved in each 
element - for example; the vision is the top management's aspirations for the 
company, the culture is the values, behaviours and attitudes of the employees within 
the organization, and the image is what the external stakeholders perceive of the 
organization. 
Hatch & Schultz's proposed corporate branding tool kit helps top management to 
identify where the essential elements fall out of line. Through a series of diagnostic 
questions gaps between vision and culture, image and culture and image and vision 
are revealed. Thereafter the hard work of developing solutions and implementing the 
solutions begins. The gaps that can be revealed are identified through the following 
questions (Hatch & Schultz, 2001, pp. 130-132): 
• The Vision-Culture Gap: This gap develops when top management choose a
strategic direction that the employees do not understand or support. Management
blame employees for resisting change and employees view any changes with
suspicion and cynicism. Questions asked include;
Does your company practice the values it promotes? 
Does your company's vision inspire a.ll its subcultures? 
Are your vision and culture sufficiently differentiated from those of your 
competitors? 
• The Image-Culture Gap: This gap arises when the company does not practice what
it preaches, which leads to confusion among the customers about what the
organization actually stands for. With the today's technology opinions spread like
wildfire and majntaining a positive image is increasingly challenging. Questions
include;
What images do stakeholders associate with your company? 
- In what ways do your employees and stakeholders interact?
Do your employees care what stakeholders think of the company?
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• The Image-Vision Gap: This gap occurs when stakeholders' image of the
organization is misaligned with management's strategic vision. The stakeholders
cannot be ignored, despite a carefully planned vision, if it is not what the
stakeholders want, then the vision will fail. Question to ask include;
Who are your stakeholders? 
What do your stakeholders want from your company? 
Are you effectively communicating your vision to your stakeholders? 
Through the identification of the essential elements of the corporate brand and 
revealing any gaps between the elements, this tool kit can help organizations reap the 
benefits of a corporate branding strategy. Hatch and Schultz state "while corporate 
vision and culture are themselves powerful strategic tools, once they are aligned with 
stakeholder images, the corporate brand can become a powerhouse" (2001, pp. 134). 
The studies (Abratt & Mofokeng, 2001; Balmer, 2001; Christensen & Askegaard, 
2001; Harris & de Chematony, 2001; Markwick & Fill, 1997; van Rekom, 1997; and 
van Riel & Balmer, 1997) on corporate branding that have been reviewed all relate to 
the process of managing the corporate image and do not research the level of loyalty 
of customers to the corporate brands. A corporate image may be decided on through 
the help of some customers but on-going research will need to be conducted to ensure 
that customers are satisfied with the organization and will continue to use them 
loyally. 
Once the corporate, product and/or subsidiary brands have been created and 
established, the organization must leverage as much power from these brands as 
possible. "The overall brand power of a company represents the value and strength 
of the brand system as a whole. The brand system is the network of all of the 
company's brands, ie. corporate brand, product and subsidiary brands; their 
relationship to each other is defined by the brand architecture. The brand system 
should be designed to generate the greatest amount of the collective brand power 
from the sum of individual brands . ... The stronger the brand system the higher the 
value for the whole company and for its shareholders" (Einwiller & Will, 2001, pp. 
16). 
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CHAPTER4 
LITERATURE REVIEW: RETAIL BRAND RESEARCH 
THE HISTORY OF RETAIL BRANDING 
Although, anything has the potential to be branded, the fast-moyjng consumer goods 
sector features tight competition between manufacturers and retailers as well as 
amongst the retailers. As discussed in a preyjous chapter, it is not only the 
manufacturer that has to strategise whether or not to brand, but this decision also falls 
upon the middleman or retailer. 
Before the Industrial Revolution, groceries were commonly sold as commodity items 
(Jefferies, in de Chernatony & McWilliam, 1988, pp. 1). But with the onset of 
industrialization, consumer goods manufacturers saw an opportunity in increased 
sales from the rapid growth of urban areas and improved transportation. As 
competition increased, manufacturers began to use their company name on their 
products, produced products of a more consistent quality and used packaging to make 
their products more easily recognisable. Therefore, branding was seen as the 
exclusive domain of the producers, but the increased prominence of multiple food 
retailers and the emergence of powerful retail brands has put this idea to rest. The 
dominance of the multiple food retailers has been further increased by the use of both 
product and corporate branding to make themselves as visible as possible in a highly 
competitive arena. 
Grocery shopping be it daily, weekly or monthly, is an essential chore that has to be 
done and so it not viewed in the same light as clothes shopping. It is therefore a 
challenge to the retailers to make this experience as enjoyable and pleasant as 
possible. Within the British food retailers (Leahy, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 121-136), this 
challenge was taken up and enormous efforts made to improve the grocery shopping 
experience. After intense research and finding that the unhelpful format of most retail 
outlets was a primary cause of irritation for customers, changes were made to the 
following areas: 
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• Self-service in the stores was introduced. In the past, the grocer and his staff
served each and every customer but with the advent of good quality pre-packaged
foodstuffs, customers could save time by serving themselves and the retailer could
save money by cutting back on staff numbers.
• The savings made by the retailer on staff costs enabled him to offer reduced
product prices to the customers. Paying less meant that customers could buy
more, thereby increasing the retailer's volumes and enabling him to purchase
larger quantities at better pnces. Both parties clearly benefited from this
economies of scale effect.
• 'With an increase in the number of people owning motor vehicles, distance became
a lesser factor in the location of the retail outlet. Many stores were re-located to
sites on the edge of town. away from the hustle and bustle, and expense of the
town centre. More time was saved for the customer.
• The final change involved the retail stores being increased in size and the
broadening of the product lines being offered. These stores offered the customer a
.. one-stop" shopping experience, which was far more preferable to the "High
Street" shopping experience where one had to go to the butcher, the baker and the
candlestick maker.
As more retail outlets were built, it soon became clear to some retailers that a strategy 
was needed to entice customers to their particular store. Customers primarily select a 
retail store on the basis of the quality of both the store and the products, the 
convenience of the location and the efficiency of the shopping trip, so retailers knew 
that they had to offer something of benefit to the customer over and above these 
reasons (Leahy, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 125-128). Retail brand evolution was born -
success stories in Britain include Tesco, Marks & Spence.r, Sainsbury and Safeway. 
Following on from the success of the branding of the retail stores, retailers started 
competing against the manufacturers by developing their own product lines and using 
the corporate brand name to market these products. Originally, the products were 
developed as "cheaper, value-for-money alternatives" (Leahy, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 
129), but once it was realised that their own brand had an impact on the customer's 
choice of retail outlet to frequent, retailers began benchmarking the quality of their 
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products against that of the market leaders. It is not surprising, today, to see that 
retailers' product brands are listed amongst the market leaders. 
PUBLISHED ARTICLES ON RETAIL BRANDING 
Research has been conducted in Europe specifically regarding the grocery store 
industry and the competition between the national and retail brands. In Britain a 
study was conducted on the strategic role of retail brands in grocery retailing. Burt 
(2000, pp. 875-890) discussed the strategic value of the evolution of retail brand 
products from a lower quality product into a real quality brand alternative. Major 
grocery chains, originally sought to compete against manufacturers brands by 
producing lower priced, lower quality product alternatives. These products were 
manufactured as a "no-name brand" and the objective was to increase profit margins 
for the grocery chains and provide choice in pricing for customers. With some 
success in certain target markets, specifically the younger and more affluent 
customers willing to take risks in purchasing "unknown" products, the grocery chains 
further sought to compete against the established manufacturers by producing their 
own branded products. The objectives were to enhance category margins, expand 
customer choice and build corporate image. These retail brands are clearly seen as an 
appropriate alternative to the manufacturer's brands with the same quality assurances 
and product developments (Laaksonen & Reynolds, in Burt, 2000, pp. 879). A 
question that arises regarding future issues is how far the retail brand and attributes 
attached the brand name can be pushed - how loyal will customers be to the corporate 
brand? 
Stephen Hoch, a Professor of Marketing at the University of Pennsylvania, has 
studied and published a number of articles regarding national and private brands 
(1993, p. 57-67, & 1996, p. 89-103). 
In 1993, along with Banerji, Hoch set out to determine when private brands succeed. 
It was already known that these private brands had provided the retailers with 
increased profits and a source of competition against the manufacturers national 
brands. Studies by the Private Label Manufacturers Association showed that the 
market share of the private brands varied significantly across supermarket 
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merchandise groups, so Hoch and Banerji propose a framework to try and explain this 
variation. The authors further try to isolate the determinants of success and examine 
the roles of relative price and quality. Their research focused on private brands in the 
grocery retail industry. where they accounted for 13 percent of American supermarket 
sales in the year ending June 1991. 
T11.ble 4: Performance of Private Labels by Category in U.S. Supermarkets (1989) 
DOLLAR SHARE OF PRIVATE UNIT SHARE OF PRIVATE 
CATEGORY 
LABELS LABELS 
Dry Grocery: Food 11.6% 13.6% 
Dry Grocery: Nonfood 10.8% 14.2% 
Frozen Foods 15.0% 12.2% 
Refrigerated Foods 20.4% 22.6% 
Health & Beauty Aids 4.4% 6.7% 
TOTAL SUPERMAIUOCT 12.7% 15.3% 
(Hoch and B11.nerji, 1993, pp. 58). 
Determining what factors provided the private labels with their success, was not an 
easy task as there are three different players - customers, retailers and manufacturers 
- whose expectations and actions all affect private brand success.
1. Customers: Demand for private labels is impacted upon by the needs, expectations
and behaviour of the customers. Consistent product quality is important to the
customer and branding is used to reassure them of this consistency. Hoch and
Banerji believe that private brands may be seen as having two dimensions - "the
mea" level of quality relative to that of national brands and the variability in
quality" (Hoch & Banerji, 1993, pp. 59). If the level of the manufacturing process
is low and the technology used inexpensive, the private brand will be conceived as
being of a higher quality than the national brands and vice versa. Quality
variability also depends on the technology used for processing; if the
manufacturing processes are relatively unsophisticated, the private brands' quality
variability is likely to be low.
2. Retailers: By having their own brand means an investment by the retailer in
functions that were traditionally co-funded by the manufacturers and retailers. To
recover these previously shared costs, retailers must allocate resources to those
product categories with the highest potential for returns.
3. Manufacturers: Obviously retail brands will be competing directly with the
manufacturer's brands and entry into a product category will depend on the
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number of competitors and competing product variants in the particular category 
and the extent of advertising and promotion required. 
Hoch and Banerji's investigation serves to examine the influence of the above three 
parties on the success of the private brands. Data was accessed from both primary 
and secondary sources and their main findings showed that private brands are more 
successful in product categories where quality levels are high and variability low, and 
in categories that offer the retailer attractive margins but experience difficulties when 
in categories where there are multiple national brands that invest greatly in 
promotional activities (Hoch & Banerji, 1993, pp. 63-65). These findings can provide 
sound advice for retailers wanting to develop their own private brands; for example, 
as customers are interested in the quality of the product, retailers should position their 
brands alongside national brands. They should also exercise caution before trying to 
compete in product categories where technology would prevent them from reaching 
similar quality levels. From a manufacturer's perspective, the findings help identify 
which product categories are most likely to be under threat from private brands. 
Hoch, (1996, pp. 89-103), took his research in this area further, and examined what 
strategies manufacturers could use in order to ward off any threat from the retailer's 
private brands. The retailer's brand, although directly competing with the 
manufacturers' brands, has to be handled with care as the retailer also sells the 
manufacturers' brands and so they do not want to harm their relationship. Again, 
Roch's research focuses on the food retailing industry where private brands hold 
dominant positions in several product categories. In the past, the traditional view of 
private brands held that they were cheaper inferior-quality products; but through 
technological investment and advancement, this is no longer the case. Most 
manufacturers now regard private brands as "equal" competitors; however, there are 
some fundamental differences (Hoch, 1996, pp. 90-91) that need to be taken into 
account when deciding on the most appropriate strategy to compete with: 
• The private brand is the only trademark that appears throughout the store.
• As the private brand belongs to the retailer, he has to invest in processes, such as
marketing and inventory that are usually co-funded by the retailers and
manufacturers for national brands.
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• As the private brand belongs to the retailer, distribution of these products is
guaranteed and given preferential shelf space is given.
• Promotions of private brands are not subject to the same consequences as the
promotions of national brands. Trade deals offered by manufacturers to motivate
temporary in-store price reductions are only passed on to the customers once the
retailers slice off their share.
With these pertinent differences in mind, manufacturers have to decide on the most 
appropriate strategy to use - these include waiting and doing nothing, further 
separating themselves through technological innovation from private brands, reducing 
the price gap between their brand and the retailers or establishing "me too" strategies. 
Hoch concludes "national brands that want to remain both big and national should 
adopt a wait-and-see attitude while they vigorously pursue and invest in opportunities 
to distance themselves from private label substitutes. 'Me too' strategies involving 
reductions in either price or quality may be appropriate in some instances (eg. as a 
competitive signal or under conditions of long-term excess capacity) but match 
secondary brands better. National brands must continue to invest in brand building . 
... National brands should emphasize their strengths" (Hoch, 1996, pp. 100-101). 
Manufacturers and retailers alike must realise that co-existence is better for both 
parties than each trying to fight a losing battle. On one hand, the manufacturer must 
not try to compete against the retailer on price, which is the only dominating attribute 
of the retailer's brands; and on the other, the retailer must recognize that it is better to 
sell both their own brands as well as the manufacturer's brands. 
Harald Biong conducted a study in Norway (13iong, 1993, pp. 21-38), which looked at 
satisfaction and loyalty to suppliers within the grocery trade. In this study, the retailer 
is the customer and their level of satisfaction and loyalty towards their working 
relationship is of interest to the suppliers. Biong believes that the supplier's 
marketing mix strategy can positively or negatively affect the retailer's satisfaction 
and loyalty. The objective of both parties would be to have a mutually beneficial 
relationship that is of a long-term nature. Biong's main hypothesis is that the more 
satisfied the retailer is with the supplier, the more loyal he is likely to be. Although 
this research looks at parties within the distribution channel and not the ultimate 
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customer, the underlying principles remain the same - several different factors affect 
the levels of satisfaction and loyalty that the customer feels towards the 
supplier/retailer. It is therefore important that organizations realise that by presenting 
a unified corporate image and ensuring that all aspects of the business are focussed on 
positively affecting customer loyalty, there is a greater likelihood that the customers 
will remain loyal. 
Another retail branding study was conducted in the United States in April 2002 by 
The Polling Company on behalf of the Grocery Manufacturers of America (GMA) to 
determine the attitudes and loyalty of American consumers towards ''the brands" 
(national and store) of food, beverage and consumer products. The survey sought to 
determine, amongst other things, "the extent to which brand influences purchases and 
solidifies habits, the depth of brand loyalty as it matures to brand monogamy or 
regresses to brand flirtation, and the differentiation between, and receptivity, toward 
national brands and store brands. " (The Polling Company, 2002, pp. 1 ). 
The questionnaire was split into finding out details on six different aspects - brand, 
quality, price, national versus store brands, research and development and safety, and 
the keys findings are summarised as follows (The Polling Company, 2002, pp. 3-17): 
l. Brand: "Americans notice, identify with, and adhere to 'brand' - and are deeply
committed to those brands they have used the longest. "
• Forty-nine percent indicated that "familiar brand name" was the first or
second most important element when making a purchase.
• Seventy-six percent consider the brand before making their product
selection.
• Thirty-six percent pointed out that they currently use some brands because
they had used them whilst growing up.
• Brand loyalty is high with sixty-seven percent either shopping elsewhere
to purchase their preferred brand or doing without until their next shopping
trip.
• Peer pressure often influences purchases - thirty-three percent are more
likely to try another brand if it is recommended by someone they know
and twenty-one percent signalled that peer recommendation was a reason
for switching brands.
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2. Quality: "Consumers believe that brands have quality; additionally, quality is a
brand."
• Twenty-eight percent, when asked to describe what quality means to them
when shopping, listed "freshness" as their interpretation.
• Quahty is perceived as expensive and worth the price as fi:fty-seven
percent choose the brands of high quality that cost more over ones of
average quality that cost less.
• Both changes in quality (thirty-two percent) and m taste (twenty-two
percent) may result in switching brands.
3. Price: "Americans recognize the cost of products, possibly more frequently than
they recognize 'brand,' and although they are willing to pay more for that which
they deem 'quality' they fail to turn in a blind eye to their purse strings,
regardless of their income category. "
• Shoppers are conscious of the price with eighty-two percent taking the
price into account when making a final purchase selection.
• Although fifty-seven percent say they shop at the same grocery store
regardless of specials or convenience, forty-two percent describe those
elements as having an influence on tbe store they choose.
• In terms of a price increase, twenty percent said that this would be a factor
in their switching brands.
4. National versus store brands: "Americans also recognize that national brands
produce higher quality products than do store brands, and credits the national
brands with investing time and money to conduct research and development. "
• Seventy-six percent are more likely to buy national brands and seventeen
percent to buy store brands.
• National brands were described as being more expensive (ninety percent),
of better quality (fifty-eight percent) and tasting better (sixty-one percent).
• Store brands were seen as copying national brands (eighty-four percent),
of lower quality (sixty-two percent), looking like national brands (sixty
percent), develop their own products (thirty-seven percent) and are less
safe than national brands (twenty-nine percent).
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5. Research and Development (R&D): "R&D by national brands is acknowledged
and appreciated by the public, as an overwhelming majority firmly agree that
national brands should exert the time and money on such endeavours. What's
more, Americans actually identify 'R&D' with national brands, not store
brands."
6. Safety: " ... When it comes to food and groceries, 'safety' is often assumed, and
therefore does not resonate as a factor of importance when choosing a product
brand. However, 'environmentally safe' components are virtually irrelevant
when purchasing a product. "
In conclusion, The Polling Company has indicated that Americans are widely 
focussed on "F.A.S.T shopping" - Fineness, freshness and taste, Affordability, Safety 
and security; and Truth in advertising. 
In South Africa specifically, Mark:inor conducts an annual brands survey to supply 
brand owners and their marketers with information about brand perceptions within the 
South African society. The findings relate to spontaneous awareness, level of trust 
and confidence, and most admired companies and brand names. 
• In 1998, retailers OK Bazaars (a subsidiary of Shoprite Checkers), P ick 'n Pay
and Spar are listed in fifth, sixth and seventh positions respectively on the Top 10
Brands list, and Pick 'n Pay lies sixth on the Most Admired Companies list, ahead
of OK Bazaars (Botha, 1998).
• In the 1999 survey, the Top 10 Brands list for any type of product, company or
service included Checkers, Pick 'n Pay, Spar and OK Bazaars. Pick 'n Pay and
OK Bazaars are again listed on the Most Admired Companies list (de Bono, 2000,
pp. 86).
• The 2000 Markinor survey shows that Checkers, Spar and Pick 'n Pay are, yet
again, listed in the Top 10 list for spontaneous awareness. OK Bazaars fell out of
the Top 10 list for the first time since Mark:inoT began surveying in 1994. The
retailers on the Most Admired list remained the same, namely Pick 'n Pay and OK
Bazaars. In the retailer sector, clothing shops top the awareness list but six of the
Top 10 are grocery retailers - Checkers, Pick 'n Pay, Spar, Shoprite/Checkers,
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Woolworths and OK Bazaars. There was plenty of confusion surrounding the 
retailer Checkers, which is now known as Shoprite Checkers (de Bono, 2000, pp. 
87-89).
CORPORATE GROCERY RETAILER BRANDS 
The prominent retailers in the South African food industry are Pick 'n Pay, Shoprite 
Checkers (includes OK Bazaars), Spar and Woolworths. All four retailers have 
realised the importance of a corporate brand and have so stated in their vision or 
mission statements. They also compete against manufacturers with their own branded 
products - of equal quality but at a more competitive price. 
Wi;; sarw. l'V!il\ �11r 'hear.� Wt cnilitll � n�11t 11J,iJ?.- lo�­
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Pick 'n Pay executives acknowledge that the company's brand name is one of the 
most precious elements it owns. Pick 'n Pay created its business and positioning as a 
discounter delivering the lowest prices to its primary target market, the South African 
housewife. The brand has been developed beyond that of a discounter through the 
c reation of a st rong corporate culture by Pick 'n Pay's founder, Raymond Ackennan. 
The mission statement states "We serve. With our minds we create a great place to 
be. With our hearts we create an excellent place to shop" 
(http://www.picknpav.co.za). As part of its strategy as a discounter of branded 
products, Pick 'n Pay has developed two in-house brands - "No Name Brand'\ a 
generic brand and "Pick 'n Pay Choice", which provides "value-added" extras. Pick 
'n Pay acknowledges that brand building has to start internally and depends on a 
highly trained and motivated workforce, so as to project a single identity to the public. 
"With this in mind, Pick 'n Pay employees regular�v attend a rigorous fH10-day 
training course called Building the Brand which entrenches the importance of 
upholding Pick 'n Pay's abiding -values and the core principles upon which the 
company was founded" {http://www.picknpav.co.za). One area of branding that has 
been identified as problematic is the differentiation between the chain's supermarkets, 
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hypermarkets and superstores. The use of different colours for uniforms and other in­
store designs but a bolder approach could be used (Preston, 1993, pp. 104 ). 
Ackerman created Pick 'n Pay to interpret and satisfy consumer demand. With this in 
mind, Pick 'n Pay has invested in niche marketing by stocking foodstuff imported 
from foreign countries to satisfy the foreign clientele, established. food halls 
competing against Woolworths and Pick 'n Pay Pantries competing against other 
Take-Away shops, is very vocal on consumer issues (ie: price fixing in the cigarettes, 
petrol, chicken and motor car tyre industries) and has a well-developed corporate 
social responsibility programme. Pick 'n Pay has thus established itself as the chairz 
which helps tire consumer, protects his or her interests, and is helping to create a 
better society" (Preston, 1993, pp. 105). 
Shoprite Checkers is the first amalgamation of two supermarkets and thereafter 
promotes itself under the joint name, Checkers' history is marked by change, from its 
introduction of self-service shopping, the use of trolleys and the use of plastic 
checkout bags. The founder, Norman Herbert took what he had learnt from a tour of 
shopping centres around Europe and the United States and adapted it to South African 
conditions - a store which "set out to deliver lower prices, faster service and less
travelling time for consumers along with cleanliness and quality. "(Preston, 1993, pp. 
60). 
Despite several ownership changes and some inconsistent advertisi og, the brand 
remained stable and Clive Weil became the first Managing Director to appear on 
television during a promotional campaign. Promotional efforts continued to 
emphasize the brand's strengths - competitive prices and convenience and everyone 
will always remember their advertising punchline "Check a Checkers just up your 
street". Like Pick 'n Pay, Checkers developed their own brand, "Yellow Band" to 
compete as a lower-priced alternative to the national manufacturer's brands. And 
their guiding mission is to be "the customer's preferred shopping destination, by 
retailing food and non-food products ·at the lowest prices from conveniently located 
outlets in an environment conducive to shopping" (http://www.checkers.co.za). 
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Spar has built its brand's success on what they call their four cornerstones - .retail 
( "Provide the best shopping experience in terms of value, image, freshness and 
sen1ice"), distribution ( "Provide the most efficient and cost effective replenishment 
system, plus world-class marketing and support services to retail members''), the 
brand ( "Make Spar the most respected, loved and sought after retail brand name in 
South Africa") and it's people ( "Build absolute trust and co-operation between all 
players in Spar and ensure continue,i development of all people in the Spar family'') 
(Claassens, 2002, Welcome to the World of Spar presentation). Commitment to the 
brand's core values of motivation, efficiency and customer care have ensured the 
retention of the brand's value. Spar's branding vision is "Our Pledge of Commitment 
to be BEST in FRESH SPAR is committed to being the Best in Fresh and to fulfil this 
objective we offer SPAR1s exclusive Freshness Guarantee. Our pledge to you our 
customer, is that any product that you purchase from one of our service departments -
Butchery, Bakery, Fresh Produce and Deli, - is guaranteed to be fresh or SP AR. will 
replace the product purchased as well as refund your money. It's how we 
demonstrate our commitment to quality and freshness, and a unique shopping 
experience" (http://www.spar.co.za). 
Spar's colours of red and white with the green fir tree logo make it instantly 
recognizable around South Africa, as well as worldwide. Spar is an international 
supermarket that was founded by a Dutch wholesaler Adriaan van Well. The grocery 
chain was originally named DESP AR - an abbreviation of a slogan "he created to 
describe a philosophy which united the efforts of both the independent wholesaler and 
retailer: Door Eendrachtig Samenwerken ·Profiteren Allen Regelmagtig . .. 'All will 
benefit from united co-operation." (Preston, 1993, pp. 181). Spar Intemational's 
mission is "To establish Spar as a world wide brand and to ensure that Spar remains 
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the world's largest chain of retail food stores" {Claassens, 2002, Welcome to the 
World of Spar presentation). 
Looking at Spar Southern Africa, the Group's mission statement is "to grow and 
develop Spar in Southern Africa through strategically placed distribution centres and 
create wealth for members a,id shareholders while ensuring the development of all 
the people that make up the Spar family" (Claassens, 2002, Welcome to the World of 
Spar presentation). Claassens also explained that it was Spar Southern Africa's 
strategic intent "to dominate food retailing in Southern Africa through Spar and its 
system of trading.•· 
• Dominate: biggest presence, coverage, most stores, and best brand name.
• Food: all food solutions, general merchandise, and liquor.
• Southern Africa: South Africa, Namibia, Swaziland, Lesotho, Botswana,
Zimbabwe, Zambia, Mozambique, Malawi, Angola, Tanzania, and Indian Ocean
Islands.
• Spar: only one trading brand.
• System of trading: voluntary trading and strategic large corporate stores.
Brand building exercises include theme promotions such as Sparnival, Win-a-Car and 
sports sponsorships as well as carefully chosen corporate social investment initiatives 
in education, sporting and cultural activities, health and self-help projects. Spar stores 
follow one of three formats, Spar for neighbourhood shopping, Superspar for one-stop 
competitively priced, bulk shopping and K wikspar for everyday convenience. 
Spar's commitment 1s to quality, freshness and providing a umque shopping 
experience through offering a wide range of Spar branded products of "leading brand 
quality" (http://www.spar.co.za) at a more competitive price. Quality is a top priority, 
and Spar offers a "Double Money Back Quality Guarantee" on all Spar-branded 
products as well as testing the products on a monthly basis by an independent 
laboratory to ensure Spar is meeting specifications and in keeping with leading brand 
standards. The South African group maintain the standards set by its international 
parent through regular retail training programmes. "The South African market is
becoming increasingly sophisticated and discerning, and we intend to meet this with 
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an increasingly wide and upmarket range of SPAR products. We are focusing on 
introducing more interesting and exciting ranges, which will provide the consumer 
with co,ivenient, affordable options for meals, both for every day and special 
entertaining" (http://www.spar.co. za) . 
• 
\lCIOl�HS 
Woolworths aspires "to being the most trusted and respected African retail brand. 
We will achieve this by nurturing and building lifetime relationships with our 
customers. These relatioriships will be earned by us all maki.ng the Woolies 
difference" (http://wwv1.woolworths.co.za). Woolworths are aiming to provide 
customers with an experience they can trust by combining quality and value with a 
warm, helpful service ethic. Woolworths, like Pick 'n Pay, believe that its employees 
are a vital part in achieving success and so ensure that they nurture, understand and 
value their employees with the same care and coherence that they foster for 
customers. 
Branding was and continues to be the method (amongst others) that is used by 
manufacturers to provide some form of differentiation to their products or services. 
Many of the modem world's most well-known and valuable brands were established 
in the latter half of the nineteenth century confirming that brand building is a long­
term process that involves time, money and lots of dedicatiou. 
With the success of branding products, managers have proceeded to branding 
organizations. The strategic vision and mission along with a name and/or symbol are 
used as umbrella to identify the organization as well as any of the products or services 
they offer. In terms of this research report, the specific industry focussed on is the 
grocery retail industry where there is strong competition between the manufacturers 
and retailers. Following on from the success of branding the retail stores, retailers 
started competing against the manufacturers by developing their own product lines 
and using the corporate brand name to market these products. The competition has 
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increased with intensity as retailers are now producing products that on a par in terms 
of quality and value-for-money. The precise aspect of branding that has been 
researched is that of brand loyalty - are customers loyal to their preferred grocery 
stores? 
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CHAPTERS 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
INTRODUCTION 
Branding, and in particular corporate branding, has become a topic of interest for 
marketers worldwide. In an environment where competition is incredibly tight and 
organizations are striving to gain an advantage over fellow competitors, branding has 
been used as a tool for achieving competitive advantages. The use of corporate 
branding has helped organizations to communicate their visions and other general 
aspects, attributes, benefits and values they want associated with their products (for 
example, guarantees of satisfaction, quality, good customer care and value) (Kotler, 
2000, pp. 404). 
The overall objective of this dissertation was to investigate the loyalty of residents in 
the Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas to their preferred grocery stores. It is a 
qualitative study of corporate branding and the role that it plays in determining the 
loyalty of customers to their preferred grocery stores. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Branding, both corporate and product, has been used to create a distinction among 
products that will satisfy a customer's need. It is a marketing tool that involves the 
organization investing a considerable amount of money in the marketing of the 
brand.ls and also focussing on the long-term sustainability of the brand rather than 
short-term economic returns. (Bedbury, in Webber, 1998). Research is very 
important to organizations in order to determine the success of their investment in 
branding on gaining loyalty from their customers and potential customers. The 
purpose of this research paper was to determine the loyalty levels of Pietermaritzburg 
and surrounding areas residents and reasons for such loyalty; what are the possibilities 
of customers switching to a competing grocery store and the reasons therefor. 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
• How loyal arc existing customers to their preferred grocery stores?
• What are the reasons for such loyalty?
• What are the possibilities of customers switching to a competing grocery store
chain?
• What are the reasons for such switching?
HYPOTHESES 
The following hypotheses were developed and residents from Pi'"etermaritzburg and 
surrounding areas were interviewed to test each hypotbesi s. 
H1 Residents of Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas are loyal to their preferred 
grocery stores. 
H2 Residents of Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas are committed to specific 
stores of their preferred grocery store chains. 
H3 Switching between grocery store chains is a result of dissatisfaction with theiLS?' 
usual preferred grocery stores. � 
"4 Corporate branding influences the loyalty of Pietermaritzburg and surrounding 
areas' residents to their preferred grocery stor_es:,-:,._ 
t __s.·� ..---
�r<� 
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of the above hypotheses was: 
• To investigate how brand loyal Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas' residents
are to the grocery stores available.
• To determine the level of loyalty these customers have toward their preferred
grocery store chains.
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• To establish why the residents of Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas are loyal
to their preferred grocery stores.
• To find out what are the possibilities (if any) of these customers switching to
competing grocery store chains.
• To discover why the customers would make the switch to the competing grocery
store chains.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
To collect answers to the research question, a survey was conducted to determine 
whether or not Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas' residents are loyal to their 
preferred grocery store and if so, the level of their loyalty and the reasons behind their-- ---� 
loyalty. The questionnaire of 20 questions (both multiple choice and open-ended 
questions) was designed to assess loyalty from a number of different angles (Aaker,
1991, pp. 43-46); namely, behavioural, switching costs, satisfaction, "liking" the
brand and commitment (see Appendix A for copy of final questionnaire). 
• Questions A to F cover behavioural measures by questioning the respondents'
choice of chain store for bulk and frequent buying and reasons for choice,
preference to a specific store within the chain or not, grocery shopping habits,
and product purchase preferences.
• Questions G and H determine whether or not the respondents' switch between
grocery chain stores and the reasons for such behaviour.
• Questions I and J investigate the levels of satisfaction or dissatisfaction the
respondents have towards the chain store where they do their bulk buying.
Open-ended questions gave the respondents' the opportunity to express their
feelings or opinions openly.
• Questions K to N provide insight into the respondents' "liking" of the brand
through desc riptions of their impressions, opinions and feelings. Respondents'
were also asked whether or not they would pay more in order to shop at their
preferred chain store.
• Questions O and P cover the commitment measures by determining whether the
interviewees' discuss their shopping experiences with other and whether they
persuade others to use the same store.
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• Questions Q to T provide a general description of the sample of
Pietennaritzburg and surrounding areas residents that were interviewed in order
to gain insight into their loyalty levels.
The questionnaire was so designed to measure loyalty from the different angles in 
order for a more comprehensive picture to be provided for understanding loyalty and 
the management thereof. "A consideration of several measurement tacks will provide 
additional insights into its scope and nuances as well as provide a practical tool in 
using the construct and linking it to profitability" (Aaker, 1991, pp. 43). 
The questionnaires were administered at shopping centres around Pietennaritzburg, 
and it was felt that this method was the most appropriate as it allows for "extensive 
explanations" (Lambin, 2000, pp. 153). Shopping centre surveys have a number of 
characteristics, which add to the appropriateness of their use in collecting the data 
required (Martins et al, 1996, pp. 129 - 130); 
• Complexity and versatility: Shopping centre jnterviews are more flexjb1e than
an in-house personal interview. The interviewer can demonstrate products and
easily observe or interact with the respondents.
• Quality: With the interview taking place face-to-face, the interviewer can reduce
anxiety and measurement error but interviewer bias may occur through the
choice of respondents.
• Response Rate: The response rate for shopping mall surveys is quite high,
approximately eighty percent, with refusals anywhere between ten and thirty
percent. Refusals are not too much of a problem as substitutes can be quickly
found.
• Cost: Shopping centre surveys are cheaper than personal in-house interviews for
the following reasons - able to employ fewer interviewers therefore less
training, travel expenses are limited with no call backs necessary and it is much
easier to find a substitute if someone refuses to take part in the survey.
• Time: These interviews can he conducted quite quickly and the data is verified
and processed on the spot.
• Application: Shopping mall surveys are especial1y useful when respondents
have to see, handle or consume the product. They are most useful for testing
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concepts, products, packaging, copies and so forth. The speed of data collection 
is ideal when results are needed urgently. 
SAMPLING METHOD 
Due to the fact that it is impossible to survey the entire population that should be 
covered by the research, a sample of the population was sUIVeyed instead. In order to 
ensure that the research was reliable and valid, a quota sampling method was used. 
"Quota sampling resembles stratified random sampling and converiience sampling. 
The imen1iewer finds and interviews a prescribed number of people in each of several 
categories. The sample units are selected on a subjective rather than a probabilistic 
basis" (Lambin, 2000, pp. 161 ). 
The population was subdivided in tenns of the grocery chain stores available to 
residents in the Pietermaritzburg and surrounding area (ie: Pick 'n Pay, Shoprite 
Checkers, Spar and Woolworths). As there are several stores located within the 
population area, one of each of the chain stores was selected randomly to determine 
where the interviewing would take place. A minimum sample size of 150 respondents 
was required, and in order to ensure a stratified sample was interviewed, a minimum 
of 38 people were interviewed per chain store. 
ANALYSIS 
An Excel spreadsheet was designed to analysis completed questionnaires. Graphs 
were created and automated to self-update as new results were entered. One hundred 
and sixty-six responses were analysed to assess the loyalty of the sample population 
and whether or not the results can be generalised across the target population. 
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CHAPTER6 
RESEARCH ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
Three hundred and forty-five people were approached for interviewing, of which one 
166 people were duly interviewed. This provided a response rate of 48%. Although 
the response rate was lower than that quoted in textbooks, usually around 80% 
(Martins, Loubser & van Wyk, 1996, pp. 129), substihltes were quickly found to 
ensure that the minimum sample of 150 people was achieved. In order to ensure that 
a stratified sample was interviewed, a minimum of 3 8 people were interviewed per 
chain store. Reasons for declining to be interviewed included time constraints on the 
part of the interviewees, language constraints and general lack of interest. 
Figure 4: The Percentage of Inteniewees Accepting a od Declining to be Jnteniewed 
I_ 
Percentage of interviewees accepting & declining to be 
interviewed 
48% 
52% 
E �entage declining to be interviewed II Percentage accepting to be inten' iewe<l 
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SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
Figure 5: The Suburbs of Pietermarit:zburg and Surrounding Areas' in which the Interviewees Reside. 
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Subur� 
The people interviewed reside in Pietennaritzburg and surrounding areas. Although 
this graph portrays a skewing toward the Hayfields and Scottsville residential areas, 
this does not affect the results as interviews were based on a quota sampling of people 
shopping at the randomly chosen chain stores and not on their residential areas. The 
interviewees do reside in more suburbs than those listed in the graph but several have 
been condensed under the major suburb in order for them to be identified in the graph. 
Figure 6: The Ethnicity of the Interviewees (as a percentage). 
Ethnicity of interviewees (percentage) 
4% 
55% 
I fil Caucasian m African r.'.".l Coloured m Indian 
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The ethnicity of the sample population does not collate with the South African 
population, which is due to the fact that more refusals to partake in the interviewing 
process were received from African and Coloured people than from Caucasian and 
Indian people. Another reason for the skewedness is that less African and Coloured 
people were available for approaching to be interviewed. This could be because 
alternative stores not included in the research are .frequented in preference to Pick 'n 
Pay, Shoprite-Checkers, Spar and Woolworths; stores such as Super Save, Mini 
Market, Cash & Carry Wholesalers and other general dealers 
Figure 7: The Pn-Tax Monthly Household Income Level of the Interviewees. 
Pre-tax monthly household income level 
7% 4% 5% 
40% 
, □Unemployed □ Student aiRetircd mRl -R3999 �R4000-R9999 �Rl0OOo+ cCombination 1 
Income levels varied considerably with the majority ( 40%) of the interviewees falling 
within the R4000 - R9999 pre-tax monthly household income level. 7% of the 
interviewees gave multiple answers - these were either a combination of being a 
student and having a monthly income; or being retired and providing details of their 
pension income level. 
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Figure 8: The Age of the Interviewees (as a percentage). 
Ages ofinterviewecs (percentage) 
10% 6% 
40% 
r.J 16-24 im25-40 m41-60 fil60+ 
The ages of interviewees are also skewed with the majority of the interviewees falling 
within the 41-60 (44%) and 25-40 (40%) age groups. This skewedness is probably a 
result of the days and times interviewing took place (after work and on weekends) 
when employed people are more likely to be doing their grocery shopping, A further 
reason for the skewedness could result from interviewer bias. 
BEHAVIOURAL MEASURES 
By surveying actual purchase patterns, loyalty to a product or grocery store can be 
determined, Patterns of purchase behaviour include repurchase rates, percentage of 
purchases and/or number of brands purchased. As a stand-alone measure, behavioural 
pattern research is limited by expense, inconvenience and in terms of analysis of 
future trends (Aaker, 1991, pp. 44), but these limits have been overcome by also using 
other approaches to measure loyalty. 
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Figure 9: The Grocery Store of Choice when Bulle. BuyiDg. 
Grocery store of choice fur bulk buying 
2"/o 
45% 
00/o -
13% - '--....._ 
----------�_..� 
17% 
In terms of bulk grocery buying, the preferred grocery store chain by a large majority 
(45%) is Pick 'n Pay. Shoprite--Checkers and Spar were the chosen stores for 17% 
and 13% of the interviewees respectively. 23% percent of the interviewees listed 
more than one grocery store chain as their preferred store for bulk buying. 
Figure 10: The Grocery Store of Choice whtn Bulk Buying (combinations of multiple aoswe�). 
Grocery store of choice for bulk buying (combiruitions) 
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Combinatioos 
_I 
This graph shows the combinations of grocery store chains of choice for bulk buying 
that 23% of the interviewees listed as their preferred shopping outlets. The 
combinations are as follows: 
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• Combination 1: Shoprite-Checkers / Spar
• Combination 2: Shoprite-Checkers/ Spar/ Other
• Combination 3: Pick 'n Pay/ Shoprite-Checkers
• Combination 4: Pick 'n Pay/ Shoprite-Checkers/ Spar/ Other
• Combination 5: Pick 'nPay /Shoprite-Checkers/ Woolworths
• Combination 6: Pick 'n Pay/ Other
• Combination 7: Pick 'n Pay / Spar
• Combination 8: Pick 'n Pay/ Shoprite-Checkers/ Spar
• Combination 9: Pick 'n Pay/ Spar/ Woolworths
• Combination 10: Pick 'n Pay / Spar / Woolworths I Other
• Combination 11: Pick 'n Pay/ Woolworths
• Combination 12: Spar/ Other
Of these combinations, nine of the twelve combinations include Pick 'n Pay, further 
adding to the popularity of Pick 'n Pay as the preferred grocery store of choice for 
bulk buying. 
Fl1ture 11: The Grocery Store of Choice when Buying Frequently Used Items. 
Grocery store ol choice for frequent buying 
�P.ick'n Pay � Shoprite Checkers �Spar □ Woolworths 0 Other 11Combination j 
In tenns of buying frequently used grocenes such as milk and bread, 30% of 
interviewees listed Pick 'n Pay as their grocery store of choice, followed closely by 
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Spar with 26% and Shoprite-Checkers with 15%. 19% of the interviewees use a 
combination of grocery store chains to purchase their frequently used groceries. 
Figure 12: The Grocery Store of Choice when Purchasing Frequently Used Items (combinations of mnltiplc 
answers). 
Grocery store of choice for frequent buying (combinations) 
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Combinations 
Combinations of preferred grocery store chains for frequently used grocery items 
include: 
• Combination 1: Shoprite-Checkers / Other
• Combination 2: Shoprite-Checkers/ Spar
• Combination 3: Pick 'n Pay / Shoprite-Checkers
• Combination 4: Pick 'n Pay / Shoprite-Checkers / Spar
• Combination 5: Pick 'n Pay/ Spar
• Combination 6: Pick 'n Pay/ Spar/ Other
• Combination 7: Pick 'n Pay / Spar/ Woolworths
• Combination 8: Pick 'n Pay/ Woolworths
• Combination 9: Spar/ Other
• Combination 10: Spar/ Woolworths
Spar is the favourite of the grocery stores, being included in seven of the ten 
combinations; and Pick 'n Pay, again, features strongly as a preferred grocery store 
(listed in six of the ten combinations). Although these results show which is the 
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grocery store of choice for bulk buying and frequently used grocery shopping, they do 
not show right out whether the interviewees remain loyal to one store to do both types 
of shopping. 
Figure 1.3: The Grocery Store of Cboiu when Buying both Bulk and Freqaenfly Used Items. 
Grocery store of choice for both types of buying 
56% 
---- -- -
i l!!ll Pick 'n Pay � Shoprite-Checkers ■ Spar lli!I Woolworths IJ Other I- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---
Of the 166 interviewees, 117 used the same grocery store for both their bulk buying 
and their frequently used purchases. This indicates that 70% of the people 
interviewed show some loyalty in their purchasing behaviour patterns. Pick 'n Pay is 
the preferred grocery store of 56% of the 117 interviewees, followed by Shoprite­
Checkers with 22% and Spar with. 18%. This gives some indication of the loyalty of 
the residents of Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas, but a clearer picture will 
emerge once other aspects ofloyalty are analysed. 
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Figure 14: Shopping at a Specific Store or at Any of the Preferred Grocery Chain's Stores. 
Shop at specific or any of preferred grocery chain's stores 
� Specific store of preferred chain II Any store of preferred chain 
---- -- - -- -- - - --
---- ----
The depth of the interviewees' loyalty was further determined by assessing whether 
the interviewees are loyal to a specific store within the grocery chain or whether they 
shop at any of the grocery chain's stores. The results were very clear - 77% of the 
interviewees return to shop at a specific store of the preferred grocery chain. A range 
of reasons were given for returning to a specific store of the preferred grocery chain 
including ''good management'', "convenience", "location ", "knowing the layout of 
the store", "friendly and helpful staff", "lower prices", ''parking and security", and 
" 1 I 1· "genera c ean mess 
Figure 15: The Grocery Shoppiog Habits of Interviewees. 
Grocery shopping habits ofintervie�es 
45% 
7% 
■ Monthly m w eelly II Daily II Conbination
I - - -- --------
---
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Grocery shopping is a chore that is done at different times - 27% of the interviewees 
shop weekly, 21 % percent monthly� and 7% daily; but the majority (forty-five 
percent) of the interviewees shop at different times depending on what items are 
needed and when. 
Figure 16: Reasons for the Interviewees' Choice of Grocery Store. 
Reasons fur choice of grocery store 
1-- --
1 fJ Location in suburb 
Ill Frequent pmrmtions 
I --= CTI Other reasons
13% 15% 
2% 
�nvenienc-e -- tiLowerprices 
g P,eferred store mi 1V & radio advertising 
� Combination 
=--;:;:�'-=J 
Although the interviewees showed levels of loyalty towards their preferred grocery 
stores, it is the reasoning behind that loyalty that is more important. The interviewees 
were presented with a number of reasons as listed in the graph above. An 
overwhelming number (58%) of the interviewees gave mo re than one reason for their 
choice of grocery store. In terms of single reasons, convenience (ie: parking, opening 
hours etc) and location in the suburb were chosen by more interviewees than the other 
reasons (15% and 13% respectively). The combinations of reasons are presented in 
the graph below. 
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Figure 17: Reasons for the Interviewees' Choice of Grocery Store (combinations of multiple an!.Wers) 
Rusons £or choice of grocery store (combinations ofreasons) 
30_,,.--------�----------� 
25 
20 
15 
10_ --------
The combinations of reasons for their choice of grocery stores are as follows: 
• Combination 1 : Convenience and other reasons
• Combination 2: Convenience and preferred store
• Combination 3: Convenience, lower prices and frequent promotions
• Combination 4: Convenience and lower prices
• Combination 5: Convenience, lower prices and preferred store
• Combination 6: Convenience, lower prices, frequent promotions and TV and
radio influences
• Combination 7: Convenience, lower prices and other reasons
• Combination 8: Convenience and frequent promotions
• Combination 9: Location and preferred store
• Combination 10: Location and convenience
• Combination 11 : Location, convenience and other reasons
• Combination 12: Location, convenience and preferred store
• Combination 13: Location, convenience and lower prices
• Combination 14: Location, convenience, lower prices, :frequent promotions,
pref erred store and TV and radio influences
• Combination 15: Location, convenience, lower prices and other reasons
• Combination 16: Location, convenience, lower prices and frequent promotions
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• Combination 17: Location, convenience, lower prices, frequent promotions and
other reasons
• Combination 18: Location, convenience, lower prices, :frequent promotions and
preferred store
• Combination 19: Location, convenience, lower pnces, and TV and radio
influences
• Combination 20: Location, convenience and frequent promotions
• Combination 21: Location, convenience, :frequent promotions and preferred
store
• Combination 22: Location, convenience, frequent promotions, preferred store,
and TV and radio influences
• Combination 23: Location and lower prices
• Combination 24: Location and other reasons
• Combination 25: Lower prices and frequent promotions
From the graph it is very plain to see that the interviewees pick their grocery store 
based on location and convenience (32%), location, convenience and lower prices 
(17%), convenience and lower prices (10%), and location and lower prices (7%). 
Thus the basis for choice of grocery store rests on its location, convenience to the 
interviewees and the prices of the products at the store. 
F1gure 18: The Choice of Products Pun:hased during Bulk Buying. 
Choice of products during bulk buying 
□ Store brands .frequently
I 
□National brands frequently 
mt Cheapest brand available 
eil Combination 
4% 7% 
l '1/o
Im Store brands occasionally
� National brands occasionally 
t'I Never switch from preferred brands
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To further examine the loyalty of the interviewees to their grocery store of choice, 
interviewees were asked about the products that they purchased - to ascertain whether 
or not the store's branded products were included on their shopping lists. Again, the 
majority gave a combination of choices of products bought (36%). 25% buy 
whichever products happen to be cheapest on the day they go shopping and. 18% 
never switch from their preferred brands. In terms of purchasing store branded 
products, 7% of the interviewees purchased them occasionally and 4% purchased 
them frequently, suggesting a certain level of loyalty but whether the loyalty is 
towards the store or the price is unknown. 
Figure 19: The Choice of Products Purchased during Bulk Buyiog (combin11tiaus of multiple answers). 
Choice of products during bulk bu}ing (combination or choices) 
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36% of the interviewees purchase a combination of products during their bulk buying 
shopping trips. These combinations are as fo1lows: 
• Combination 1: Purchase the cheapest products available but never switch from
preferred brands
• Combination 2: Purchase national manufacturers' brands frequently but never
switch from preferred brands
• Combination 3: Purchase national manufacturers' brands occasionally but
purchase the cheapest products available
• Combination 4: Purchase national manufacturers' brands occasionally but never
switch from preferred brands
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• Combination 5: Purchase grocery store brands and national manufacturers'
brands occasionally
• Combination 6: Purchase grocery store brands and national manufacturers'
brands occasionally but purchase the cheapest products available
• Combination 7: Purchase grocery store brands and national manufacturers'
brands occasionally but never switch from preferred brands
• Combination 8: Purchase grocery store brands frequently but purchase the
cheapest products available
• Combination 9: Purchase grocery store brands frequently and national
manufacturers' brands occasionally
• Combination 10: Purchase grocery store brands occasionally but purchase the
cheapest products available
• Combination 11: Purchase grocery store brands occasionally and national
manufacturers' brands frequently
• Combination 12: Purchase grocery store brands occasionally, national
manufacturers' brands frequently but never switch from preferred brands
• Combination 13: Purchase grocery store bra:nds occasionally but :never switch
from preferred brands
• Combination 14: Purchase grocery store brands and national manufacturers'
brands frequently
• Combination 15: Purchase grocery store brands and national manufacturers'
brands frequently but purchase the cheapest products available
• Combination 16: Purchase grocery store brands and national manufacturers'
brands frequently but never switch from preferred brands
The largest number of interviewees (22%) listing more than one product purchase 
choice list their purchase choices as buying grocery store brands frequently but also 
the cheapest products available. The other two combinations of choice listed by 
interviewees to note are, purchasing grocery store brands occasionally and national 
manufacturers' brands frequently (20%) and purchasing grocery store brands 
occasionally but also the cheapest products available (12%). In tem1s of the 
combinations of product purchase choice, both grocery store brands and national 
manufacturers' brands are listed as the products of choice an equal number of times, 
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suggesting that the grocery store brands do not add to the reasons why interviewees 
shop at a chosen grocery store. 
SWITCIDNG COST MEASURES 
Switching costs depend on the size of the investment made by the customer in 
purchasing the brand and the risk involved in switching to another brand. Customers 
will stick to the brand they know or they will swap between brands at every 
opportunity if possible and without risk (Aaker, 1991, pp. 44-45). Analysing 
switching costs will provide insight into the extent to which customers are loyal to a 
brand because it would cost too much or it would be too risky to swap to another, 
Figure 20: How often Interviewees Switch between Grocery Stores. 
Switching between grocery stores 
18% 14% 
68% 
m Never switch [11 Occasionally switch � Frequently switch 
Of the people interviewed, 68% indicated that they occasionally switch between 
grocery stores - if the benefits of switching to another grocery store outweigh any 
risks / costs. 18% of the sample frequently switches between grocery stores, 
signifying no loyalty at all, in comparison to 14% who remain devoted to the same 
grocery store by never swapping. It is interesting to note that, of the 14% who never 
switch, 62% shop at Pick 'n Pay, 17% shop at Shoprite-Checkers and Spar 
respectively and 1 % shops at another store, Checkout. 
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Figure 21: Grocery Store of Choice for Interviewees that Never S'Wtitch 
Grocery store of choice for interviewees that never switch 
� Pick 'n Pay fi Spar Ill Shoprite-Checkers !Ell Woolworths B'I Other I 
------ --
To further analyse the interviewees' switching habits, it is necessary to find out why 
they have switched from their preferred grocery store to one of the other stores 
available. 
Figure 22: ReasorH forSwi.tching between Grocery Stores. 
Reasons fur switching between grocery stores 
14% 2% l7% 
I □ Not satisfied with usual store m Prmmtions at other stores 7� Convenience at titre of shopping r;i No risk in changing 
fill Other □ C:Orminetion
I !!!I Never switch 
The interviewees were given a choice of reasons for switching between the grocery 
store chains, which included not being satisfied with their preferred grocery store, the 
price promotions offered at the other grocery stores, convenience at their time of 
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shopping, there were no risks involved in changing to the other grocery stores, or any 
other reasons they could think of. The majority (49%) switched to another grocery 
store due to the convenience at the time of shopping while 17% switched because of 
promotions offered at the other grocery store chains. The 14% that remain devoted to 
their preferred grocery store did not answer this question for obvious reasons and 
another 14% of the interviewees gave a combination of reasons. The 3% that listed 
other reasons for switching included swapping because products were not available 
and shopping in the middle of the month when the stores are quieter. 
Figure 23: Reasons for Switclling between Grocery Stores (combinations of multiple an!lWers). 
Combination of reasons for switching between grocery stores 
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It is clear from the graph above that a large nwnber of interviewees (61 %) that gave a 
combination of reasons for switching, switch between grocery stores for special 
promotions offered by the other grocery stores or for convenience at the time of 
shopping. 
SATISFACTION/ DISSATISFACTION MEASURES 
A researcher must not only measure levels of satisfaction but also measure levels of 
dissatisfaction and at the same time this measure must be current, representative and 
sensitive (Aaker, 1991, pp. 45). The customers must be given the opportunity to 
express any dissatisfaction; otherwise there is a great possibility that the research 
results will be skewed. 
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Fii=ure 24: Interviewees' Satisfaction with the Service of thelr Bulk Buying Grocery store. 
Interviewees' satisfaction with the service of their bulk buying 
grocery store 
89% 
0 Yes � No � Most of the time r; Not always I 
Figure 25: Interviewee!!' Dissatisfaction "ith the Service of their Bulk Buying Grocery Store. 
Interviewees' dissatisfaction with the service of their bulk 
buying grocery store 
7% 1% 
J � Yes �No �Most of the rare □Not alWllys 
Interviewees were asked to express both their satisfaction and dissatisfaction of the 
"service" that is offered by the grocery store where there bulk buying is done. Clearly 
most interviewees (89%) are satisfied with the service offered and 75% have never 
experienced any problems. The interviewees that did express some dissatisfaction 
were not happy in terms of till staff being unfriendly and avoiding eye contact with 
them, no small change available in the tills, long queues and unmanned tills during 
peak shopping hours, products being out of stock and the fresh produce not being 
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fresh. These reasons for dissatisfaction can easily be resolved in order to impress 
customers and increase loyalty. 
LIKING OF THE BRAND 
Brand loyalty also involves an overall liking of the brand or firm. Researchers will 
want to find out whether or not customers "like" the brand, and/or have feelings of 
"warmth, respect or friendship'' towards the brand or firm. These overall feelings 
towards the brand or organization raise the barriers to entry for competing brands and 
also increase the price customers are likely to pay for the product or service. Feelings 
of like can be scaled in various ways including lildng, respect, friendship, trust and so 
forth (Aaker, 1991, pp. 45-46). 
Figure 26: lnterview�s• Feelings towards their Preferred Grocery Store. 
Feelings towards the preferred grocery store 
10'% 
23% 
ei Liking □ Respect I:] Friendship m Trust !!!I Other m Combination i;, No comrrent 
31 % of the interviewees described their feelings as "liking" the grocery store, 7% felt 
respect towards the grocery store, 10% looked upon the grocery store as a friend and 
14% described feelings of trust. Another 10% made no comment and 5% placed their 
feelings in the "other" category. These other feelings included enjoyment, 
indifference and no feelings at all as shopping is a necessity! A number of the 
interviewees (23%) felt a combination of feelings towards their pr�ferred grocery 
store. 
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Figure 27: Interviewees' Feelings towenls the Grocery Stores (combinations of multiple answers). 
Feelings towards grocery stores (combinations) 
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The combinations of feeling chosen were as follows: 
• Combination I : Friendship and trust
• Combination 2: Liking and other feelings
• Combination 3: Liking and friendship
• Combination 4: Liking and respect
• Combination 5: Liking, respect and friendship
• Combination 6: Liking, respect, friendship and trust
• Combination 7: Liking, respect, friendship, trust and other feelings
• Combination 8: Liking, respect and trust
• Combination 9: Liking and trust
• Combination 10: Respect and trust
• Combination 11: Respect, friendship and trust
Of the 23% that listed multiple feelings towards their preferred grocery store, 26% 
described their feelings as liking and trust and 18% listed all four feelings - liking, 
respect, friendship and trust. Again, "liking" appears to be the dominant feeling 
towards the grocery store as it was included in eight of the eleven combinations as 
chosen by the interviewees. 
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To further determine the interviewees' feelings toward their preferred grocery store, 
the question of paying premiwn prices in order keep shopping at that store was raised. 
Figure. 28: Would Interviewee.� Pay More to Shop 11.t their Prcfernd Grocery Store? 
Would you pay more to shop at your preferred grocery store? 
4% 1% 
43% 
The majority of the sample (52%) stated that they would refuse to pay more to shop at 
their preferred grocery store. They felt that the cost of living was already too high 
and budgets too tight to warrant paying even more. However, quite a large number of 
the sample (43%) felt that they would indeed pay more to shop at their preferred 
grocery store. The reasons for doing tlris were numerous and included "clean fresh 
products", "convenience", - "smaller, quieter and shorter queues'', "location ", 
"extended hours and safe parking", "excellent service and reasonable prices", 
"comfortable environment, good quality and wide variety", "friendly environment 
and helpful staff', "the surrounding store within the centre", "hygienic and know 
layout of store", ''familiarization", "good customer relations", "eco-friendly ", and 
"professional image. " The remaining interviewees - 4% - were undecided and 1 % 
did not answer the question. 
The interviewees were also asked to give their impressions of the grocery store where 
they do the bulk of their grocery shopping and to also provide a three-word 
description for each of the four identified grocery stores in the Pietermaritzburg and 
sur ounding area. Responses given (included in Appendix B) were wide and varied 
and obviously re.fleet most positively for their stores of preference. Com on themes 
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within the descriptions included the aesthetics of the stores, the quality aod prices of 
the products and the friendliness/ unfriendliness of the staff. 
COMMITMENT MEASURES 
The final aspect measured by the questionnaire is the commitment of the interviewees 
to their preferred grocery stores. Commitment from customers is what every producer 
wants for their brand. Commitment can be quite easily detected by the level of 
interaction and communication involved with the product or by the extent to which 
the brand is important to the customer (Aaker, 1991, pp. 46). Does the customer talk 
about the brand and recommend it to others? 
Figure 19: Dn Interviewees' Talk about 'their Experiences? 
------ �--
Do you talk about your experiences? 
- -- -- -- -- --7I m Yes ■ No II Sometinu ■ No conm:nt 
-_ -_ -_ ---=---=---= --=-�--
44% 
When questioned about whether or not their shopping experiences are ever talked 
about, the interviewees were divided - 44% did talk about them, 35% do not discuss 
shopping, 20% sometimes did and sometimes not and the final 1 % did not comment. 
The topic of shopping appears to be brought up when something negative happens 
and/or the prices have increased; but not if everything is sat isfactory. 
Interviewees were also asked whether or not they would persuade other people to 
frequent their preferred grocery store instead of one of the others. 
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Figure 30: Do Interviewees' Persuade Others to use Che Same Store? 
Do you penuade them to use the same store? 
4% 5% 1% 
71% 
II Yes II No ■ Sumetines ■ Not really Cl No conm:nt 
An overwhelming percentage (71%) were adamant that the choice of grocery store 
was a personal choice and they would, therefore, not try and persuade others to 
change. 19% felt that they would persuade others to change if it was to their benefit. 
The remaining 10% said "sometimes", "not really" or made no comment. A number 
of the interviewees pointed out that they did not have to persuade others to use their 
preferred grocery store as they were already shopping there. 
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CHAPTER 7 
RESEARCH DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
The questionnaire was designed in order to determine whether or not residents of the 
Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas are loyal to their preferred grocery store, and 
if so to what extent do they remain loyal. Loyalty can be measured in several 
different ways, but to gain the clearest and most comprehensive picture it is 
imperative that as many ways as possible are researched. This particular 
questionnaire covered actual buying patterns (behavioural measures), switching cost 
measures, satisfaction / dissatisfaction measures, overall feelings measures and 
commitment measures (Aaker, 1991, pp. 43-46). Together these five methods of 
measurement can determine whether the management of the grocery stores in 
question are on the right track or whether corrective action needs to be undertaken to 
increase their customers' level of loyalty. 
BEHAVIOURAL MEASURES 
Actual buying patterns were determined for two types of buying - bulk grocery 
shopping and frequent grocery shopping. With easily accessible comer cafes, 
tearooms and petrol stations also selling :frequently used grocery items like bread and 
milk; it was necessary to differentiate between bulk and frequent buying. 
The interviewees listed Pick 'n Pay as the grocery chain store of choice for both their 
bulk and frequent buying (45% and 30% respectively). Shoprite-Checkers (17%) and 
Spar (13%) were listed second and third behind Pick 'n Pay for bulk buying bnt were 
listed the other way around (Spar with 26% and Shoprite-Checkers with 15%) in 
terms of frequent buying. These percentages only include those interviewees that 
provided single answers to the two questions. A number of interviewees gave 
multiple answers - 23% for bulk buying and 19% for frequent buying. When the 
combinations were examined more closely, it was observed that Pick 'n Pay was 
included in nine of the twelve combinations for choice of grocery store for bulk 
buying and m six of the ten combinations for choice of grocery store for frequent 
buying, thereby further adding to its popularity as a grocery store of choice in 
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Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas. Spar was included in six of the twelve bulk 
buying combinations behind Pick 'n Pay but was listed in seven of the ten frequent 
buying combinations ahead of Pick 'n Pay. Shoprite-Checkers was listed in third 
place behind Pick 'n Pay and Spar. These results show that more interviewees 
frequent Pick 'n Pay for both types of shopping than the other grocery stores. 
Although the sample was stratified with a similar number people being interviewed at 
each of the chosen chain stores, there were a surprising number of interviewees that 
identified one of the other grocery chain stores as their preferred choice for shopping. 
For example, 42 people were interviewed at Pick 'n Pay but 66 respondents gave Pick 
'n Pay as their grocery store of choice, and while 42 people were interviewed at 
Shoprite-Checkers, only 26 of the respondents gave Shoprite-Checkers as their 
pref erred grocery store. 
It is also necessary to determine a combined level of loyalty. 70% of the sample 
listed the same store as their grocery store of choice for both bulk and frequent 
buying. Again, Pick 'n Pay topped the list as the preferred grocery store with 56%; 
followed by Shoprite-Checkers with 22% and Spar with 18%. 
The above information was gleaned from two questions simply asking interviewees to 
list which grocery store they frequent for their bulk and frequent buying. This was 
used to determine which grocery store chain was selected over the others. Loyalty 
from customers towards the grocery store is what management would be striving for, 
but the reasoning for this loyalty is more important. A choice of several reasons for 
their loyalty was presented to the interviewees - location in residential area / suburb, 
convenience (ie: opening hours, parking, security etc.), lower priced products, more 
frequent promotions, TV and radio advertising influences, preferred grocery store or 
any other reasons. Only a small number of the sample gave single reasons for their 
choice of grocery store - convenience and location headed the list with 15% and 13% 
respectively. 56% of the interviewees gave multiple reasons for their choice of 
grocery store. From the analysis of the combinations of reasons, it is clear that the 
bases of choice for the interviewees are location, convenience and lower priced 
products. 
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To further determine the loyalty of the interviewees, they were asked whether they 
return to shop at one specific store of the grocery chain or whether they are happy to 
shop at any of the grocery chain's stores. A very large majority (77%) return to one 
specific store for, amongst other reasons, good management, convenience, location, 
knowledge of the store layout, friendly and helpful staff, lower prices, parking and 
security, and general cleanliness. The interviewees gave reasons other than its 
location for being loyal to one specific store, which means that they are also taking 
into account intangible factors when deciding on their shopping store of choice. If 
customers are (and remain) satisfied by intangible factors, as well as the tangible ones 
then they are more likely to remain loyal to the grocery store. 
The depth of loyalty was further examined by finding out about the choice of products 
purchased by the interviewees - whether or not their shopping lists included store­
branded products. Loyalty towards specific brands was difficult to detect from the 
responses given by the interviewees; the largest percentage (36%) gave multiple 
answers, 25% buy whichever product is cheapest on the day and 18% never switch 
from their preferred brands. Regarding store-branded products, 7% of the 
interviewees purchased them occasionally and 4% frequently. A wide range of 
combinations were indicated by the interviewees; the top three combinations of 
choices of product purchases were (i) buying store brands frequently but the cheapest 
products available (22%), (ii) buying store brands occasionally and national brands 
frequently (20%), and (iii) purchasing store brands occasionally but the cheapest 
products available (12%). Further in-depth research needs to be conducted to gain 
more insight into the link between loyalty towards the grocery store and its store­
branded products. 
SWITCHING COSTS MEASURES 
Although grocery store managers will be pleased to see that a large number of the 
interviewees indicated that they shop at one specific grocery store and continue to 
shop at that �me store, they will also be interested in finding out about those customers 
that shop at several different grocery store chains; how often they switch between the 
different chains and the reasons for the switches. 
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The majority of interviewees (68%) indicated that they only occasionally switch 
between the different chain stores compared with the 18% that frequently switch and 
the 14% who remain devoted to the same grocery chain by never swapping. Again, 
the sample was given a choice of reasons for switching between the grocery chains. 
49% indicated that they switched to another chain store due to convenience at the time 
of shopping while 17% were enticed by the promotions offered at the other chain 
stores. The 14% of the interviewees that never switch did not answer this question for 
obvious reasons and another 14% gave several reasons for switching. After 
analysing the combinations of reasons for switching between grocery chains, it was 
very clear that the main combination ofreasons included switching due to promotions 
offered by the other grocery chains and convenience at the time of shopping. 
SATISFACTION/ DISSATISFACTION MEASURES 
It is very nice to be told that customers are satisfied with the "service" that is offered 
by the grocery store but it is also worthwhile to find out whether there is anything that 
is not up to scratch and, therefore, causing dissatisfaction. 
When asked whether they were satisfied with the "service" offered by the grocery 
store or whether they ever experienced any problems where they did their bulk 
buying, 89% of the interviewees said that they were satisfied with the "service" 
offered and 75% said that they had never experienced any problems. The reasons 
given by those expressing some dissatisfaction can easily be resolved, thereby 
impressing customers and helping increase their loyalty. Dissatisfaction stemmed 
from till staff being unfriendly and avoiding eye contact with them, no small change 
available in the tills, long queues and umnanned tills during peak shopping hours, 
products being out of stock and the fresh products not being fresh. 
LIKING OF THE BRAND 
Grocery store managers will be particularly interested in what the overall feelings of 
the customers are toward the grocery store as the deeper the level of feeling the 
customer has towards the grocery store, the harder it will be for their competitors to 
draw them away and greater the possibility of charging the customers a premium 
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pnce. Overall feelings towards the grocery store or brand that were researched 
included liking, respect, friendship and trust. 
23% of the interviewees indicated that they experienced multiple feelings towards 
their preferred grocery store - the largest number described feelings of liking and 
trust. The interviewees that gave single responses were spread across all levels of 
feelings. 31 % "like" their preferred grocery store, 14% "trust" their grocery store, 
10% look up their grocery store as a "friend" and 7% "respect" their preferred 
grocery store. Another 10% made no comment and 5% stated that they felt "other" 
feelings, which included enjoyment, indifference and no feelings at all as shopping is 
a necessity. The grocery store management will be striving for customers to feel 
deeper levels of overall feelings that will assist in entrenching their loyalty towards 
the grocery store. 
Interviewees were also asked whether or not they would be willing to pay more to 
shop at their preferred grocery store in order to further determine their overall feelings 
towards to store. A slim majority (52%) were adamant that they would not pay more; 
43% felt that they would pay more, 4% were undecided and 1 % did not answer the 
question. Those interviewees that would refuse to pay more felt that the costs of 
living are already too high and budgets too tight to warrant paying more. The 
interviewees that were more than happy to pay more to shop at their pref erred grocery 
store gave numerous reasons for doing so - "clean fresh products", "convenience", 
"smaller, quieter and shorter queues", "location", "extended hours and safe 
parking", "excellent service and reasonable prices", "comfortable environment, 
good quality and wide variety", "friendly environment and helpful staff", "the 
surrounding store within the centre", "hygienic and know layout of store", 
''familiarization", "good customer relations", "eco-friendly", and ''professional 
image. " Grocery store management should be encouraged by these answers as it 
shows them that customers acknowledge the "added extras" that are made to further 
satisfy them. 
To gain a clearer idea of what the interviewees think about the grocery store where 
they do their bulk buying, they were asked to give their impressions as well as a three­
word description of each of the four identified grocery stores. The full set of answers 
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provided by the interviewees is attached as Appendix B, but to give some indication 
of their impressions and descriptions, the following was extracted: 
1. Pick 'n Pay
• Impressions: "friendly; helpful; can buy everything I need; clean; well-laid
out; work in the community; very reputable; always fresh; clear-cut image;
respect staff system as they are concerned with education and training; no
nonsense; low mark-up; always professional; impressive; promotes friendly
service of professionalism; mlue customers; do their best to satisfy; trost
products; good corporate image; employment equity; put money back into the
community; customer care is • their concern; com/ ortable shopping
environment; well-situated; organized layout; eco-friendly; ahvays on the
lookout for new ideas to enhance customer service; aiming to please;
innovation; value-for-money; community conscious; socially responsible;
customer driven; competent and family-orientated"
• Descriptions: "clean & convenient; frie11dly & clean; reliable quality &
affordable; great, neat & bright; there for you; same everywhere; products
always fresh; reasonable variety; have the edge; good customer care; great
shopping; customer focussed; reputable; professional; good value & service;
good all rounder; value-for-money; cheaper than others; number one shop;
user-friendly; customers are king; spacious; low prices; reliable; fresh every
day; very well-managed; not up to standard; untidy; classy but o;pensive;
quick service tills; very long queues; nice different food; noisy, crowded &
time-wasting; pricey; good service provider; you pay less and too busy &
crammed"
2. Checkers
• Impressions: "proven track record; take care of customers; help when needed;
satisfactory condition; tidy & neat; good brand & low prices; recently
revamped everything from store to branding; much better & more attractive;
improved over past few years; well-managed & good reputation; bright, clean
& spacious; looks efficient but not that people-friendly; clean & welcoming;
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conveniently located; teller a bit slow; good middle-of-the-road family store; 
suf icient stock; value-for-money; popular; staff efficient & obliging: 
professional; customer-orientated and fresh products" 
• Descriptions: "net om die hoek; lower prices, good service &fresh food; very
similar to Pick 'n Pay; improved range & qualify; reasonable; cheap but
sometimes sloppy; customer satisfaction; ample parking; accessible &
presentable; shop & save; products always available; inconveniently located;
dull, 110 uniformity; very lousy colours; budget & disorganized; not so clean;
know layout; awful & cluttered; unfriendly; well-stocked; shopping a
pleasure; not so good; low quality, 110 customer care; not up-to-date;
unappealing; dusfy poor products, old produc.e & indifferent service ethic;
tfJiing to improve; hectic, out-of-the-way & not so user-friendly; second
grade; scroffy & narrow aisles; little imagination; where South Africa shops;
slow tills &frostrating; good vegetables but bad meat; priced just right; new
image & convenient; behind the times and inef icient"
3. Spar
• Impressions: "International, well-known, smalle1· stores, friend(v, uwner more
accessible and personal; recent upgrade very1 welcome; professional, neat
dress, always friendly and fresh products; like any other store; proper
direction to aisles; excellent customer services; very spacious and prices low;
promotes corporate image and reputation; exceptionally good; quality
produce and products; lives up to reputation and staff motivated in promoting
image of the company"
• Descriptions: "Expensive; convenient with 24-hour shopping; good .specials;
old & expensive; pay for qualify; more pricey; friendly & helpfal; wherever
you are; well-priced but not well-stocked; economical; usually pleasantly
surprised; good location; late closing,· good stock of daily items & friendly
staf ; good bakery; not too much room to move; vet)' expensive & unfriendly
staff: efficient; clean & helpful; versatile; lacks variety; impersonal,
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unfriendly & mediocre; respectable; products always fresh; easy to identify; 
love the deli; well-laid out; trust and good for me" 
4. Woolworths
• Descriptions: "not easily accessible; when feeling rich; good quality but
expensive; discerned & choicy; all goods inside,- extravagant; ch.arming; good
quality; worth it; cleanliness; exclusive; well-presented stock; .freshness and
good service; too expensive & no parking; excellent quality,· wrong location;
over-priced & not .friend{v; customer satisfaction; always get what you want;
comfortable environment; shocking parking facilities; e1r•er so nice;
inconvenient; wonderful but only in the city centre; luxuries; special occasion
shopping; limited choice; too expensive; elegant. quality & in.teresti1ig; best
and world-class service"
5. Others
• Descriptions: "Acceptable standard but not conveniently located; Makro �
good bulk buying, product & customer care; Makro - unfri.end(v; Farmer's
market - gives best value, great atmosphere and keeps cultural identity; good
service, fair prices & user-friendly; convenient; not good quality; okay;
.friendly; helpful & usefal; price is right"
COMMITMENT MEASURES 
Commitment is identified as the highest level of loyalty where customers are proud to 
be users of the brand (Aaker, 1991, pp. 41). They feel that the brand is very important 
to them either functional1y or as an expression of who they are (ie: status symbol). 
"The value of the committed customer is not so much the business he or she generates 
but, rather, the-impact upon others and upon the market itself" (Aaker, 1990, pp, 41). 
The interviewees were asked whether or not they ever talked about their shopping 
experiences and whether or not they would persuade others to change grocery stores. 
In terms of the first question, the sample of interviewees indicated that some do talk 
(44%), others do not talk (35%), and others sometimes do and sometimes <lo not talk 
(20%). The final 1 % did not comment. Of the interviewees that stated that they do 
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talk about their shopping experiences, most only bring up negative issues like price 
hikes, Jack of stock and stale fresh produce. 
Regarding persuading others to change grocery stores, 71 % were quite adamant that 
one chooses a grocery store for personal reasons and it was not their business to 
persuade others to change. A number of the interviewees pointed out that they did not 
have to persuade others to change grocery stores as they already shop at the same 
store. 19% of the interviewees indicated th.at they would persuade others to change 
grocery stores if it were to their benefit. The remaining 10% of the sample said 
"sometimes", "not really" or made no comment. 
The overall impression gleaned from the 166 interviewees is that they have a 
preferred grocery store that they frequent for their bulk and frequent buying. Their 
choice of grocery store is mostly based on location in their residential area or suburb, 
convenience in terms of parking facilities and opening hours and comparative prices. 
\Vhen asked about shopping at one specific store of the preferred grocery chain or 
shopping at any of them, reasons for returning to one specific store included good 
management, knowledge of store layout, friendly and helpful staff, security and 
general cleanliness. These further reasons for choice of grocery store wi11 please 
management, as they are ones that make it more d.ifficult for the competing grocery 
stores to draw customers away. 
Unfortunately, in terms of loyalty, a large majority of the sample switch between 
grocery stores. The main reasons for switching were cited as convenience at time of 
shopping and special promotions offered by competing grocery stores. Groceiy store 
managers cannot really do anything to affect switching due to convenience at time of 
shopping, as this involves factors beyond their control; but they need to be aware of 
the promotional activities of their competitors because if these occur frequently and 
draw customers away frequently levels ofloyalty will begin to crumble. 
Satisfaction levels are high and dissatisfaction levels low, which should also be 
encouraging to grocery store management. The reasons given for causing customer 
dissatisfaction need to be looked at and corrective action taken in order to show 
customers that their complaints are taken seriously, thereby impressing them and 
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increasing loyalty, rather than giving them reasons to switch to a competing grocery 
store. 
Ultimately, grocery store management ,vill want their customers to not only like their 
brand (both store and product brands) but to also place their trust in them to serve 
them to the highest standard. Several interviewees stated that they did not have any 
feelings towards their preferred grocery store as shopping is something that has to be 
done regardless. This attitude is one that grocery store managers will have to look at 
changing- loyalty will not grow out of indifference! 
When asked whether a premium would be paid in order to remain a customer of their 
preferred grocery store, grocery store mauagement will be very pleased to know that 
quite a large number of the sample (43%) would pay more. Reasons were varied and 
included a number of factors that are identified as "value-added" and help provide 
grocery stores with a competitive edge. 52% of the sample would refuse to pay any 
more than necessary due to the already pricey cost of living. Grocery stme 
management would have to conduct extensive research to determine to impact of 
charging premium prices as there are more customers that would not pay more then 
not and this would have a negative effect on any possible profits from charging a 
prerhmm. 
CONCLUSIONS 
To recap, the purpose of this research paper was to determine the loyalty levels of 
Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas residents and reasons for such loyalty; what 
are the possibilities of customers switching to a competing grocery store and the 
reasons therefor. 
The hypotheses developed were as follows: 
H1 Residents of Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas are loyal to their 
preferred grocery stores. 
In tenns of levels of loyalo/ toward their preferred grocery stores, 70% of the 
respondents listed the same store as their grocery store of choice for both bulk 
and frequent buying. Loyalty to lhese stores is based on location, convenience 
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and lower priced products. From the perspective of switching between the 
different grocery store chains, only 14% of the sample never switches from their 
preferred grocery store. To summarise, the respondents do show some loyalty 
towards their preferred grocery store but this is easily affected by special 
promotions offered by competing grocery store chains and their whereabouts at 
the time that they decide to do their shopping. 
H2 Residents of Pietermaritzhurg and surrounding areas are committed to 
specific stores of their pref erred grocery store chains. 
From the findings, 77% of the respondents prefer to return to one specific store 
of their pref erred grocery store chain rather than just shopping at any of stores. 
H3 Switching between grocery store chains is 11 result of dissatisfaction with 
their usual preferred grocery stores. 
In terms of switching between the different grocery store chains, whilst 14% 
remain devoted to their preferred store the majority of the respondents 
occasionally switch (68%) or frequently switch (18%) between the different 
chains. The reasons given for switching between stores were convenience at the 
time of shopping and the promotions that were offered by the other grocery store 
chains; and not dissatisfaction as hypothesized. 
H4 Corporate branding influences the loyalty of Pietenn11ritzhurg and 
surrounding areas' residents to their preferred grocery stores. 
To gain an idea of whether respondents had any knowledge of the corporate 
branding of the . different grocery stores, they were asked to give their 
impressions of their preferred grocery store. Only a few respondents included in 
the impressions comments about corporate branding - "work in the community; 
very reputable; respect staff system as they are concerned with education and 
training; good corporate image; put money back into the community; 
community conscious; socially responsible; good brand; well-managed & good 
reputation; customer-orientated; promotes corporate image & reputation; lives 
up to reputation and staff motivated in promoting the image of the company. " 
Corporate branding influences only a small percentage of the respondents. 
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From the hypotheses, the research objectives were to: 
• To investigate how brand loyal Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas'
residents are to the grocery stores available.
70% of the sample indicated that they frequent the same grocery store for both
their bulk and frequent buying purchases. When asked why a particular grocery
store was, the reasons were based location of the store, convenience in terms of
parking and shopping hours and the prices that are on offer. Loyalty to a specific
store was also questioned; 77% of the respondents return to one specific store.
Reasons for this included good management, knowledge of layout, friendly and
helpful staff, security and general cleanliness. Findings show that
Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas' residents are loyal to a certain extent, but
only 14% of the sample indicated that they remained devoted to their preferred
grocery store by never switching.
• To determine the level of loyalty these customers have toward their preferred
grocery store chains.
• To find out what are the possibilities (if any) of these customers switching to
competing grocery store chains.
• To discover why the customers would make the switch to the competing
grocery store chains.
Only 14% of the interviewees pointed out that they never switch to any of the
other stores regardless. 68% of the sample occasionally switches to one of the
other chain stores and 18% switch all the time. Reasons given for switching to
another chain store were either convenience at the time of shopping or the
promotions offered by these other chain stores.
• To establish why the residents of Pietermaritzburg and surrounding area are
loyal to their preferred grocery stores�
Loyalty to one of the grocery store chains is based on location of the store,
convenience and the fact that prices are lower than at other grocery stores
according to the majority of the respondents. Loyalty to a specific store within the
preferred grocery chain is based on amongst other things, good management,
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knowledge of layout, friendly and helpful staff, security and general cleanliness. 
Management need to include in their corporate branding strategy possible ways of 
increasing the loyalty of their customers - the stronger the loyalty of their 
customers, the higher the grocery store's equity. 
In tenns of the hypotheses set forth prior to research, the following can be concluded: 
• The majority of the sample interviewed frequents their preferred grocery store for
both their bulk and frequent buying purchases. H 1 is proved.
• The majority of the sample interviewed shop at one specific store within the
preferred chain store group. H2 is proved.
• Switching between grocery store chains is not as a result of dissatisfaction with
their usual preferred grocery store but rather as a result of convenience at the time
of shopping and the special promotions offered at the other chains. H3 is
disproved.
• A slim minority of the sample indicated that they had any impressions or opinions
regarding the corporate branding of their preferred grocery store chain and there
was no indication that this in any way influences their loyalty to that particular
chain store. � is disproved.
RECOMMENDATIONS 
In terms of the objectives set forth, the following recommendations are made: 
l. To investigate how brand loyal Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas'
residents are to the grocery chain stores available.
2. To determine the level of loyalty these customer have toward their preferred
grocery store chains.
3. To establish why the residents of Pietermnritzburg and surrounding areas
are loyal to their preferred grocery stores.
Grocery stor e chains, in amongst organizations in general, strive to achieve brand 
loyalty of the highest level - a level whereby the customers are committed to the 
brand and proud to be users of lhat brand (Aaker, 1991, pp. 41). This level of 
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loyalty is possible for corporate brands as well as product branding. In 1998, 
Christopher Knight compiled a list of the top seven techniques to use to build 
"incredible" brand loyalty / brand equity (Top7Business.com). The list is as 
follows: 
1. Ensure that your product or service always gives more than the customer
expects. Groceries are products of necessity but the customer has a choice of
buying d.iff erent manufacturers' products as well as the store-branded
products. Grocery store management must strive to provide products that are
of the highest quality but at a cheaper price than those of the competing
manufacturers' brands. TI1e stigma of store-branded products being a lower
quality and lower priced product needs to be overcome. Advertising and
providing nutritional information on the packaging will assist in ove.rcoming
this problem.
2. Ensure that the quality of your product is of the highest level as it is hard to
build long-term brand loyalty, when your short-term quality is below standard.
3. Increase the frequency of your advertisements that have been tested to be
successful until the point of no increased return is reached and then ease off to
a twenty-five percent advert frequency. Advertising, promotion and
sponsorship are all crucial to building brand power but these acti vities must be
carried out in a focused manner. Inappropriate or unfocused advertising can
damage a brand's image or personality to  the extent that it may never recover.
(Ten ant, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 41).
4. Brand loyalty can be one of the ways that you are able to tap into the shopping
habits of your customers' behaviour. Ensure that your product or service
becomes a part of their routine.
5. Make your customer a member. Give them the feeling of true ownership in
your product or service, by making them proud to own it. This is difficult
considering that groceries are necessities but grocery store managers can
overcome this by offering promotions - for example, customers can be given
points for purchasing store-branded products a;nd once purchased a minimum
volume be given cash back or extra discounts.
6. Communication, especially telephone etiquette is very much a part of your
brand, so answer your phone under three rings, and with a smile. Staff
training in communication skills is imperative for organizations conducting
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their business with the general public. There were a number of complaints 
from the sample interviewed that staff at the pay points avoid eye contact and 
are sometimes unfriendly - this needs to be eliminated to help keep customer 
satisfaction levels at their highest. 
7. Ensu(e that your employees are educated about the importance of how they are
also the brand, what tbat means and bow they can impact on customer op1nion
so easily. As mentioned in branding publications (Aaker, 1991; Abratt &
Mofokeng, 2001; Einwiller & Will, 2001; Gad, 2000� Harris & de Chernatony,
2001; Hatch & Schultz, 2001; Mark wick & Fill, 1997; Slack, in de Bono,
1993; Slack, 2000; van Rekom, 1997) organizations' have more than
customers as stakeholders, their employees are just as important to the success
of the business. The employees have to understand and believe in the
corporate strategy (which includes corporate branding) of the organization in
order for them to endorse the finn and its products or services to the
consumers. Grocery store management need to ensure that their staff are
involved in the decision-making processes regarding strategies and also
regularly trained to ensure complete understanding.
With the rapid diffusion of technology and the ease with which innovative features of 
products can be copied, many competing products hardly differ in their ability to 
solve the customers' particular problem. Due to the fact that it is difficult to 
differentiate products through technological innovations leads product brands to be 
positioned on "image-related characteristics" (Einwiller & Will, 2001, pp. 8). But 
these can be copied too. This is where corporate branding provides great advantages. 
As previously mentioned corporate branding is defined as "the process of creating 
and maintaining a favourable reputation of the company and its constituent elements 
by sending signals to its target groups by managing behaviour, communication and 
symbolism" (Einwiller & Will, 2001, pp. 2). Organizations that have done so 
successfully gain images, values, people and programmes that are less imitable and 
more durable over time. "Corporate values like integrity, financial solidity, social 
and environmental responsibility, and the like are important signals that need to be,
transferred by the c01porate brand. Those corporate vulues have always been highly 
important for corporate stakeholders ... and become even. more important as 
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customers become more critical. . .. By establishing and strengthening the corporate 
brand, companies gain more visibility and ac/...71owledgment. It endows the company 
and its product brands with stature, and extra dimension of values that make the 
difference'' (Einwiller & Will, 2001, pp. 8). The image of a corporate brand is 
usually closely linked with what the consumer expects from the manufacturer - for 
example, a guarantee of quality, trust, and confirmation of knowledge within the 
particular area (Tennant, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 59). 
A number of the grocery chain stores identified in the research have established 
corporate brands that are used in conjunction with their product brands. The secret to 
success is through the effective management of these established brands. It is 
important for management to not become complacent and believe that their brand is 
"all-powerful" (Keough, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 19), for this can lead to damaging 
consequences. An example of a fast-moving consumer good organization that takes 
corporate branding seriously is Coca-Cola, and their advise is to constantly keep an 
eye on brand management techniques and to promote the product in a consistent and 
robust manner, in order to ensure that the brand has a long and happy future (Keough, 
in Stobart, 1994, pp. 19). "Our brand power comes from the people we have involved 
in the production, distribution, marketing and management of the brand. It also 
comes, of course, from the consumers of Coca-Cola. One of the most important. 
factors behind Coca-Coia 's success is a production and distribution system that 
ensures that the product reaches consumers in perfect condition wherever they may 
be in the world" (Keough, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 19-20). Superior quality and 
consistent delivery thereof is key to success. 
"Maintaining Coca-Cola's dominance around the world is achieved by paying 
constant and meticulous attention to brand management . ... Presence, availability, 
v"isibility, are the goals of that system" (Keough, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 22). Corporate 
branding is about making the organization's presence known within the market place 
through visibility, in terms of corporate colours or logos, advertising and 
sponsorships; and availability of the products or services on offer. "Great brands 
need frequent and cons"istent advertising to make and keep them great. . .. Advertising 
certainly awakens or re-awakens consumer interest i11 particular brands and informs 
consumers about brand quality, desirahility and image" (Keough, in Stobart, 1994, 
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pp. 24). Another important aspect of branding is the relationship between the 
manufacturer (in this case the retailer / manufacturer) and consumer (Keough, in 
Stobart, 1994, pp. 29). This relationship has to be continually and carefully 
monitored, as customers need regular reassurance about the consistency and quality of 
the prod.ucts or services offered. "Advertising, promotion and sponsorship activities 
all have to be managed sensitively and appropriately to ensure that the messages 
communicated are, and remain, relevant attd appealing" (Keough, in Stobart, 1994, 
pp. 29-30). Grocery store managers need to commit and reinforce their commitment 
to satisfying their customers' needs. 
Within the food industry, both product and corporate brands are needed - product 
brands "give extra dimension, value and individuality" while corporate brands 
"supply the trust, quality expectations and guaralltee" (Pagano, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 
61). Product brands and their positioning must be determined in relation to the 
corporate brand and all that it stands for, in order that there are no conflicting 
messages sent to the customers. Corporate branding must provide the framework 
within which the product brands fit profitably (Pagano, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 62). The 
grocery store chains identified in the research have followed th.is advice by creating 
product brands that fit within their corporate brand strategy. For example, Pick •n Pay 
has developed two different product brands to attract different target groups - "No 
Name Brand", a generic brand offered at discount prices for the price conscious 
shopper and "Pick 'n Pay Choice", which provides ''value-added" extras for the more 
discerning shoppers. 
Corporate branding should be managed by experienced individuals from across the 
organization who can "assess the value of the product brand,; against the corporate 
brand, balancing spending between the two, and they must focus their efforts and 
expenditure on those product brands whose success will also benefit the corporate 
brand'' (Pagano, in Stobart, 1994, pp. 62). The importance of including input from 
other stakeholders like employees and customers, in the product and corporate 
strategic decision-making processes cannot be over-emphasized. 
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4. To find out what are the possibilities (if any) of these customers switching to
competing grocery store chains.
It is well documented that is it easier to retain existing customers than to find new 
ones (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 2000; Pitt, 1990; Slack, 2000; Stobart, 1994; and 
Zietsman & Higgs), and these existing customers, if managed properly and 
exploited, have the potential to provide value to the grocery store. Tbere are 
several basic guidelines that can be followed in order to create and/or maintain 
brand loyalty: 
• Treat the customers' right: By providing customers with a product or service
that works as expected, gives them a foundation for loyalty (Aaker, 1991, pp.
SO}. Just as it is easier to maintain existing customers than to find new ones,
so is it easier for customers to return to the grocery store rather than switch, so
often the key to keeping them is to s imply avoid driving them away. But to
ensure the satisfaction of the customer and a strengthening of loyalty towards
the grocery store, there must be a positive interaction between the parties.
Customers want to be treated with respect,
• Stay close to the customer: Customer contact is important to both the customer
and the grocery store. For the customer, contact in the form of focus groups or
other interactive methods emphasis their value to the grocery store; and for the
grocery store, contact provides them with current information on the feelings
or concerns of their customers.
• Measure / manage customer satisfaction: Regular surveys need to be
conducted to assess the satisfaction / dissatisfaction levels of customers, and
whether changes to the way the grocery store is managed need to be made.
• Create switching costs: By creating switching costs, management increase the
risks involved for the customers in changing to a competing grocery store -
one such method, which also produces satisfaction for the customer is to ofter
loyalty / reward programmes.
• Providing extras: By providing a few unexpected extras, management can
easily change customers' level of satisfaction and loyalty to their benefit.
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5. To discover why the customers would make the switch to the competing
grocery store chains.
Brand loyalty comes from meeting and shaping customer expectations through 
experience over time. Providing excellent and consistent service thus becomes a 
major characteristic in brand building (Leavitt & Dover, 2000). 
Figure 31: Branding and Customer Loyalty. 
(Research International, 2000). 
I BRAND LOYALTY I 
r W<).S satisfied. / like the 
compa,ry & l would 
choose to do b11si11ess with 
tlwr ct>mpa,,y 
I was satisfied with the 
product or service and I 
like the company 
I was satisfied with the 
product or service 
SHAPING 
Customer 
Expectations 
MEETING 
Customer 
Expectatio11s 
As discussed above, trust is the level of loyalty that grocery store management 
strives to achieve from its customers. "Trust is the feeling of confidence that 
people have in one another in a successful relationship" (Dickinson & Shipp, 
2001, pp. 109). Trust is based on delivering promises and doing this consistently, 
openly and honestly. Gaining the trust of your customers requires treating them 
well and going out of your way to make sure that they are happy with the goods or 
services you are supplying them with. Communication with customers is one of 
the most important tools in building trust - it shows them that they are being 
listened to. 
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It is imperative that regular research is conducted by the grocery stores in order to 
find out whether customer expectations are continuing to be met and if not what 
corrective action is required to overcome this. Customers are one of the 
organizations' key stakeholders and by including and giving them ownership to 
changes that are made, only serves to establish a better and longer lasting 
relationship with them. 
It was indicated through the research findings that switching occurs, not due to 
dissatisfaction with the usual preferred grocery store, but rather due to 
convenience at the time of shopping and the special promotions offered by the 
competing grocery stores available. Rather than wage price wars against 
competitors, it would be more advantageous to devise a plan that would attract 
customer despite the convenience or promotions of the competing stores. 
GENERAL RECOMENDATIONS 
When organizations' decide to create new brands or analyze established brands, both 
product and corporate, branding strategies need to be developed in order to ensure that 
success is achieved first time or corrective actions are devised to ultimately achieve 
success. 
A new concept has recently been developed in brand marketing is called 4-D 
branding. This concept was developed and published by Thomas Gad, a marketing 
consultant in Sweden. He developed a model for not only understanding the strengths 
and weaknesses of a brand but also to create a new brand or analyze the strategic 
options of established brands. "The model enables companies to create their own 
unique 'brand code' I 'mindspace '. The brand code represents an organization's 
unique corporate DNA, which can be used to drive every aspect of the business - from 
product innovation to recndtment" (Gad, 2000). 
The 4-D Model consists of, as the name explains, four dimensions: 
• The Functional Dimension: this covers the unique features of the product or
service offered, from the actual product to the way it is labelled, packaged and
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offered. The combination of all these elements is as important as the technology 
or quality of the product. 
• The Social Dimension: this dimension covers the consumer that uses the
product. It expresses the user's values, giving them social status or
identification.
• The Mental Dimension: by creating value in the minds of the users, the brand
creates individual or personal experiences. This is successfully demonstrated by
such well-established brands as BMW with "Sheer Driving Pleasure" and Nike
with "Just Do It".
• The Spiritual Dimension: this covers what the brand is supposed to stand for. It
goes right to the core of the customer's belief system.
Figure 31: The 4-D Branding Model. 
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I 
/ 
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''\
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VISION 
(h ttp://www.4dbrandlng.com) 
\ 
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VALUES 
It is very important that companies realise that the brand is more than a packaging 
device. It delivers "·a business vision, business plan, corporate culture, image & 
many more aspects of business life that were previously conceptually 
compartmentalized. Brands are increasingly important in all our working lives ... 
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every one of us needs an understanding of what branding really is" (Gad, 2000). 
Managers must strive to establish a brand that has the qualities of a very dear friend, 
someone that can be really trusted. Thomas Gad advises "a brand should be 
something you relish listening to, a source of entertainment and something connecting 
you with other people, forming a social community around the brand. " (2000). 
Management, when creating or building brands must do so with the future in mind, 
even though the future is uncertain and unpredictable, it is there to be shaped. By 
bearing the future in mind and taking into account the following recommendations, 
the brand can become a brand with a future (Gad, 2000): 
• The brand must be created in a person's mind: products or services without a
recognised brand becomes a utility and can easily be repJaced in the minds of the
customers.
• The brand must stand for something: brands must have a vision or philosophy that
is accepted or approved by many but must be different enough to be unique.
• The brand must involve people: relationships with the brand can be built if the
customers can find a common cause and/or meaning.
• The brand must always be regarded as the company's most valuable asset: it is no
longer just a marketing tool, but rather the essential essence of the orga nization.
In the past, emphasis has been placed on the value of the tangible assets, but jt has
been realized that the strength of the brand .actually impacts on the value of those
tangible assets.
• The brand is used by management to drive the company: a strong brand has the
power to unite both internal and external stakebolders especially if a. common
cause is found and accepted by all parties.
• The brand has a clear role within the marketplace: it is very important that the
brand is as focussed as the business. Managers need to ask questions and focus on
which business they are in, what role they want to play and so on.
• The brand must encourage creativity: the establishment of the brand must be an 
interactive process, involving both employees of the company and the customers. 
• The brand should enjoy alliances with other brands: brands that are strong,
established and offer the customers something unique have nothing to fear from
malcing alliances with other brands. "Every brand has everything to gain by
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exposing itself and connecting with the right things, in the right environment and 
the right kind of people" (Gad, 2000). 
• The brand's best protection is from itself rather than trademark laws: customers
are very aware of the company behind the brand, where the product is
manufactured and past experiences, so any fraud or deviation will be easily
discovered. The loyalty of satisfied customers can protect a brand more than legal
protection.
• The brand has the ability to transfer both value and values: a brand is not only
about money (value) but is also about culture and human nature (values). Gad
(2000) believes that in future brand development, the philosophical aspect
(values) will be essential to produce the economic results (value).
COMPARATIVE RESEARCH 
A similar survey was conducted in the United States to determine the attitudes and 
loyalty of American shoppers and it was concluded that although .fineness, freshness 
and taste are important to them, it must be affordable {The Polling Company, 2002, 
pp. 17). In the States, the "battle of the brands" is clearly won by manufacturers' 
b rands, which are viewed as being far superior to store brands. In South Africa this is 
not the case, from this research, if has been found that the gap between national 
manufacturers' and store brands is much closer. Several strategic recommendations 
are noted in order to further close the gap (The Polling Company, 2002, pp. 18-19): 
• "Familiarity breeds content, n.ever neglect nostalgia": Many brands are used by 
consumers because they were used when growing up, so value may be found in 
remembering the brands roots and maintaining their core customers.
• "Burnish the brand as being fortified with vitamins 'R&D '": The fact that
manufacturers' brands were acknowledged for their time and money expended on
R&D. and consumers were willing to pay for more for those products indicates
that store brands have to conduct R&D of their own, or if already do so be more
vocal about it.
• "New products by old brands is a phenomenon that is attractive to shoppers":
Customers are very aware of new products that are manufactured by and sold
under a familiar brand name. Brand extensions, however� need to be researched
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comprehensively before being manufactured, as they can be detrimental to the 
original established brand. 
• "Know what 'quality· means'': Research should conducted into what "quality"
means to customers - there are many elements that can interpreted (ie:
"freshness", .. taste", or ''price''), and by know how customers define "quality" can
increase the promotional success of the brand.
• "'Quality counts, in products and in adverti.sing": Quality is an important element
and needs to be clearly communicated to current and potential customers through
the various media channels available - radio and television, in-store displays,
samples and trials.
• . "Peer product promotions is among the best fonns of persuasion": Word-of.
mouth is a _very compelling method of persuasion to switch brands, but in order to
succeed management n.eed to ensure that current customers are so satisfied that
they feel obliged to tell others.
• "Desire for high quality can overcome a need for lower cost - but quality must be
intact": It is known that quality is an important element to customers and
persuasive advertising emphasising quality may persuade them to sample the
brand; if the organization wants to keep these customers, there has to be elements
of truth to their marketing.
• "Provide 'value' for customer": Store brands are selected as a second choice
behind manufacturers' brands usually due to their lower prices. Store brands need
to overcome the perception of being a lower quality, less costly alternative.
In summary, customers are not particularly brand loyal towards their preferred 
grocery stores, but rather base their decisions on location, convenience and price. But 
customers are creatures of habit that want the safety of a routine that remains at a 
satisfactory level. By providing customers \.vith a brand ·that not only promises to 
deliver quality at an affordable price, but also delivers on that promise, grocery stores 
will provide current and potential customers with concrete reasons for pledging their 
loyalty. 
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The research conducted for this paper covers only a small area within the topic of 
corporate branding within the grocery retail industry, and further research can be 
conducted in order to detennine: 
• Concrete methods to ensure customer loyalty to both the store-branded products
and the corporate brand of the grocery store chain.
• How to increase the impact of corporate branding on grocery store customers.
• The use of corporate branding in order to overcome the stigma of store-branded
products being of an inferior quality to manufacturers' brands.
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Behavioural Measures 
a) Choice of grocery store for the bulk. of your grocery shopping?
Pick 'nPay 
Checkers (including Shoprite and OK Bazaars) 
Spar (including Kwik Spar and Super Spar) 
Woolworths 
Other 
b) Choice of grocery store for frequently used groceries (ie: milk & bread)?
Pick 'n Pay 
Checkers (including Shoprite and OK Bazaars) 
Spar (including Kwik Spar and Super Spar) 
Woolworths 
Other 
c) Do you shop at any of the preferred store's outlets or do you return to one specific
store? Why?
d) Grocery shopping habits (ie: bulk shop monthly, or shop daily or weekly when
things are needed)?
Daily 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Combination of above 
e) Reasons for choice of grocery stoTe?
Location in residential area/suburb 
Convenience (Opening Hours, Parking etc)
Price of products lower than other grocery stores 
More frequent promotions than other grocery stores 
Only buy from preferred grocery store 
Influenced by television and radio advertising 
Other: 
f) Product purchase choices during bulk grocery shopping?
Purchase grocery store brands frequently 
Purchase grocery store brands occasionally 
Purchase national manufacturer bTands frequently 
Purchase national manufacturer brands occasionally 
Purchase which ever brand is cheapest 
Purchase only preferred brands (never switch brands) 
Switching Cost Measures 
g) Switching between grocery stores?
Never switch between grocery stores (devoted to that store) 
Occasionally switch between grocery stores (benefits outweigh 
risks/costs of going elsewhere) 
Frequently switch between grocery stores (no loyalty at all) 
h) Reasons for switching?
Not satisfied with usual grocery store 
Price promotions offered at other stores 
Convenience at time of shopping 
No risk in changing grocery store 
Other: 
Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction Measures 
i) Are you satisfied with the "service" offered where you do the bulk of your
shopping?
j) Have you ever had any problems with the "service" offered where you do the bulk
of your shopping?
Lilting of the Brand 
k) Describe your impressions of the firm (ie: what do you think of the organization's
corporate image and reputation?) where you do the bulk of your shopping.
1) What three words do you feel best describe each grocery store?
Pick 'n Pay: _____________________ _ 
Checkers (including Shoprite and OK Bazaars): _________ _ 
Spar (including Kwik Spar and Super Spar): _________ _ 
Woolworths: 
---------------------
Other Stores: 
---------------------
m) Describe your feelings toward the firm.
Lilting 
Respect 
Friendship 
Trust 
Other 
n) Would you pay more in order to shop at your preferred grocery store? Why?
Commitment Measures 
o) Do you talk to other people about your experiences at the abovementioned grocery
store?
p} Do you try to persuade them to use the same store?
General Information 
q) Residential Area/Suburb in Pietermaritzbmg? (Circle Suburb)
Allandale, Ashdown, Athlone, Bisley, Blackridge, Bombay Heights, 
Boughton, Caluza, Chase Valley, Cinderella Park, ClaTendon, Cleland, 
Copesville, Eastwood, Edendale, Georgetown, Grange, Hayfields, lmbali, 
Lincoln Meade, Machibisa, Mason's Mill, Montrose, Mount View, 
Mountain Rise, Napierville, Nhlazatshe, Northdale, Oakpark, Oribi, Orient 
Heights, Panorama, Pelham, Central, Plessislaer, Prestbury, Raisethorpe, 
Scottsville, Short's Retreat, Smero Informal, Sobantu, Wemhley, Westgate, 
Willowton or World's View 
Other: 
-------------------
r} Race? (Tick the appropriate box)
Caucasian 
African 
Colored 
Indian 
s) Age of Respondent?
16 - 24 
25 - 40 
41 - 60 
60+ 
t) Monthly Household Income Level (Pre-Tax)?
Unemployed 
Student 
Retired 
Rl -R3999 
R4000- R9999 
Rl000o+ 
APPENDIXB 
Respondent Three words iQ c{escribc QrQCOry store ·-
No. Grocery store for bulk shopping? Impressions or grocery ,tore? Pick 'n Pay Che-cl!ers Spar Woofworttu, Other Slores 
1 CheGl\efs Provc,,o tracl\ record Nr,1 up to sta,1t1aro "Na! um o,e hOOck' Above ave,;iqe ioo expa,1si.� Nc, , on 1nn1nl 
Friendly helpful & can buy e,cryth,ng 
2 Piel< n Pay ne<>d(-d Cle-in & r.onvenlenl Do not st.or., theR E�penslvo, Nl,1 eas,I� ¥'1.•-s:.,bl;J *-'COrnlT'el'\I 
lnternat,01121, w;ill•known. �mailer slores 
lnMdly. OWfll'f I!, "10/E aoc.ess1111C! � No,sy, aowoed 4 limo- No1sy. r..rov1ood & tinit: Fnendly, cortvc,ni.,;nt & Mt flegant. gooo l)uJ\ily � 
3 Soar por,..onal wasti� wai-uno 10c;.�!(;1roe tntcreslinq No comment 
ChecKer good ,magu. Spar frnn".h,�e &o Conven,t.int & reas(lfl;)bl� 
4 Checi<ers / Spa, more susr,ept-t>le 10 owner's qu:11<� Lots ot speclah, GOO<l selechoo & choor!UI prtced Lmted bl,1 ,::iood 11ua!1ly �htnn,me111 
Con11ernen1 & 24-hour 
5 P1ck 'n Pay GOOll f,rc11dlY & ci�,;1n 1nconven1enily locat<-'d shoppli'ltJ 'When feah11,1 11ci'1" Not:om1nef!I 
Clean, well lafd,001. heipful Staff & l)ood work R{'Jl;ible quaf11y 6 Go<l)l'Joual•lyl'11I 
6 Pick 'n Pav In 11ie commu,iny ilflon:lable Dv nut $111:lp there Good sp.,,::i&IS eicpenst,,. hl, C(irnment 
7 Ohed(ers I Spar Good Okay not bad ChBSrlul Efficient 8tdusfv.: Nucomrnen1 
Fnendly. COfMJr\lf''ll & 
8 Plck 'n Pay Mos! conven,enl clenn IJ1'l not shop then:, Do not !.hou !here oo nQ! s111,1J 111a.,, Nn cr,n101om 
Take care ct ltJe c.u�tamers, help wt11,n 
ne<,dod s:a�1.ictc,ry con(hllon, My & neat Low.,, P{iO'lS gor.d 
9 Cbeckers QOod t)ranq & low prices No comment i;en,I<:e & fresh 1000 No comment l'loCOmn1t'nt t I" c.c1nmen: -
Very reputablo dr,ve frO(n other oi<la qi lown, 0, ,/1 nn uniformity tM 6Xpensrvc <1;sc,•11i.'!'1 I'. 
10 Pick ·n f!ay neat, stock ever.vthfnp & silw;ws fresr. Gre;.it, neat & brf!:!1'11 cheap C.onvon!oni & 01<.ay cti!)fc,; Noci1111rnent 
, Fttune{ ... m<)rkel 1Jll/P� 
,.,. : ... a,ue, greal 
No 11,al ,m;iro:si.10n • do not t,�t- Ctl"C�� - Tries �•d u.,r prelP< Do 1)()1 alW.ays lru'il (JU:.th!y wno:;phe,� & 1<1••1>c-
11 Whlctrever rs convenrent distrust ll'le fres1,ness of 111e1r proouce Farmer's ma'1<.Cil & qe.inline:,s u�u,<11\1 (,k_,W No comriw,ir tultu,�• 1Cff1ntit� 
Make a genuir\l' effor1 to n,oot ws1mm�r 
12 PlC!I 'n Pav I Woolworth& a1medations V .i1ue for mo11ey Nocommonl Alwa.vs open GOOd /or fl tro:lt /'lo,;omn1'lnt 
13 Checkers Oo not do !!lull( &lv.>pptng fnenclly Frl01ldly Frle''ltlly No..omnv-111 'Jc, OOITJl�'ll 
14 Pick'n Pay Clean&lresn C1ean & trash Very loosy ailoo� Oia & e)l;OOAS1ve Exoens1� !Jut nrce H000111ment 
RK:tlnlly revamfll,<J eva,yihlog from ,;tore to Reasor.able l!)flCC-;; & lntemation-"l & shgtllly Ex-r,ens,ve S "-t' mf7tnne.<-. 
15 Chajers branding. i:mJSII better & more enmcllve ,tiµality VtJrv slmilar lo P,Cli ·n Pa\/ more (lJ(PQns,ve; ctisappoint1na Nucomnl�nt 
16 PTck 'r,Pay Good There for y..-,u Provide ,111 needed P<!y f9r ooJBllty All gOO<J,. lnsille No r11n,nlEin1 
E)(1:,ens,ve version ol GOC>d value, improve<l 
17 Ched<ers Jmprov� o,,e, thf' past tew vears CMCl<ers r.:!nge & QUali!y No�,t Good quality No -.ammen1 
1m;;ge t�ear cut respect stafl Sllf>Port sy;;tc·m Cfean, com1P.n,ent & Con\/M1ent. 001 so d0:ar1 Ex1ravag;,n1 lt'l),,m11ng & 
1e PicR_ 'rl Pall as concerned wt\h e<1uca1;00 & tralrilng friendly & �now layout Do no\ Shop th�re sinc4i:i,.mlity Noeomment 
lmJ;R.'Ss!onahle /1. reputation not tJi:,tin Supera1ore, one-sriop 6 Sur>att.lom. on&-�h<,µ & 
19 Piel<. ·o Pav f Choci<.e<s CJ'J/11prOmlsed to 1tare 1ia.11ona1 nc1uona1 Convenl••nt & min, �ic,1,, Good au,,111\ lfo�nment 
No noo&eI>se. 1Cm rn5:1(-up & try,ng I.O keep G(JO(J,theMmB 
2() Pick'nPay �t�down everyvihere B\J<l;;let & (!Jsorgarn:i.:ao Conven1cqr & niom prrco� E:,;perisN� b"I worth It No c.(,r1m;i.,n1 
Corivenlent. ciean & "Good c:uu!ny. do<Jnhness 
21 Pkk 0fl l"ay No comment econom>eal r,loc.omm-.,rit No cnrnlnt!fll & ex.dusr,," No '°rnrnc.111 
Goo\J Qt,-1"IY t'lll 
,22 Spar Goo.J No comment No G.OltlmE'OI Noc;wnment ".XP'!i\!,1ij,! 1"1 , .o•nmert 
GO<;Jct. adequale part,,,ng. f>P8Ciou�. large 
rano�. ex(;(lllent r.oqx,rate image, strong v�tua, oooJ riuaJ,ty II. Valu<>. go,.xl quailly, Value, goc,d qu:ilily & Goo,3 Quai1ly. secure & 
23 CheckeJs I SJ)ar bfand name & gc,od repulaMn conveoionl convernent & socur<• c:onvenie n1 fr�.sh rrorl,,l\tt No etJrnm��M 
24 Spar No comment Piimy uicl<s q!Jahl�- Ml:.'S-1 V'llnety Tc,o exp•'ris,,e No ru,nrntenl 
Respondent 
No. 
25 
26 
27 
20 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
48 
47 
48 
49 
50 
 
Gn;,cery 11wr. for butll sMl>Glng? 
Previously dlsadva� supermar1(ets 
Spar 
Pdr 'n l"av 
P1cil ·n Pay / Mnk.ro 
1?;,;1<. ·n Pay, Malvo 
pl!;k 'n Pay 
Plcll 'n Pay 
Spar 
Plci<"n Pay 
Plc;J( 'n Pay 
Checl<&S 
Checkors 
Pick ·n Pay 
Piel< ·n Pay I Spar 
P,CK 'n Pay 
'Pill:k ·n Pay 
Bid! 'n Pay 'Checkeis J Woolworth� 
Pie!< 'n Pay I C!ieci<ers 
P1e1t·n Pav 
Spar 
Cl1eekep.; 
Pl())( ·n P�_y I Ched\ers 
Pock ·n Pav 
Pick 'n F'ay I Spar I WOQ!wnrths 
Che<:kers 
Pll;i, ·ri P-<1Y 
Impressions ol grocery s.tore? 
Var,e3, nev..i, return rt service t>ad. dev<:l<,p 
a!UIUOO thal IS n<)I O,!.Sy 10 Cha� 
Re<:eo( uwra<Je of �tc,ros mrv welcome 
Goc;d ,e;,vtatmn 
PmmoIe oorl)()(ale 1�. stall tra1nc,d ,n 
now to lreal ®�tomers 
Cu•.t<J!l)l';J foa15Y.'d 
Very Qooo 
Atwayr, pn:,f«ss,onal oea1 dross, a1ways 
IT',endly Impress1ve & fl(oducts Ires, 
Pro1esSfQoal. l'lttat dress 3lways fo,:,mJly & 
fresh p1oducts 
Nocomrnenl 
Prel'J'1ote friendly serviec 11. 1n\p1l!"S!ilDn Of 
profes&lonalisrn 
Pl'O\leo track reairo 
Well manageo & 000  reputeLon 
Ne:a1 & reasonatJl<J pr,r.e:, 
Clean. affordabl& & dvailabli< part<mp 
AlfOfdablo 
GoOd & orote.ssron3l 
Nocommen1 
V;:ry effu;JQm 
Value oustomer, & dO be!,I10 sallsfv 
lika anv othe1 store 
811qhl. cla::in & sp:ir.bus 
PnP CJean frl<>ndly stilfi. "'id<l a,sles & 
ranoe Ch-xi,e,._. .iaslly acc.:ssibla. frnqueot 
speaa1s & fnendly st.:1fi 
Some problem are/IS• too busy to� �r 
srr,.;11 CtJStO<nf/!$ 
Well ori:ian,zed & hygoen1c 
Look ettlcien1 b-JI oot lhal PAOpiP.-lnendly 
Verv lrtendly & pmlassi"nat 
APPENDIXB 
Piek ·n Pay 
N(> CQO'llllenl 
Toabkl 
Convt•nient l!. rcaSl'lnable 
val'elY" 
Thf, l)e$1 
Fr1E>ndly. helt')fUI & priCt,<1 
righl 
CIean. ,Jtgaotzea & 
1r1e!ltl1Y 
Proo,x;ts a�,v,;1ys f1esh 
Nocommem 
CooveoienJ &raawiable 
vmK:\� 
Cte.;il'l, frl/Jndty & vroll-
stocked 
Not up to stan�n:l 
Pick & pay 
Affard?ble & convenient 
Cte;,in, affur.:rable & wr1e 
vanf)ly 
F rash pro<looe & 
alfonfoble 
craan & fresh (O<'.ld 
NPa:. Clean & COOlll;!ll�tll 
Nucornmem 
Clean quick & atr1C>ent 
Verytnendl, 
Untiml 
Ne> c:,:Jmmeflt 
Ha�o the 001')6 
Good r-,mgo ol products 
NIC!- bu1 �p,!t\SIVI! 
Friendly, clean & 
O(;i.an,reo 
--
Thrt>e words to describe� store 
Chc<:k(HS Spar Wootwonti, Other S1ores 
Goad servire. r,i,r p,,ces 
No COITil'il"'nl No wmm,.,nl NC' o:irnrnen1 & U�I frlef>dl� 
Nol cle;in & ton big Sr,!P. rierk-cl & flrltc>'.•S <jOO<l f3e5t Nocommem 
No, CQrl\lTl<-nl Fr1e1Jdly & helpful Clear, & (JOO(J ;iuai.t-, Nu c;:_mment 
Roqm for ,m�rOYll(1)8"l lmprov1nq Specmht,\ld b:ands Makro unfrft1ndl'1' 
lneffiden\ do nol care bul 1-!lgh quality. expem,,vr, & 
be!.l baker, Gonv,;n,eoce ouai.intee rn1>lacer1'('!n1 NI\U)m'1)<,11\ 
Awiul l'l'1! cir-an & M�ll10CI" prices t:iir but GocH:1 i.;uall\y ,:,,tpl?/'1!>1,,e 
ciuttere� not alway.a well :i:toci<ed t>ut well-presented stQ<Jk N<nrtlr,lll\enl 
Too busy. C-<IMOI do Alwars fff-•�h 001100 
l)top.!f �hr,,pp1n9 wnerevec you :ire f>Xl')eltslvt· No eoovn2,u 
Always trash bt,t to0 
Ne, curumen1 Products alw;:iY)> fr..sh exf.)'!lnswe NI,) ootnme.11I 
Gooi'J quar.tl freshnL-s,; & 
Nocom111,m1 No�,mm11nt �arw;:a NOex>mmeflt 
Unfriendly, WPII-Sl<JCl\00 & Woil-pr,ced, Sfll.111 t>ul not Expensive. no1 well• 
c�n well�tod<ed stocked bu1 GXClusfve No comment 
"Ne! om die hook" AboVE: average Too expenSive No C01T1111en1 
Convernt!nl �:,acious & Ovt,r-pricetl cooveorer,t & 
Clean, specials & frienrhy gOOd �rieoal� lrssh perist1ables No,..omm�nl 
Expens,ve & v,:,ry 900d 
Outot my way Nice bul o.,i of my w;,y lf()dUCIS Noc:ommen1 
Crow,loo & pcrklfll, " Affordahit, & l)Ot>d F•f'Cn!<ivr:i greaJ qtlll11ty 
hasste spec1n1s (lt.,l par�l11g pr1,ole.m Not=ment 
p,.t1,:,n9 available 8, T 00 E'-'tll"'.!(lsill<> bu! 1:/000 Too eY.pemwe & oo 
!".tl<)pplllQ" p!e3SUI() S(liO'Cial C,fl'ilrs ,Darklnj:1 NO C{l'1llllGfil 
Cneaper but l'\t,I so fresh Ecor10n1,ro• excel ent Quolily No �JTlrnl"nt 
Con11en1enl & oornl)t'¾l1ltv� 
0� Noccmrnent Quality neat 6. ere.an N')commenI 
Helpful Nt.'I commom Nocomm!!.f1t r'kJcommer,i 
Small, cxp;l'ns,vQ & Good quaII1y b,11 wrorio 
Crean �tow & untrkloofy friendly IP"'.-al!Ofl No comm0111 
Poofiy silualed Gooo price:s !:>'.cellenl llUclllly Col>Vl.lfll"r!I 
Clean. sp;,cious & E:i<pcl\Si\ e crrwdeu & 
reasonablo d.sorpamzc<.J fi(pofisivn, fresh.& , IJl;ln No co111men1 
No comment No cx,mmem Nt, commenl No comment 
US.)Jdlly p�aSJn!I)' 
Nb1SOOOO(J surpri!.ed Ouatlly but tl>O oosll\, Not !l'»,J Quality 
Conven.erra! unh<1)' g not 
Nocomm+>nl over fncmdly CIGr.n & good r;ual1ty Nocomm..?n! 
CMap bul S<'mel1rne:, 
sloppy Elfic,en1 1/'.il bo<111q Score tru .,1,�, No , r,mrnent 
.tltrtv, lmtTi1v & slao d;)sh SetJsf.iclo,Y. clean & ok.ay 
E.�pensivt>, overµnced & 
not lnendlV No c.,:,mmon\ 
APPENDIXB 
Respondent 
No. Groceiy � for llulk Shapplng? Impressions of grocery sto�? _,..p., 
G,merally accqMd, tn,st prQ<lucls, gVYJ Acceptai,le qualt\y. gm 
,.;ustorner ca1e, open tlO'.J�. ioc>loon with cu�1.,.,-,.,r ::arc but 
51 Picll '11 Pay 
-
other stves & ac.r.cplab!e quaLly t,XIJPl161Vt' 
Cooap & customer 
5,! Checker!. Fre5h. r�e;in & welcom,"iJ r O® �-s.-d 
53 f"ICk ·n Pa;, Nor ,moortan! ,.o mo No rorn.-iieot 
Good corpornto ,m,.,Je & reput<11ir,n 
eoiploymen! equlty & put money bad, mlo GCC3et ,hopping 
5,4 Pl¢k 'n Pay country expericnQ'! 
-
55 P1c;I<. ·n Pay No comment CtlCdf) 
56 Picit 'n Pay Cuslomtr care IS lhtllr COll�-m. Custom,,rc Jo.eussect 
�COl!tirlt (',(l(Tlf(1r,,,t,I .. 'i!hlpping Good �,irviim, qu.,hty 
�:, Pick ·o Pay 8rwm,nrnant, hetvti,1 s'iaff & quad ,ma110 .goods & ,;;om[om:iw& 
58 Spar I Olller \fert(}OO(J No COIMlelll 
�9 Pick 'n Pay t Chec.k�rs Good cusiorner seri,,ce GQOclatlm.¾ 
Fnendly & eJficiem 
60 PiQl< 'r, Pay✓ Makro - Happy ,;vsI01ner &&NJCes 
61 Checkers I Spar Slaff need lo L-., 1110,e lrlendl� No comment 
llJ1!!X'lrlla1, elean t,ut 
62 Cl:ledoers I Spa, I Mnderl! r-lo comrr.em e>:110nstve. 
63 ChEcitera Conventenlty i.:x:al:d a NO Cl)ml11Efli 
Fre-sh (ood. fn,:ndly Stai! & 
64 Pick'" l1'!JV C1Jstomers Interest at hear! reaso11<1tlle pfioes 
65 P'ick ·n Pay I Checkers No COIMlefll Good choico ol oooos 
F tw.na•y. clean & gOQCI 
66 P1ck ·n Pa,, Fneudtv staff & aastHE!r5 Pfl¢es 
Price, COrtv('!Oil•n� & 
67 Pldl ·n Pay. spa, N.icomment j'l<X)(l"ualrly 
Neat, t,dy, p1�r d1r-,ci;en to alsres, 
excellent C1Jstorner service.s, reasonabie 
68 ·Spa.r p<i<;os, good aua111y & vu:v convenle111 Good S&MCS orov,der 
Reputable, t1ff0tdahle /l. 
$9 Pi.Jk'nPay, GOQd Image & sol\lng fn:sJ1 products 
70 Pie� "n Pay I WorJtworths Nr, c:ornment Alx,mv,;cj 
Profes.slonal, <.lean, gt»J 
71 Pic.k'n p� Pro!fl�.ional1 de.in & moct&m value & service 
72 Piek 'n Pay Smaf! unllorms & clean 01ernlses Goo.J all rouroer 
73 l",d( ',i Pay Glean & well-laid our & carrv pwduct& l bvv C�n busy & efficient 
74 Pick ·n Pay Rel�ed & trien<Jt� Crll'aper lhsn others 
Good & allraclad to promotlQn; ([WGOF GOOIJ variety, ciean & 
7� Gh�kc,rs 
-
offC.'f!,) ei<r,ens,,re 
76 Supersave Well•P•c!Serlled & lry to ketip �p stanclill(IS Nocommen1 
77 Piel< 'n Pay Well �h.iated, clean & user lr!e!l<IIV Valve f01 monov 
I 
--
I 
 
Thr� words 10 describe � sl!Qre 
Chedce� 
Low qu:afI1y, no custvmcr 
i:J;1ru bul oc.rw.rally 
�tabtt: 
Quality. w�t6rr�r 
sallsfact1on & ampl" 
1o:ark1nq 
J\Jo CGmfl'Nll 
Nocomrm:n1 
Ch•.i-OJP 
T '>O big l?r me 
Rea�tu11abi)' � ,ory 
buS.\I'. li. la1a cJO;;;lno 
l'k)commeru 
Best CU510m£� shop 
Okay 
Cv,wenio11t 
For eveiy,l�y peor,ln 
F--.ti & best Quality 
ChMp· & no1 urHo-rl;lte 
Close 1a home 
N6como1ent 
Nocornm11n1 
ExtrefTIOjy cu:;h;,ruer 
focussed 
LQr.lk� Che.ip, ooi fff!Si\ & 
unaµpeal1110 
No comrrllll)t 
Dusi'/ 0001 Jl«ldl,cb. olfl 
pro<Ju,� & 1•1dilfernn1 
servfr..a ttl�1c 
TMng to lmpro,,,, 
01rty. outdated & crowde<J 
H<1s good s;,e,c,als 
ReasonJble 
No comment 
No comm<>.nl 
Spar 
EltU<'n".ivtt, no aistomcr 
ca.r•? tJu1 generally 
.Y.¢el)l,;,ble 
�comment 
Norommeni 
NQC(,mrnent 
N,, <:P(llllll?r1t 
Very Ck>.an 
Looall<ln, late dO!ltrtg, 
goOd SIQ(.� (II IJijily Cll.!fTI" 
& fnQJ1dlv staff 
Very good 
M"5llv axpen:si\1e 
Pr� IT\\JCl1 111,iNe, Wl\efl 
COITIP,,red 
Good quahty 
For everyday J)e(lple; 
Noc.,mrneol 
Co,wen11•m i,;ie.,i hut a bl! 
expensive 
Cloan & fo,:,ndlv 
No Ctim,n;,/ll 
� corrtn"lef'.lt 
€onven,on1 & .:,fflc;ienl 
iSSMOe 
Very 8XP(;O<;iv(' & 
untrient!I\I swtt 
Nocornment 
Gw<J r,r� & 5eNl(;e 
Has(lOO(:Joal<e.v 
No! much room 10 m(.1vE' 
about 
Ha:; good spe<:f,M 
Expen:.lve Ol,I jf1!QUE!r.l 
�001", 
Nocommer,l 
No CiOmrntln\ 
Woolworths 
GQOd QU,!hly high p,iCl'b 
Ii, cu<-tocn,>< !".Jt•sfa<:tlOfl 
No t;0mmo11I 
NOWMl<;ftl 
Nocon,men1 
Ovafity ,1ea1 & OOO<J 
CUSt¢n1t'lr Sllrv,...e 
Always get wruir vau w.,nt 
Comfort.ablo e1Mron1T11Jm. 
l9ood varlt-lY ti Quality 
Ver>Jg,x,CJ 
Conven,er,1 
Gcio<1 
Good �w1•tj bot 
ll'\C011, .,.,,.,,,1 lvci,.lOri 
Exch;sNe. expensive & 
credit 
No C'()m!T\6(ll 
G«l<J r.Jli,ll1ty. fresh 11, 
1
wnec1 
Noaormnen1 
GOlxl q1.J.1l1W &. doon 
No comment 
Q u;ilf!y & worLl:l•class 
$0r./lC6 
Pnct:y gOQl1 trash 
produc-.ts & c,1&1ome, 
�ll!'\11� 
App,ovoo 
!:xce11en1 pl'Odudti. vt,I\· 
e;p<.;ns1ve IJ; sh<.>Ck111g 
: pa!ic1nQ la<>illiios 
Ever so nic,  
E•pens,ve, guod J)MCJU<:I::, 
&de;,n 
E..,,p,fnswe 
Too eJtJ)(il'l�lll-: bul ,p,v 
good quahtv 
Nc,OOmmP.nl 
�ft (:l()ll11j1l)O! 
Other Stores 
Acceptable Sl'lndiJrd hut 
not a:io�eol'!r>tly ¼x:ated 
Nooommenl 
N<:-, cc,n,,m;ni 
{l,'O .;ormient 
No CO(nrTJefll 
NoOOmmeol 
No comment 
Nooomrn,ml 
No O'IITlfnenl 
OK&y 
No oomrnen1 
No comrne,11 
Nocommen1 
No cqrninenr 
NOClOfll(l'lenl 
Nocummi:111 
Na comment 
No � 
Makro. fl� tit,I� buyir.g 
pIQ<JUC15 & cuslomer caro 
Nocorc,,nent 
No comment 
Np COl!lrl1elll 
Noeorrtrnem 
No comm<>..nl 
Nowmm.;nt 
No comment 
Nn C01r>f1lellt 
APPENDIXB 
Respond&nt n,_ -i• to descnbe grocaiy store 
No. Gro®,Y slore for bull( shoppln_g? lmpntsslons ol grocery 11tor11? Pick ·o ·Pay Checkers Spa.r Wootworths 01her Stores 
78 P� 'ri Pay I Oh,;,t'll.ers Fine Cleon & well-lmd OIJ! IIT)l)(oving tiut nr,I so Ires!\ Goou spec,:il� E>.pe11s1ve & ba!l location NoQUm:11<:n! 
Det>E>fl'"Js on brancti • 
19 P'te1-. 'n Pay Posiuv� UQY.'O CleNI & weh O<IJ;:itllLed SO�!et-:j,y Okay 001 n,.,t conven-em lnconven,ent Nr; ,;;on,,..,...nt 
Cle;)n, Bfhc1,-nt t ... ut 
f�1rty, lt1n9 queue� & olf produa: son)ljtrmcs Wonderful but only m aty 
80 Pick ·n Pay Noccmmtsn! Cli,.1n elf,oent & p.leosa1Jt h.)nd >USl)e(": cenlr� Nnc.;e,mrne11I 
81 Pick 'n Pay Woolworths N-0ctimme11t Corw<:nienr � dft�b!e No (XJ'1'1{1'\ei\1 No r;;m:ne11 Ev«·,1)11r-a undi:r or� "00' t ./o �IVTl">'ll 
W.-lkll'g.Jn1zed 8, v;;.h,-l'Jdl� with Cl."1<lllKH 
82 Pick ·n Pav neBcts NO. 1 �hop No.:.o.1mmenr Nocomm .. nl N0(:Om'iJf'nl No «imm6r,t 
Ellp6n•(ve ,n co�n 1>u1 e�ce1tcn1 
8.3 Checl<er, sennce Cheap Good SEcl"VlO:, &poos,111) E�peoslYe No a)!'� rH 
Very g000 1rna9e. well Of!l3NZad "& t>a�,py 10 No-name brooo!, & ClE:.i>n. i;lfte!en1 e. -
84 Plci< ·n Pay I Spar !•hQplhe� soe<:fal offers OlflflrliZed Cr.:imped, CILI & scrullv Exre11er11 b\.j; bad 1oe-,.,ir,n No(;t)ll\monl 
Heclfc. olll pl 1t1e w,1.y & ff'lt)O<lly, gOOd specials & Clean. flt>od qUt<h\y t)11I 
85 li'iCk 'n Pay Gooo Ct,;,an & us.:r rr1en1Jr1 not so user fneoojy co,,11an,el'lt OUI QI ,h., ....av Nocomme111 
85 Pfek 'n Pay NocommenI Coo11enoe111 I!. ciwn Nocomroon• No comment Ov,:t•pria>d No eomm••nl 
8'7 Prcl< ·n Pav I Checkers Very g()Q(J More for yc.._,r money No comment N'O OOm!J'l!:llt No cc,"1rnGnt No COl]lmt•nt 
Great for small goods 
.88 Pick 'n Pay vsrv eff!Clont CustO/Tle/s are king Great ,mprovemenl l3tely (000 ln ror 1'1(3('..esslUos) �r'lSl'ffl NocommenI 
89 Checkers. Well ore�Cf>WO, dea,, llUt tellers a t,,J �io-., More expens111e & dear> ra1r l)l'lllas i. clean Fnendlv levely bu1 ver1 e,(ptil'IS•Ye Noaimm<:111 
90 Pick 'n Ray More to pock & less to pay Well stoeke<, & cie;;n N,:,v image & convenient Very WSIOffilJf friendly Gooctqu..l11v & sei:vice Nocommenl 
Fneooly, Cle..9n & 211(1 grade & not user V df'f oramatreal(y from 
�1 Pick ·n Pay M0$1 us�r fqandly & al!)-;, eco-lnencJI� r>rolesslonal lriendl9 store to ston> UpmarKet & , l;,u;sy Noc.om'1'\0n( 
Big, 13l<es -a long urr.e & Smalief t,ut moue 511<")(. e�pan�•l4 ,U)(IJ,V 6 
92 Pict-. 'n Pay I Soar Of<av 1oar1<1f'IQ problems GNl:lby oi.,l ooco $p<!OalS ac<::e'.iSl!JJe p.rrlwlg problams NoCO<fVTll•r,1 
93 Pick 'n f?ay I Cneckers I Sparr Ma!<,o No OO'l"men1 Convonrent 1-klcomm<:!nt Nor..ornnl(!I\I E.l(pensfve No CS11'l!T18/ ,I 
l'roslloe. exoons,ve· & 
94 Checkers GO<XI m1Cl<ll1-.-ol•th<,••09d lemll;,- �tore Classy & exponai...e . Respeciablei Respe.,4al,IP IUXW)• No ci:,rn«•• 111 
Clean. spac:l,)us & CJtt,\IOOd. OJ's<,.ganizo  & Olgan:zeo frle'l<:11\' & 
95 Piel,, 'n Pay I Spar Good org:>nl.:e<:J un11dy dP..,.11 Wrur,q lu<;;J110fl F1iendty, ,,,.1cn,11 & uset..J 
Affordable, a«a�b:I• & Too f1xpe11�1ve & not 
9.6 Checkers Gbod.sµocia\5, sumcien1 stock & vanety Nol easily access,bl� presentable Too pric� & not too nea: easily eo,1-si;11;1e Nu cCITT>�l'll 
ConSKlerc1bly 1mpf'('Wed, nal'Jle ba&,:m, •. 
o� layout m� & dei)lh ot products S()aG!<)v; & v-1,o( P''ll1ue1 Sm.JU. cram;i,�a & not l 00 Ol<l:o,<1�1 «: but g(XJ(I 
97 P1C11,n Pay lnaeassd range bllctl a gooct r an(l.i s�a,offcn; Good Qu;,rnv No oommer,1 
Image & u,putaUon very good, �tiff vJE>II Fnendfy, clean & Conv.enlenc,� �tore & GOO<l qual1Iy OX(l'lhSiV� 
98 Piek ·nPay t1oined & helpful & srmr1 unrtorws organizw Scrufty & narrow a;sles e><pensive twt lnaccesslb� IJ<:>romment 
99 Spar Very snacious No tom�• Nocommem N{l 00!11LJ\{,I\I Expen,ive NO COl'Ofl'lillH 
100 Checkers Alright Do not shop ihE:fe II i; conv;,111eo1 Very frien<11y 111r.a Enjoy ShODl)itl'] tt1em Nocommem 
101 -Sp.,,t IJsvally vef"I good Nocomrmnt Nocommem! No comment No con1menI NueommeI\t 
Prices low. serY1c1:1 e:xooHent, prcmotes 
102 St,ar �le� ii reput81>!)n 0o IJOL SOOP the.rr, Alrw,h1 bu: ,l){'(,11v,:nJe{lt F(it,oQ!y & qwl;I<. set'<ter- Do !10! shop !her� No comment 
10$ CtiecKers (500d Oulcl' :;e!'ll'-a:> 1'11s ::;pec,als Socoals Nocommem NOC:0"11TlM! 
104 � rn Pav Falr Convement & Chl.'ap Po not ShOP theft! Good speQJal� Stoi'i! f;ir away Noco,nm::m 
ConvonIr.nt & good 
105 $tl:lr 
-
Gl)l'JG re-.)ll(.it•oo AtfOldable bu\ Ul11 idy Sfb!,.l,llS Qt,O<j s�s & cl<'an G<�><.1 oual,ty t,ut pnr.P-y No COl'n/Til'.11! 
Conven ffil & good Convernent guod ';ol!l'VlC;e 
tQS P,ol< ·r1 Pay NOCl)(nr'OOnt S�IC(> (?,.)()d •ef'\11�.,C tJo! nxpet}s,vo E.-.:puns1vf' No common, 
107 Pick 'n P&j I Checkers I Soor Fnendty c"�n�rs siow Not enouqh cash,ers FrlCH\dly srnl!E>y lacB-� No o:le.i N\.lc�,m!Tl{>rit 
108 GMcf.;e{S Sal,sfactor,, Oil)l;;, & ron�en1Pn! Sh�'I' & save Do oot shop u,em Nol corweo1&r,i No rommAnt 
APPENDLXB 
R&spondent Three word� to descnbe grocery store 
No. Groc.ery store for bulk shopping? lmpresstof\9 of grocery store? Pick 'n Pay Checl!en; Spar Woolworths Other Stores 
109 Checkers Qjf,;,r ._.alue for mone_y Very long qosu<:s Gooo :,(lr,,10(, No con1rrnin 1 No,:om�nl No 0011111113<1' 
110 Spar GOO() Dtl 1101 shop tti,,n• bo not shop them Convenient S. gl)lxl pn,,¼ E.x;,enslv� & ,nr'QfWf>fllef1\ Noc:ornm':!nt 
Veiy fr,er,oty. w.,11 o�nizeo. ma,nt.111\� good 
reriut/lhon w.th OJstomer s,,rvice 8, alm,ng to Rea�omble pnc.c� & Fr,,st,ne:ss. iw,ndly 
111 Piel\ 'n Pay 11renso fnefldly CU5tl)(J)4}r SflfVl(,e No comment Converuer,t & frll!fld!Y •l('fllIce & 9000 quality Nu <.0tnrtk'nl 
Expens1llf: nl<'..e 
112 Pick 'n Pay Nooommont Clleati & 1-SlQI} Susy Fresh t><CKIUCI!, 0¥.lral'pnQ & QOoct quall1� No COrntTl":nl 
Expens,v<> nK.e 
113 P1clc 'n P.iy No <;Omment Clean &. 1-SIOp Bvw & oo 1101 st,,!),:, ti'i<,r& Fresh pmdu()ls nRCkai'.1100 & oood Qll.)llty Nowmmenl 
E-pt•onally gOO!J. clean, "'ell-o(l,aml".t.U, 01Qa,11zoo. r<-asoo:iblo 
114 Spar qualtiy produce & txod0t,1< Cl1.<an & too expem,ue but "IIBl1 unl)elpful Goo.1 qu..itity -serviOe Dooot;;,hop�fF'c �'° ��•"Yrl"-111 
11� SJ'Ji'lr Vety OCQ81)ize<1 & '¾ti! No comme.m Nu comn-er.t N��1, (nel°\<l!y 8 r,e,h No cornmero1 Nu<.:0mmen1 
116 Chec.kers Good 1-&v,oe r>roll1doo f'ro(lucts alWal/S trest:i Prod.icl!, atllays avallablc Noc:ommenl e..cene111 Qu..hty otter� NOaJ/1\JJ'l?.Ot 
fAany wps amund 
117 CtleeMilrs / Spar Na1I1)1ldl <£COQl1Ili0n & one-1,1op t}(JylOA Rea�onaOle prices E�lnnde,;1 �hopping ttQl.m, convenle111 OualltY Nooommem 
11,8 Spar Clean, nea! & coovenient Noromment Ne-3! & cJctar1 'var/ neat & c.heao E:i•oeosiv" & g()Cod ctvallty Noc'firnment 
Soc,,",lty responsible (wOI'"- Ill C()("ll"OUMY), Food ol exce,pfKlf\."ll 
119 P,ti. ·n P�y / Woolwouhs. stort:l!. lllean 8 v't)l'.Klt8S- alWavs tre..sh Convenienl & Clean Not r!'/llemc wo.-s1 �•irv= ,m.:.,n,nabl� QUafi;y N·o ,.,omrnenl 
Always on lh.; IOOk oui lQr new �Jeas to GOOCl quarity, freshness & A!tordabii. pru::es & fr.,sh furnensl110 g004I oua1,1y & 
120 Pick 'n Pay enhanc., cvstorr�r !>aTVice tow prJGes !('JOO No cornmeri1 fte:sll P'41)QLrnmeru 
Well-ron go ou, 01 way to help, well-stocked. 
consumer advisor sweel & good, helphrl & Ou�l ly i�>1J<:I µa1UC\,l,u1� 
121 Pick ·n Pay / l;\'Cldlwcr ln"s: nooll 11anetyo1 products FnaMly, c!oon & oµa1 No oomll\(lnl GOQd spec;1a15 & inendly !)00d No u)1t1111>?n1 
Mudern. spaoou& & very wc:1-tun, w1de Custome, car.- gooo Narro.,, a.sies & litlfe 
122 P1cll •n Pay cange of gooas & ,easottaUl1 price(1 QU1'hty & pocod rtghl 1rrrag1rsat-oo No !'-OlTIITienl No CO<nmt-'>I No t,(\ITd'nefll 
Good cepu!>1Uon CN:eker, 1ea11:red snoul.d Gt"l()(J /ayo1.11, ru1�y to 
123 S _par r-avi!-e !!hop layout NI) commenl NOCOIJll'll<!n( identitv & clean Nt, fXl!n1>1flnl No comment 
COnven\enl 1111,iNy c;t 
1111e,esl11<1 rn CtJSlnn1e1 g<:?!1,ng reason!!brr- Good �aluc; Iii cr,.,i<:P & �Ql/ntw 9000� � E.•ll""A'>'''I" �clcJ-sive II. 
124 Pick ·n Pay I Checkers I1ea1 & happy I0 !)),Change G<XldS Clean. ,:.p3Cl-0Ub & valcie s;,aclo.u� valu'" inn1acu1a1a Ne>commtml 
Clean conven(tmt & lmpMsonat. unfrlr.muly & 
125 Pick 'n Pay Clean. good wstome, serv,ce & awaroness frfrmdl}- EtQllO!tllC<ll & pn:,qre.:,.s1V0 ffie(f,ocra lm.'lreSWI:: but el\P811SM, No OOITll'l�:nl 
1mrrovf.:d ,mag,-., & rayout 01 stor�s & �1-1i1 Clean, Mlplul & EiipenSIY(I !"•Ul 9000 
12.6 Oheellel'S I1elp.tul {J<} 1,91 shop !here reasonable or,ces Do not ,111op !here ql.ialit�· Nvco111me"1 
C<:llwl'n,11n:, g()Ol! specialt 
Roi.able, 900d �uces & UlllJdy WI 000.en,001 & & quality, fresn ba�•a,Y a lllCO/lVllnlt'OI, oood QU.:l:ty 
1.27 P1cic ·n Pa..,, Reliable st(X)k everyil1irJQ m,;>,SOnable price� produce but expens,ve Nocqmmenl 
Dirty, conge�teo & 
128 Pook .,  Pay Good HeloltJI t.,Xi;iensn,,e Cle:in&�plol Exc,;llen• NI) wrnment 
129 Pick 'n P;iy / Chec!<er.s GOl.ld Yoo oavle�s Prlea •� fl90I Vfllue (or money No commt:rrt Nooorrimeflt 
130 Spar Gpoo You pay less Pr,ce jusl rtqhl LO\/e the Dell E"'cellr.on\ for seN,ce Ne COffiml!!ll 
ShoJ  wt->ero SA �h<>P 
131 Spar/ Other 0-.noesteid .;,�,es Pat l"$S 01<.ay GoodlOrl'(k) E.xce!Jenl Ptfee1sr-/j)ht 
1.32 Prell ·o Pay W(ttl manaqed fresh every da), Where SA !>hops No WTIITIE'r.l Nr, C0/111"8111 No lXll!'mt>nf 
133 ?icl< 'n Pay i Wooiwarths Pin« CrN1I Norornment Nocornmenl ThrJ t,est No '.:.01Tlf'll!:,f1\ 
PieBSdl'II, rli,ao llul 
untnenaty & unoolplol Uofn,,ridly, laci< vanely & E:(?e,,'lJ:v., IJl./I P.�t$, 1€onl 
134 P1c� ·n Pay Clean, lidv & m.Jl'lilQel'S rn�t helpful Cka:,111. lr(jy & help(ul !>1aH lresr;11ess •Wairly No (:{Jmrnen! 
Good helpful & ,t<'lci< wKle range of product:; t ipmark.-1 t,u1 har(j In 
135 PlCk 'n Pav al f.Jfr 1,)11ces l'le.isaril. tle,m & ell,cient Slow liJI, & Jruslral1r-9 Ralh81 run d()wn °"�,:h N 1r1111mfnl 
APPIENDIXB 
Respondent Three words t. describe grocery !.tore 
No. Gt<lcery store for bulk shopping? lmpreulons ot grocery '1ore? Plclt"nPay Check�rs Spar Woolwortt.c Othe< Stores 
GOOd repuUHfon, always dean & gc,,xI 
136 Checkers CUSt(lfl",',lf �Of'i,'JC9 Verv 0000 Ve,y g,..r)d Very good Ne:. con,m!'ol ii , oom·'r.e11t 
1.17 Piel<, ·n Pay Clean l)tlQtu & 11ffic,en1 Clean, t,n,;nl 8 efflci<;nt NocornmcnI No Ci'lnfflMI GnrJd s,i,..,.. • , 8. oro,,r, .-•� tio ccmment 
1'38 Pick 'n Pay Sotisf3ctory Very well rn::inaQed Good v_leg but 1oa,l meat Ex-oonslv� Expe11swe Nv C011Jn1Pnt 
bper\Srle f, ,nronvunipnt 
1 .. i39 PJCI< 'n Pav I Spar Oe.in. spacio-1� & good ra,l(le ol c,,oouctl, �"" & �S(J(labla ;,,�s 0<J otll !,hap ThP!l! Clean & 'lood .i,ue<-s.'ltb !O(::.:lhc-,l N,; C.OOJm<J'lt 
140 Ct)ecke� PO�•ular No comment FrleMty. c.anng & elflclent NOCOJTIIT'IE!nl NQ wmrr,en! �O'>mnmn1 
141 Pick 'n P,iy Good No comment No a:,mrr.i:,ri i Nocomroent Na commF.,nl No i;:r>mrnet11 
Very efi+cif,nl. cir.mn. 5e€-lllS Cl()Qef & h<b Smaft. oon,-en.cnr & CxL�n�t,,� <)'JOd qvuhly & 
142 Pici< ·,, Pav v ... der var1e1y Fasl clean 'S bl[l Dlngy, SCMly bul cheaper Soel:lfi<: h�hy No'.I oomm-0n1 
14$ Pick 'll Pay Reasonat>le Exl)Eansive t;i.,i com,ement Bad S(!f"\11C(; GO<>d spec,af� & Cllo,ce$ ie:,u:,enswr. No cximrr.en1 
Progressiveness, moov.Jtton 'lalu•.E!-fcr• 
0111ney, Customer focus. s-e1viee & Sp.101,1us. !rncndly & 6.eh1nd-1he-t[fnil�, t)Qririg C.,mnact, tr,endly oul 
144 Piel'- 'n Pay i.<.11i$1action <1re cote values eifi®nt & in.,ffk.:10111 ex:pensiv,, St,mle, OIIPl•l)Jlced & $1lfl M,) !.:Omtn".11� 
Comowmty•conscl0¢;, socially r.-�-ionSll)I" & Efficient dean �� Jmpmll!ng w1 •,ome1,mi:.-s Elft0,.n(. Ck'<!n !JUI 1'110te Lu1tunes & special 
145 Pick.,, Pay OllSIC•mer-foci.1�.!d & di1ven & ht-lplul dirty & unfmsh pn'ldua; oxpen:.,vc O<;Ca:SJOf1 shapp,;:ig No oornmem 
Visry 900<1 rna>1agemr;,n1 & stall r:.f oenl & 
146 Checkers obl'<Jlll!i Nd.�ll'lrn!11'1 la�e rarig& o! products. I.Q1WG<uen1 i. lni;r.dlv C1e..cn No01mmc-n1 
147 5fia, No .-.orwnen1 Too bus�& erarnmed Nol lOobad WeH Ja,13 out Nocomrnen1 No i;;omrr,c,111 
148 Pick '11 Pav S0111e lh1nns okay lll l ull\er& nc,1 Clew, Needs vr,>gredlno S�j,!l:1 great QuaJIJ� but over-pIJced Ne comm,ml 
{49 Piclt 'n Pa�• E:>eelfenl Ex�tle<ll No comment No001T1men1 No comment Noi:.cmmen1 
F nendiy, relax"° co11-ipoten1. famlly-on1tnl(!(I Fner)dly, affi:>1datlle & Upma11<.a1 e.1<;,ensiv'i' & 
1S0 f?ioR 'n Pay,. & ..ifford,itJh:i rel/lXed L Q\N'ar Cl,lSS No commnr11 r,:fass� Not:ommem 
151 Piel\ ·n Pay Nocor11men1 I PO. & M., .. irin r,<>')'S Fr.eA1' &, clean Nbrommen1 fu<pel SMl & c;Je;ln No OOl'Jlfl'l6nl 
Upgratled, chafl'ile helll!r iheretOfe N",ce 1l11fe11�nt r.x�J & 
152 Ch!!cl\61!; Impression be.lier tnen<1\v Abi.>118 ,)vcrage & tr,endtv Slll<III, !1esh fQOd & carmg Quah� IOC){! l'IOq(lf1'1mem 
Cheap, d;;sl.? & long Crtiwded, 2<!-hours & Prk.ey, re,idy-made meats 
153 Piell 'n Pay Hal/en't ronskle11�d ,t, Wida v;iJ\i,tv & ch� Ql/e.JeS versalile s go.-x1 ouali1y Noe:cmmenl 
Ea$y tiassk•·free Slighlly rtl0(8 P�pt'nfiiv!l 
1.54 Piek ·n Pav , Sp;1r I Wootwmths_ N" cornmf,>1'\ shopplr,g L'<zY un\nteresltlCl •,talJ but eoIwrr,n1e11I Good qu�litv it. ,:.hole& �Ct.Jmm1::n1 
Dtiletenl t,.,,.O<J,,. cr;1mpoo Expensive. upmarket & 
155 P11.:k 'n Pay Gloan, e.fjlei<,m c. ir,O<l(:rn 1am1I{ hlPre qeal'\, \)l({lht & ethaenl Ou nol &hop there but foendly h�1ted rl'\Qfce No CDfl.trn,e,tll 
lives up It> '1.lPIJl:a\iOn & slaU lllOti\lated in Tn�I. ITlM,Hy & �cellenl 
156 Spar 1)1'01noting ,mage ol comoa.·w Jlio c»mtr.el\l Noci:ir,,,nent cuslQ<N!r �en. ice Nooommun1 N<1comm9111 
157 Spar Gooo repuIauon & quaII1y proouets N'o cornme111 Nocommem Nocommeri1 No CO(lllll(llll Noaomment 
. 
co,reclly situatc;d ooul �er.r!Oe, friendly 
sli\14, ,;le.an & "'Kie ran9P al rea�on;;ble 
1'58 Piek ·11 Pay / $p.;i, i WOOiworths I Olhe< pnte:, Low Pfl00S 6 IO.,ndly 51;,•1 NoCCWT1,nr,,<1t No corr.'llel\ r Ck,o(J QlJRlity /l 5et'l1Ct N-, r:r.mm1:111 
ts� Pii,1< ·n Pay Verv at1raci111e & comfortable Ev1:1ty1h\ng I wan(. I ge\ U'1tOO'lfortat>l.i Convenient Lelsurely No com�n1 
160 Other CheckotJI V1::ry orgaotzei:! & 1iroless1ona1 Fre.sh from &ta1i Cheilpc,.>St ,n l0\11/n Good (0< you No comment No oomrnant 
Hi1 Ctiec�er� Pto,fessio11.1l, lnenolY & Ct:JSlorncr-ooer,')BU,d F•esn, c:lea'n & frieooly Fast, ffien<ny & (')can Ctaan & fnendly No co,nm..rll Nocommeril 
162 SJ1,ir Nr,, cornn,�nl NocornrnenI N,;, o,m,t;en1 Good lo< mo Nocom�1etll No -,,nrnen,
163 Checkers Cloan, frJ..:,nClY & fresh product\> Ex'pensiw frash p;0<1uo1:; & lr!endfy Good lo, you Nu r:X>mrn.,r,t No commcnl 
W1d<> ian(,-e 11•,�h 
.164 Checker:; Clear'\, fnandly, fresh prooucts & w1dP ranQO �ns,ve .& c:Jsan I produ�is Fnem:1ly 0<J 1\01 Shop lhUt: tlr,,:,omrn�, 
Fne·l'\C:Jly SPNICC, good spec,als 8. w11:le range Good �pedals & I re:sh 
165 Pick 0nPay of pro(lucl/i p<onuots Clo not ,,hop theri, Fn-,n{jl� & tJ�n E�penJ;JVe r,o tc.mmeriI 
P<i<les. co,wer,.ent 6 gO<:ld Prices convelll<.ml & gvod wncN. uinven.enr & good Pnces. Cll(W enienl ll g,'.><Jd 
166 Piel- 'n Pay facot\Pnt quality -., .. 11,ty qua!dy ciuahty MocQmmenI 
